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Thursday, 7 March 2019
The SPEAKER (Hon. Colin Brooks) took the chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.
Joint sitting of Parliament
SENATE VACANCY
The SPEAKER (09:33): I wish to advise the house that yesterday, as many members would know,
this house met with the Legislative Council to fill the Senate vacancy following the resignation of
Senator the Honourable Jacinta Collins. Raffaele Ciccone was duly chosen.
Petitions
Following petition presented to house by Clerk:
OVENS VALLEY FLOOD DAMAGE
The Petition of certain residents of Victoria draws to the attention of the House the need for the provision of
assistance for landholders affected by the damaging weather event of 13 December 2018 that saw torrential
rain, wild wind and flash flooding in North East Victoria. The event particularly affected communities of the
Ovens Valley including Landrigan, Byawatha, Eldorado, Tarrawingee, Everton, Everton Upper, Markwood
and Peechelba.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative Assembly of Victoria through the Minister for
Agriculture, commits to funding fencing materials up to $10,000 per farm for affected farmers.

By Mr McCURDY (Ovens Valley) (120 signatures).
Tabled.
Ordered that petition lodged by member for Hastings on 6 March be considered next day on
motion of Mr BURGESS (Hastings).
Documents
DOCUMENTS
Tabled by the Clerk:
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority—Report 2017–18
Education and Care Services National Law Act 2010—Report 2017–18 of the National Education and Care
Services Freedom of Information and Privacy Commissioners and Ombudsman
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003:
Government response to the Accountability and Oversight Committee’s Report on the Inquiry into
methodologies and outcomes from Victorian Ombudsman reports tabled in the Parliament
Government response to the Electoral Matters Committee’s Report on the Inquiry into civics and
electoral participation in Victorian state parliamentary elections.

Business of the house
ADJOURNMENT
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (09:35):
I move:
That the house, at its rising, adjourns until Tuesday, 19 March 2019.

Motion agreed to.
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Members statements
DROUGHT ASSISTANCE
Mr D O'BRIEN (Gippsland South) (09:35): It was a great fillip to the spirits of drought-affected
farmers in the Wellington shire last Sunday to have a visit from Prime Minister Scott Morrison and
federal Minister for Agriculture and Water Resources David Littleproud. The PM met with farmers
and other locals at Stratford, Briagolong and Seaspray and toured the worst hit areas of the region as
well as making some welcome announcements of support. This stands in stark contrast to the efforts
of Victoria’s own Premier. Since the government declared the drought in eastern and central
Gippsland, the Premier has visited the Latrobe Valley five times but has not once made it past
Traralgon to the worst drought-affected areas, a fact that has been well and truly noted by the
communities of the Wellington and East Gippsland shires.
Premier, the package of measures announced by your Minister for Agriculture was paltry and was
seen as a slap in the face by most farmers in my region, who have been united in their calls for
municipal rates relief. You were part of a government that delivered such support in 2008–09, and
there is no reason you cannot do it again. While money is being wasted on giving cash handouts to
every school student in both shires—including families like my own, who clearly do not need it—you
are failing to support those who need it most. If you are to live by your claim to govern for all
Victorians, it is about time you, as the leader of the government in this state, visited our parched region
and brought some genuine support with you.
LEONGATHA RSL
Mr D O'BRIEN: I congratulate the Leongatha RSL on celebrating 100 years of supporting our
veterans and providing a focal point of social life and remembrance for our community. The centenary
was celebrated with a gala dinner last Saturday night and a special service at the Avenue of Honour
the following morning.
FESTIVAL OF GLASS
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services)
(09:37): It was with pleasure that I once again had the honour of opening the annual Festival of Glass
on Sunday, 17 February. This is the ninth festival, and it is accurate to say it has gone from strength to
strength. This year the festival included numerous events held over a three-month period from January
through to March—a long way from the inaugural one-day program held back in 2011. A highlight of
the festival this year was the ‘Twilight Flames’, an evening of glass blowing featuring international
artists Davide Penso, Karina Guevin and Cédric Ginart. I congratulate the festival convener, Doug
Carson, along with Patrick Hughes, Mercedes Drummond and all the team of dedicated volunteers for
making this festival another great success.
QUEENSCLIFF RAILWAY STATION
Ms NEVILLE: On Thursday last I was pleased to join the Minister for Public Transport at
Queenscliff to mark the completion of works on the town’s historic railway station. The $600 000
upgrade included restumping, reroofing, repainting and, importantly, fitting out a new kitchen and
station toilet facilities. The station was built in 1881 and is one of the oldest station buildings in
Victoria, and it is much loved by the local community. It is home to the Bellarine Railway, and I
congratulate all those volunteers who keep that railway going. The station is also home to the Q Train,
a fine dining restaurant train—and I must say that I have enjoyed a fabulous night aboard that train—
and the Blues Train, which rocks and rolls thousands of patrons every year. The upgrade to the
Queenscliff station will assist these three rail experiences to attract more tourists to the beautiful
Bellarine. A shout-out to Andrew Bridger for his vision on this.
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HILLSONG CHURCH, KNOX
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (09:38): I take this opportunity to congratulate the members of
the Hillsong Church on the opening of their new facility in Knox. It was well attended, and it was a
big event for the local community. I congratulate pastors John and Sarah Sparey for the work that they
are doing and wish them all the best for the future.
FERNTREE GULLY NORTH PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr WAKELING: I had the pleasure of visiting Ferntree Gully North Primary School to speak to
the grades 3 and 4 students about government and about the importance of volunteering in local
communities. I would like to thank the staff for organising a great event.
FAIRHILLS PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr WAKELING: I had the pleasure of hosting students from Fairhills Primary School here in the
Victorian Parliament. They are a great school, and the students were really amazed by the features of
the Parliament. The visit was part of their week in Melbourne, and I wish them all the best for the future.
HUNGAROFEST
Mr WAKELING: Congratulations to Marta Marot and all the representatives of the Hungarian
community in Wantirna for another fantastic Hungarofest. It was a well-attended event not only by
members of the local Hungarian community but by the broader community, and I congratulate Marta
and her team on another fantastic event.
CHINESE NEW YEAR
Mr WAKELING: Congratulations to William Wai and the committee members of the Knox
Chinese Elderly Citizens Club for hosting another fantastic Chinese New Year luncheon. It was a wellattended event, and it is such an important event in our local community. I congratulate William and
his team for the work that they do in providing important support for elderly Chinese residents
throughout the eastern suburbs of Melbourne.
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Ms KAIROUZ (Kororoit—Minister for Consumer Affairs, Gaming and Liquor Regulation,
Minister for Suburban Development) (09:40): I am proud to rise today to speak about what
International Women’s Day means to me. It is important that on this day we celebrate all that we have
achieved for gender equality and all that we still must do. The 2019 theme of International Women’s
Day, ‘Balance for Better’, aims to build a gender-balanced world. This theme promotes gender balance
in business, sport, government, media and all of our community. Supporting a gender-balanced world
recognises the critical role that women play in community life. I first noticed how important a gender
balance is in 1998 when I was elected to Darebin council as their youngest female councillor. There
were only seven female mayors across the state and only 24 per cent of councillors were women. Since
1998 representation of women at a local government level has increased, but I still believe there is
much more we can do to support the participation of women in community life.
Since 2014 the Andrews government has been committed to promoting gender equity. We know that
women are underrepresented in leadership, which is why we ensure that women now make up 50 per
cent of all government boards. We practice what we preach in government too, ensuring gender equity
within our cabinet. As of the 2018 election, women now make up 46.6 per cent of our Labor caucus.
I would also like to acknowledge the women in my family who support and inspire me every day: my
mum, sister and nieces. I would also like the acknowledge the wonderful staff in my office: Kirsten,
Chris, Diana, Isabelle, Miriam and Adele. I wish them all and all Victorian women a very happy
International Women’s Day.
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JULIAN BURNSIDE
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (09:41): I rise to condemn in the strongest possible terms the Greens
candidate for Kooyong, Mr Julian Burnside. Mr Burnside wants to decriminalise heroin and wants to
bring back death taxes, an inheritance tax. The people of Kooyong do not want an inheritance tax.
They do not want to see the return of death duties to Australian public policy. They do not want to see
heroin decriminalised—I mean, how dangerous would it be to decriminalise heroin. Maybe if
Mr Burnside had spent some time defending drug dealers or prosecuting drug dealers—he did not do
that because he did not get paid enough to do that; he got paid a lot to defend corporate crooks like
Alan Bond—and maybe if he had spent a bit more time in criminal law, he would have realised that
decriminalising a drug like heroin is crazy, is dangerous and puts the public at risk. And maybe if he
did not live in such an enormous house and was not so wealthy himself, he would realise that an
inheritance tax or a death duty is crazy economic policy and terribly unfair to the hardworking families
of Kooyong.
ELLENI BEREDED-SAMUEL
Ms HENNESSY (Altona—Attorney-General, Minister for Workplace Safety) (09:42): I rise today
in the prelude to International Women’s Day to talk about one of the local legends in my electorate,
Elleni Bereded-Samuel, who was this year made a member of the general division of the Order of
Australia. We are very, very proud of her. She is a very inspirational community leader who has given
much to Melbourne’s west. Her work has really focused on improving the lives of migrant
communities, in particular women, in Point Cook and surrounding suburbs. Elleni founded the Horn
of Africa Communities Network based in Footscray back in 2000. It is a not-for-profit community
organisation that provides practical support to newly arrived migrants and refugees, including
assistance in accessing education, training and employment, and I have seen firsthand the very positive
impact that that organisation has on the lives of people. I want to congratulate Elleni on this welldeserved honour. She has played a range of important leadership roles in our community, from being
on the board of Western Health to being on the board of SBS. She works in the health sector and is
really just an outstanding and inspirational community leader. I want to pay particular tribute to her
on International Women’s Day.
PHILIP CUMMINS
Ms HENNESSY: I would just like to briefly acknowledge the passing of Philip Cummins, a former
Justice of the Supreme Court, a fantastic Victorian law reform commissioner and a wonderful man.
ANNIE SAGE
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (09:44): On 23 February the Somerville community joined to witness
the unveiling of the portrait of local pioneer Annie Sage at the iconic Somerville Community House.
The event commemorated Annie Sage’s work with the Australian Army Nursing Service, for which
she was made matron-in-chief of the Australian Imperial Force (Middle East) in May 1941 and was
then appointed a member of the Royal Red Cross for exceptional administrative ability and gallant
and distinguished service. In May 1942, back in Australia, Annie Sage was elevated to deputy matronin-chief at Land HQ in Melbourne. In May 1943 she was promoted to the rank of colonel.
Affectionately known to the community as Sammie, in 1952 she unsuccessfully sought Liberal
preselection for the federal seat of Flinders but continued to be a strong advocate for her community.
In 1956 Annie Sage became a partner in a local grocery shop in Somerville, with well-known and
loved local Maisie Lewis, that traded as Sage & Lewis. I congratulate the organisers and all who
attended this historic local community event.
LAND TAX
Mr BURGESS: I have been approached by a Somerville constituent who is deeply concerned by
the steep increase in his land tax bill, which has almost doubled in just two years—from $1605 in
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February 2017 to $3175. Victorians are facing higher land tax bills every year under the Andrews
Labor government, who have shamefully removed the power of local governments to undertake land
valuations and have instead shifted the process to the valuer-general, who is re-evaluating them every
12 months instead of over the years—yet another example of the complete lack of care this
government demonstrates when dealing with Victorians’ money.
WERRIBEE ELECTORATE ENDEAVOUR AWARDS
Mr PALLAS (Werribee—Treasurer, Minister for Economic Development, Minister for Industrial
Relations) (09:46): I rise to speak about the Endeavour Awards ceremony held at Parliament House
on 25 February with secondary school students and their families from the Werribee electorate. These
awards are about more than educational achievement; they are about a student’s character, their
attitudes and their service to the community. It was inspiring to meet these fine young leaders. Good
character is something we can nurture in young people, but often a person’s character is revealed in
trying circumstances when life hands them things outside of their control. Many of these students
exhibit a maturity above their years, possessing a steely determination to continue to work hard and
be of service to others.
To the house I acknowledge the award recipients: Tiffany Cammayo from MacKillop College
Werribee, Will Hingley-Faccin from Warringa Park School, Louis-Jak Middlebrook from Wyndham
Central College, Brodie Ogluszko from Manor Lakes P–12 College and Laura Rankin from Werribee
Secondary College. They are worthy recipients not just for their hard work but for the qualities they
possess: their grit, drive and sense of community. These are the things that will hold them in good
stead for the future, and I wish them all the very best.
AVA WAKE
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (09:47): Ava Wake had just turned two in April 2017 when her
parents, Leanne and James, noticed something was wrong. Leanne is in the chamber today. Their little
girl suddenly stopped sleeping, playing or walking and became inconsolable. After multiple medical
appointments, Ava was diagnosed with stage 4 high-risk neuroblastoma, an aggressive form of cancer.
Increased public funding for this illness needs the urgent consideration of government. To date, baby
Ava has already endured multiple extremely invasive surgeries as well as several blood and platelet
transfusions and chemotherapy courses.
The generous and giving community that I am so proud to represent has rallied around this beautiful
little girl. And so on behalf of Ava, her family and her wonderful volunteer support team I would like
to thank those Sandringham district businesses who have contributed, including Mentone businesses
Back in Motion, Truly Scrumptious, Healthy Cass Creations and Scicluna’s Real Food Merchants;
Cheltenham businesses 7 Elements, Mumma Body Coaching, Bella Jordan Photography, Kerry
Armstrong, Click Celebrations and Flowers By Cassy; and Black Rock businesses Black Rock
Chocolates, Black Rock Cellars, Fresco House & Flowers and BC Dental Beaumaris.
Just yesterday Ava was disconnected from all her lines for a couple of hours. She got to have a play
on the swings outside the hospital. She kept saying, ‘Look at me going higher! I am a brave girl’. Ava
Wake is indeed a very brave girl.
JOHN LEWIS
Mr FOLEY (Albert Park—Minister for Mental Health, Minister for Equality, Minister for
Creative Industries) (09:48): I rise to mourn the passing of John Lewis, who passed away on
29 November last year. First and foremost, John was the loved husband of Jan Riddell and a father
and grandfather to his extended family. John was a key part of the last four Albert Park state electorate
campaigns, and indeed he was on the 2018 campaign committee until such time as he had to stand
down in mid-2018 due to his ill health, with a condition that ultimately took his life five days after the
state election. The election result certainly brought him great heart and comfort, particularly the return
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of the seat of Northcote to the Labor Party, given John’s former leading role as both a Northcote city
councillor and a long-time activist in that community.
As a lifelong supporter and a member of that generation of activists who came to political maturity in
the heady days of the Whitlam era, John was variously an anti-nuclear pro-environment campaigner,
a local government reform campaigner, a long-term Northcote city councillor, a key advisor to several
ministers in the Cain-Kirner governments and an all-round decent human being. Following his
marriage to Jan he moved south to Port Melbourne, where he became a continued activist in the
community, including playing a continued leading role as the secretary of the Northcote Park Football
Club. He will be deeply missed by all.
LADY FORSTER KINDERGARTEN
Mr NEWBURY (Brighton) (09:50): Lady Forster Kindergarten is a special kindergarten located
on the Elwood foreshore that celebrates its 95th anniversary this year. Lady Forster is also unique in
that it is located right on the beach. Lady Forster is an integrated part of the Elwood community and
also delivers an exceptional program through its coastal curriculum in which children learn about the
bay and the foreshore ecosystem.
I recently visited Lady Forster to welcome a South Korean delegation who were visiting Australia.
The delegation leader spoke to me about the similarities between our foreshore and Busan in South
Korea, where they are from. The delegation also took part in a welcome to country ceremony. I
congratulate the kindergarten on being leaders in their field and for hosting the recent delegation.
BAYSIDE DOG ALLIANCE
Mr NEWBURY: I also recently met with Amanda Levi of the Bayside Dog Alliance. The alliance
recently celebrated its second anniversary, having been set up as a voice for dog owners and carers in
the Bayside region. The alliance estimates that there are between 18 000 and 19 000 dogs in the Bayside
region, which reinforces why their issues need to be on the agenda of policymakers and representatives.
The alliance has proposed a number of issues for consideration. These include gate and fencing
changes at certain parks, pet registration incentives for young animals and the need for a dog agility
park in Bayside. I congratulate the alliance on its advocacy and look forward to working with it on
these important issues.
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Ms KILKENNY (Carrum) (09:51): Friday, 8 March 2019, is International Women’s Day, and still
there is not a country in the world where women have equal rights to men. I am in two minds about
whether we need a day like International Women’s Day. I wonder whether we curb and constrain our
recognition and celebration of movement and change to just one day instead of celebrating each and
every day the incremental steps, the achievements and the commitment by so many in our campaign
for equal rights for women and to bring an end to gender inequality, because I know that the women in
my community—the growing legion of women who directly or indirectly through their work, paid and
unpaid, are doing something about gender inequality—are frankly doing it every single day of the year.
These women are going about their days without fanfare but making a difference, and I want people to
start acknowledging all of these women, including the women themselves.
I cannot name them all today, unfortunately, but here is a start and let us keep adding to this list every
single day: Carolyn Gurrier-Jones, Chloe Otter-Vlahos, Deanne Semmens, Fiona Dannock, Carolyn
Walls, Sue Wynn, Anne-Marie Threlfall, Tanya Dickson, Jodie Hayes, Bec Newman, Shenel Ibrahim,
Jennifer Ellis, Jackie Morgan, Allison Booth, Kay Hassel, Sophie McGuinness, Joy King, Christine
Richards, Maureen Griffin, Janet Wright, Maureen Lim, Karen Sawyer, Tricia McMullin, Nola
Stewart, Natalie Batten, Sinead Ni Chonaill, Tyrah Pocock-Davies, Nicky Berg, Jade Kavanagh,
Angela Stokeld, Hannah Myall, Aleacia Lawtey, Natalie Palancian, Jeanette Shone, Maddie Race,
Ariane Tebb, Casey Seth— (Time expired)
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VICTORIAN BUSHFIRES
Mr BLACKWOOD (Narracan) (09:53): The Bunyip fire that began with a lightning strike last
Friday afternoon has caused extensive damage to property, with at least 50 sheds and outbuildings
destroyed along with at least seven homes and farm infrastructure. There is no doubt that if not for the
courage and professionalism of our firefighters the loss of homes in particular would have been far
worse. To hold the fire on the north side of the Princes Freeway was a massive effort and achievement.
Our firefighters did it in 2009 and again last weekend. I would like to put on record my sincere
appreciation and thanks to all of our firefighters at the Bunyip fire and every other fire that is currently
burning in Gippsland. Too many of the individuals and families that were impacted over the weekend
are still recovering from the same experience 10 years ago. We must stay close to them and do all we
can to get them through this again.
The learnings of the 2009 fires that were picked up in the royal commission have slowly been ignored
or forgotten, and we are hearing the same cries for action on fuel reduction burns as we did after the
2009 fires. Only 12 per cent of the fuel reduction target recommended by the royal commission was
met last year. To suggest it was too dry is ridiculous as there is always time during winter or spring to
burn if autumn is too dry. It is easy to blame climate change for everything, but in this case it is just a
cop-out and disrespectful to my community. I call on the Andrews government to stop allowing
ideological green agendas to interfere with the responsible management of our public land.
BALLARAT CYCLE CLASSIC
Ms ADDISON (Wendouree) (09:54): Congratulations to everyone who was involved with the
Ballarat Cycle Classic, which was held on Sunday, 17 February. It is a very successful event, where
participants can ride, walk or run for cancer research. I was pleased to participate with my husband
and our daughters. On a glorious Ballarat morning we jumped on our bikes and thoroughly enjoyed
completing the family ride around Lake Wendouree. What is great about the Ballarat Cycle Classic is
that 100 per cent of all registrations and donations from the event go to cancer research in Ballarat. So
far $180 000 has been raised. Tomorrow night I look forward to attending the Fiona Elsey Cancer
Research Institute’s International Women’s Day event with my mum and further supporting cancer
research in Ballarat.
BALLARAT LYRIC THEATRE
Ms ADDISON: Ballarat has a great tradition of high-quality community theatre, and this year’s
Ballarat Lyric Theatre production of Jekyll & Hyde The Musical is no exception. I was thrilled to
attend the opening night performance at the Wendouree Centre for Performing Arts last Thursday.
Congratulations to Lyric Theatre president Michael Whitehead, director Stephen Armati as well as the
choreographer, musical director and choral director on an extraordinary show. Congratulations to the
cast, crew and orchestra on their dark and disturbing presentation of Robert Louis Stevenson’s
challenging tale. The performances were compelling, especially Dylan Shalless’s powerful and
chilling portrayal of both the hero and the villain of the story. Megan Scott’s performance of Lucy
Harris captured the hearts of the audience, and Carmen Morris’s Emma Carew was truly professional.
It was great to see so many young people involved in the performing arts, and I wish them very well
in the future.
MONTMORENCY CRICKET CLUB
Ms WARD (Eltham) (09:56): I rise to congratulate the Montmorency Cricket Club on an
outstanding Ladies Day function. This excellent fundraising day began after the 2009 Victorian
bushfires, donating more than $8000 that year to help those affected by those devastating fires. This
event has now been raising money for a variety of charities for 11 years. This year the club raised more
than $4000 for Look Good Feel Better, a charity which supports cancer patients in managing
appearance-related side effects of their treatment, helping empower them and give them confidence.
We know that local sporting clubs require huge efforts from volunteers just to run themselves, and I
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commend the Montmorency Cricket Club for its generosity in not only being a fantastic, hardworking
community themselves but also reaching out to help the wider community. I particularly thank social
committee members Carly Sedgwick and Rochelle Barnett for their efforts with this event and club
president Leigh Strongman for her work.
ELTHAM JAZZ, FOOD AND WINE FESTIVAL
Ms WARD: The Eltham Jazz, Food and Wine Festival has held its 21st weekend of music and fun.
This fantastic event gets bigger and better every year. Over the course of the weekend thousands flock
to Eltham and the town centre is abuzz with music, food, wine and laughter. This year’s line-up
included Vince Jones, Kings and Associates and the Seven Ups and also featured local acts, including
the St Helena Secondary College jazz band. I congratulate the organisers for this successful event,
especially Greg Haywood, Paul Clarke, Fee Sievers, Michael Young, Michael Sargeant, Bill
McGillivray, Faith Gritten, Holly and Brett Ditchfield, Lucy Anderson, Carolyn Anderson and
Andrew Stanley.
DR DAVID WARNER
Ms WARD: With sadness I inform the house of the passing of Dr David Warner, a former principal
and teacher at Eltham College. Dr Warner was an educational innovator who thought deeply about
education in a 21st-century environment, publishing a book on the subject in 2006. He taught at Eltham
College for more than 14 years, and I well know of the significant impact he had on many students
and families in the Eltham community and beyond.
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S DAY
Ms COUZENS (Geelong) (09:57): Tomorrow is International Women’s Day, and across Victoria
women will be attending events throughout this week, including here at the Victorian Parliament
today. The theme for International Women’s Day, More Powerful Together, recognises the important
role we all play in breaking down stereotypes and gendered roles to create a world where women and
girls everywhere have equal rights and opportunities. I am proud of the Andrews Labor government’s
commitment to gender equality. We are the first government in Victoria’s history to have a cabinet
with 50 per cent women, and we are delivering a range of policies that promote gender equality across
government and the Victorian community. International Women’s Day tomorrow will be a reminder
that we must continue to build a better world for future generations of women. We need to tackle pay
gaps, increase the number of women in leadership positions, provide flexible work environments and
ensure girls and young women have strong female role models that they can look up to. Greater gender
balance is critically important in all professions, including politics.
On Monday the Geelong Gender Equality Coalition and Deakin University held the Gender Equity
Conference titled ‘Embracing gender equity is good for business’ at Deakin University, thanks to the
funding from this government. The Minister for Women and the Minister for Public Transport opened
the conference and outlined the government’s commitment to gender equality and the development of
a gender equality bill. Jane den Hollander, the vice-chancellor of Deakin University, spoke of her
journey and her commitment to gender equality and the important role that Deakin University plays.
BLACKBURN LAKE PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr HAMER (Box Hill) (09:59): On 15 February I had the privilege of visiting Blackburn Lake
Primary School and recognising their new leaders. Blackburn Lake Primary School is a terrific school
nestled adjacent to the wonderful Blackburn Lake Sanctuary. I would like to congratulate the new
year 6 captains Holly Trainor, Orlando Edmonds, Cheryl Chen and Luke Eaton. I had the opportunity
to speak to the school captains following the badge presentation and I was very impressed at their
confidence and their ideas for contributing to the school community.
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BLACKBURN PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr HAMER: On 22 February it was wonderful to be out at Blackburn Primary School to recognise
their new school leaders Rhyan Brosnan, Kayla Brown, Leila Hargreaves and Parla Pourakbarkhiavi,
and to congratulate all the year 6 captains and their families. The school will be well served with the
new leadership team. I wish them, along with all of the other captains, all the best on their continued
journey at school and in leadership.
MONT ALBERT PRIMARY SCHOOL
Mr HAMER: It was fantastic to visit Mont Albert Primary School on Friday, 8 February, to present
the year 6 leadership badges. I particularly want to congratulate the two school captains for 2019,
Mitchell Hedley and Anushka Yadav. They are two confident young leaders who have earned the
respect of their peers and teachers, and along with all of the other captains I wish them the best for the
year ahead.
Mont Albert Primary School is also undergoing major change in the form of a new architect-designed
modular facility to replace a classroom building as part of the Andrews government’s asbestos removal
program. I was privileged to be joined by the Premier to inspect progress on the project earlier this year.
FOOTSCRAY VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY
Ms HALL (Footscray) (10:01): I rise today to give congratulations and thanks to Footscray’s
Vietnamese community. Vietnamese refugees first arrived in Australia more than 40 years ago, and
they have made a proud and positive contribution to our state and the district of Footscray since then. I
note with great excitement that the Andrews government has committed $4.45 million to go toward
making Australia’s first Vietnamese cultural centre and museum a reality right in the heart of Footscray.
This commitment has been matched by the federal Labor leader and federal member for Maribyrnong,
Bill Shorten, following strong advocacy from the federal member for Gellibrand, Tim Watts.
Congratulations must go to the Victorian chapter of the Vietnamese Community in Australia on their
continual advocacy to make this project a reality. VCA Victoria president Viv Nguyen is an invaluable
voice and advocate for the Vietnamese community and has long championed the idea of a museum in
Footscray. Thanks also to Vietnamese Community in Australia Victoria vice-president and cultural
centre chairman Phong Nguyen and Maribyrnong city councillor Cuc Lam for their ongoing advocacy
for this project.
FOOTSCRAY ASIAN BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
Ms HALL: I would also like to acknowledge the Footscray Asian Business Association, in
particular president Peter Nguyen, and thank them for the contribution they make to our community
throughout the year, in particular the spectacular annual East Meets West Lunar New Year Festival
that this year welcomed in the year of the pig. I thank FABA for arranging a spectacular lion dance
for my office opening last week.
ST ALBANS VIETNAMESE COMMUNITY
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (10:02): I rise to congratulate the Vietnamese community on the
fundraising event held last Friday to raise funds for the Joan Kirner Women’s and Children’s Hospital.
We saw close to $300 000 raised at this event attended by over 500 community leaders across the
west. In particular I would like to thank the Quang Minh Buddhist Temple who established a
committee throughout last year to raise these vital funds, including the Venerable Thich Phuoc Tan;
Dr Nhan Phuc Pham, vice-president of the Quang Minh Buddhist Temple; Cr Cuc Lam; Andy Van
Khao Nguyen, St Albans Business Group Association; Peter Nguyen, Footscray Asian Business
Association; and of course the many traders. In particular I want to commend the owner of Happy
Receptions, Frank Cheng, for his contribution by hosting the reception.
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INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Ms SULEYMAN: I would like to say happy International Women’s Day for tomorrow. I will be
hosting an afternoon tea in my electorate. I congratulate all the women across my electorate who have
contributed significantly in everyday life when it comes to equality, in particular women of diversity.
I think it has been absolutely incredible. I conclude by saying: when women support women, good
things happen.
LONSDALE STREET GREEK FESTIVAL
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (10:04): I had the pleasure two weekends ago of attending the
Lonsdale Street Greek Festival. It is an iconic festival in Melbourne that has been around for, I think,
about four decades, and it was extraordinary this year. There were more people than I have ever seen,
and there were more people who I felt were not of Greek heritage than I have ever seen before either.
It is truly a broad community festival. It was extraordinary—on the corner of Lonsdale and Russell
streets. I was very pleased last year, at the same festival, to join my good friend the member for
Bentleigh, Jenny Mikakos, in the other place and the Premier to announce an increase in funding for
that festival to $600 000 over four years. So we have increased the funding to $150 000 a year for that
festival. We also announced last year additional funding for the Greek community of Melbourne and
Victoria of $2.5 million, including additional funding for the friezes on their buildings. There are a
whole range of supports for that community. They really put it on, on Saturday night. It was
extraordinary. There were thousands and thousands of people. There were cultural dancers. There was
food. There was a festive atmosphere for the whole Saturday night and the Sunday, and I want to
assure members that the investment the government and the Parliament have made in that festival does
not go to waste at all.
SUNBURY COLLEGE
Mr J BULL (Sunbury) (10:05): I cannot wait to join the Minister for Education next week in
Sunbury to open Sunbury College. (Time expired)
Business of the house
STANDING ORDERS
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (10:05):
I move:
That—
(1) Chapter 24 of the Standing Orders be omitted and replaced with the following:

‘CHAPTER 24—COMMITTEES
201 Appointment of select committees
The House may appoint a select committee to consider a specified matter.
202 Appointment of Standing Committees
(1) At the commencement of each session, the following Standing Committees will be appointed:
(a) Economy and Infrastructure Standing Committee;
(b) Environment and Planning Standing Committee; and
(c) Legal and Social Issues Standing Committee.
(2) A Standing Committee holds office and may exercise all the powers conferred on it by these
Standing Orders, any Act or otherwise by Parliament for the session during which its
members are appointed and until the expiration, dissolution or other lawful determination of
the Assembly.
203 Functions of Standing Committees
(1) The Economy and Infrastructure Standing Committee will inquire into and report on any
proposal, matter or thing connected with the Department of Education and Training; the
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Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions; the Department of Transport; and the Department
of Treasury and Finance and related agencies.
(2) The Environment and Planning Standing Committee will inquire into and report on any
proposal, matter or thing connected with the Department of Environment, Land, Water and
Planning and related agencies.
(3) The Legal and Social Issues Standing Committee will inquire into and report on any proposal,
matter or thing connected with the Department of Health and Human Services; the
Department of Justice and Community Safety; and the Department of Premier and Cabinet
and related agencies.
(4) If under the Public Administration Act 2004 the name of a Department is changed, a reference
in this Standing Order to a particular Department is, from the date when the name is changed
and so far as it relates to any period on or after that date, taken to be a reference to the
Department by its new name.
204 Referrals to Standing Committees
(1) A Standing Committee must inquire into, consider and report to the House on any proposal,
matter or thing that is relevant to its functions and has been referred to the committee by
resolution of the House.
(2) A resolution of the House may specify a period of time within which the Standing Committee
must make a final report to the House on the proposal, matter or thing.
(3) A Standing Committee may inquire into, consider and report to the House on any annual
report or other document relevant to the functions of the committee that is tabled in the House.
(4) In carrying out its functions, a Standing Committee must comply with any limitation of time
specified in subclause (2).
205 Membership
(1) A committee will normally consist of not less than five, and not more than 12, members unless
otherwise ordered by the House.
(2) A list of members serving on committees must be published in the notice paper.
(3) The Speaker or the Deputy Speaker cannot be compelled to be appointed to a committee.
206 Notice for appointment of a select committee
(1) The notice of motion for the appointment of a select committee may name the members
proposed for the committee. If it does not, the members of the committee must be selected by
ballot.
(2) A member intending to move for the appointment of a select committee must obtain in
advance the consent of each proposed nominee to serve on such a committee.
207 Ballot for appointment to select committee
When members are to be selected under SO 205(1) by ballot:
(1) The bells will be rung as for a division.
(2) Each member present is issued with a list of all members that has been initialled by the Clerk.
(3) No nomination is required.
(4) A member votes by placing a cross against the names of the number of members as ordered
by the House; if any list contains a larger or smaller number of votes than is required, it is
void and rejected.
(5) The Speaker will nominate scrutineers who, with the Clerk, will count the votes.
(6) The members who receive the most votes will be declared by the Speaker to be elected.
(7) If two or more members have an equality of votes for the last place or places on the committee,
a second ballot will be held to determine that place or those places.
(8) Only those members who achieved an equality of votes for that place or those places will
continue as candidates in the second ballot.
(9) If, after a second ballot, two or more members still have an equality of votes, the Speaker
determines by lot which member or members are chosen.
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208 Vacancy on a committee
A member ceases to be a member of a committee if:
(1) The member’s seat becomes vacant;
(2) The member resigns by writing delivered to the Speaker; or
(3) The member is discharged by the House.
209 Committee meetings
(1) Committees may meet at any time, except that when the House is actually sitting:
(a) the Privileges and Standing Orders Committees may only meet within the parliamentary
precincts; and
(b) any other committee may not meet unless specifically authorised to do so by the House.
(2) Subject to paragraph (1), a committee may adjourn from time to time and from place to place.
(3) A committee may use an audio link or audio visual link to allow a member to participate in a
meeting of the committee provided the committee is satisfied that the quality of the audio link
or audio visual link will enable members who are physically present at the meeting to verify
the identity of that member. A member attending by audio link or audio visual link may be
counted for the purposes of a quorum and may vote.
210 Election of Chair and Deputy Chair
(1) At the first meeting of a committee, the Chair must be elected before any other business is
discussed.
(2) A committee may elect a Deputy Chair and, in the absence of the Chair, any powers and
duties of the Chair may be exercised by the Deputy Chair.
211 Absence of Chair and Deputy Chair
If the Chair and Deputy Chair are absent from any meeting the members present may appoint any
one of their number to be Chair for that meeting.
212 Voting by members
(1) Unless otherwise provided in these Standing Orders, a question arising at a committee
meeting must be determined by a majority of votes of members present and voting on that
question.
(2) Each member of a Standing Committee has a deliberative vote. In the event of an equality of
votes on any question, the Chair of a Standing Committee has a casting vote in addition to a
deliberative vote.
(3) Unless otherwise provided, the Chair of a select committee will only have a casting vote.
213 Quorum
(1) The quorum of a committee is a majority of the members appointed to it.
(2) If a quorum is not present within 30 minutes of the time set for a meeting of a committee, the
meeting will lapse and the next meeting will be called by the Chair.
(3) If, during a committee meeting, attention is drawn to the absence of a quorum by a member
or officer of the committee, the Chair may suspend the committee until a quorum is present
or adjourn the committee to some future time.
214 Evidence
(1) A committee may send for persons, documents and other things.
(2) Unless the House or the committee determines otherwise, a committee must take all evidence
in public and may publish the evidence immediately.
(3) A committee may take evidence in private if the committee resolves that special
circumstances make it desirable to take the evidence in private and for this purpose, part or
whole of a public hearing may be held in private.
(4) A committee may take evidence in private but use it as public evidence, provided that the
committee informed the person giving the evidence that it is received by the committee on
the basis that it will be made public.
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(5) A committee may take evidence in any manner that the committee considers appropriate
including by means of audio link, audio visual link or any other electronic means.
(6) A committee must determine what weight or value to give to evidence received by different
means in accordance with subsection (5).
(7) Without limiting or affecting the generality of section 19A of the Constitution Act 1975,
evidence given before a committee must, if the committee so requires, be given on oath or
affirmation.
(8) An oath to be sworn or affirmation to be made by a witness who is to give evidence by audio
link or audio visual link may be administered either—
(a) by means of the audio link or audio visual link, in as nearly as practicable the same way
as if the witness were to give evidence at the place at which the committee is sitting; or
(b) at the direction of, and on behalf of, the committee at the place where the witness is
located by a person authorised by the committee.
(9) A committee may empower a specified member or members of the committee to send for
persons, documents and other things and to take evidence with respect to any proposal, matter
or thing which is referred to the committee for consideration and report if the committee
unanimously agrees so to empower the member or members.
(10) When sending for persons, documents and other things or when taking evidence under
subsection (9), a member of a committee has all the privileges, immunities and powers of the
committee.
(11) Any person may make a written submission to a Standing Committee with respect to any
proposal, matter or thing being inquired into or being considered by the Committee.
215 Subcommittees
(1) A committee may appoint a subcommittee of three or more of its members to inquire into and
report to the committee upon any matter which the committee is empowered to examine, but
may not take evidence unless the committee so decides in relation to each proposed witness.
(2) The quorum of a subcommittee is a majority of the members appointed to it.
(3) The standing orders apply to a subcommittee in the like manner as they apply to a committee.
(4) A subcommittee will report to the committee as soon as practicable on each matter referred
to that subcommittee.
216 Deliberations in private
Committee deliberations will always be conducted in private except that, where special
circumstances make it desirable to do so, a committee may resolve to allow other persons to
attend.
217 Disclosure of evidence and other documents
(1) The committee may authorise the publication of any documents, papers and submissions
presented to it.
(2) Evidence not taken in public and any documents, papers and submissions received by the
committee which have not been authorised for publication will not be disclosed unless they
have been reported to the House.
218 Unreported evidence
Where a committee lapses or ceases to have legal existence before it can report to the House, the
evidence can be considered by any other committee appointed in the same or next Parliament
inquiring into the same subject matter.
219 Recording of evidence
Unless otherwise determined by the committee, a transcript will be taken of all formal evidence.
220 Record of proceedings of committee
The minutes of proceedings of a committee must record each of the following:
(1) The names of the members who attended each meeting.
(2) Every motion or amendment proposed and the name of its mover.
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(3) The divisions and the names of the members voting for each side on a question, which must
also be included in the committee’s report to the House.
221 Chair to prepare draft report
The Chair of a committee will prepare the draft report for consideration by the committee.
222 Proceedings on consideration of draft report
(1) The draft report will be printed and circulated to members of the committee.
(2) The report will be considered paragraph by paragraph, or groups of paragraphs, and a question
put ‘That the paragraph [or paragraphs], or the paragraph or paragraphs (as amended), stand
part of the report’.
(3) A member may move amendments to a paragraph at the time it is under consideration.
(4) After all paragraphs and appendices (if any) have been considered, the question will be put
‘That the draft report (as amended) be the report of the committee’.
223 Minority report
When requested to do so by one or more members of a committee, the committee will include a
minority report with its report to the House.
224 Report tabled
(1) After a report of a committee is adopted by the committee, the Chair must—
(a) cause the report to be tabled in the House within 10 sitting days; or
(b) if the House is not sitting within 21 days of the adoption of the report and the committee
unanimously so resolves, give the report to the Clerk.
(2) If a report is received by the Clerk under subsection (1)(b), the Clerk must—
(a) as soon as practicable after the report is received, notify each member of the House of
the receipt of the report and advise that the report is available upon request; and
(b) give a copy of the report to any member of the House upon request to the Clerk; and
(c) cause the report to be tabled in the House on the next sitting day of the House.
(3) A report that is given to the Clerk under subsection (1)(b) is taken to have been published by
authority of the Assembly.
225 Interim reports
A committee may report upon its deliberations and present its minutes, evidence or other
documents from time to time.
226 Report of Standing Orders Committee
(1) The member who presents a report to the House of the Standing Orders Committee may
immediately move that it be set down on the notice paper as an order of the day for the next
sitting.
(2) If the House does not consider the report within 12 sitting days of tabling, the order of the day
becomes the first government business order of the day for the next sitting day.
226A Engagement of staff
(1) A committee may commission a person to investigate and report to the committee on any
aspect of a proposal, matter or thing being inquired into or being considered by the committee.
(2) With the consent of the Premier, a committee may make use of the services of an employee
within the meaning of the Public Administration Act 2004 for the purpose of investigating
and reporting to the committee on any aspect of a proposal, matter or thing being inquired
into or being considered by the committee.
226B Government responses
(1) If a committee’s report to the Parliament recommends that the Government take a particular
action with respect to a matter, within six months of the report being tabled, the appropriate
responsible minister must table a response to the committee’s recommendations.
(2) If a response is received by the Clerk on a day on which the House is not sitting, the Clerk
must—
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(a) as soon as practicable after the response is received, notify each member of the House
of the receipt of the report and advise that the report is available upon request; and
(b) give a copy of the response to any member of the House upon request to the Clerk; and
(c) cause the response to be tabled in the House on the next sitting day of the House.
(3) A response received by the Clerk under subsection (2) is taken to have been published by
authority of the Assembly.’.
(2) Standing Order 231 be omitted and replaced with the following:
‘231 Documents and evidence not tabled
(1) Committee records may be transferred by the Clerk to the Public Record Office, subject to
the condition that they remain the property of the House.
(2) The Speaker, subject to paragraph (3), may permit any person to examine and copy such
documents or evidence.
(3) If the documents or evidence were accepted by the committee on a confidential or restricted
basis, disclosure will not take place unless the documents or evidence have been in the custody
of the House for at least 30 years and, in the opinion of the Speaker, disclosure is appropriate.
(4) A statement of any documents or evidence disclosed under paragraph (3) must be included in
the annual report of the Department of the Legislative Assembly.
(3) These changes come into operation with effect from tomorrow.

I am optimistic that the house will be comfortable with me not reading the very long notice of motion
that is on the notice paper today. I am only going to speak briefly on this notice of motion. This is to
make some amendments to chapter 24 of the standing orders that govern the operation of this place. It
is a consequence of the passage of the Parliamentary Committees Amendment Bill 2019 that has been
through this chamber and is before the Legislative Council. The consequence of that requires some
changes to the standing orders to allow a range of standing committees to be established as committees
of the Assembly, and the motion before members outlines those committees. Members will also note
that in establishing these new committees, they will have the same operational requirements that
already exist in standing orders, but they will also note that a stronger link has been formed between
the operation of those committees and a range of government departments, more closely aligning the
work—they are giving it a greater focus.
The successful passage of this motion will enable us to move to the stage of populating those
committees, which I am sure members are eagerly awaiting, to get going on the good work that
committees do in our Parliament. With that, I am optimistic that the house can agree to this motion
this morning.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (10:07): We have to say that we are disappointed by this notice of motion,
but we will not be opposing it. The reason we are at this point is that the bill that went through the
Legislative Assembly, the Parliamentary Committees Amendment Bill 2019, will abolish certain joint
house committees. The Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills Committee; the Environment, Natural
Resources and Regional Development Committee; the Family and Community Development
Committee; and the Law Reform, Road and Community Safety Committee are being abolished. We
have strongly opposed those committees being abolished because we look at the history of the
incredible work that those committees have done. We have spoken about the work they did at Fiskville.
The road toll is up sky high this year and yet we are abolishing the Law Reform, Road and Community
Safety Committee—which to us does not make any sense. The Family and Community Development
Committee did an extraordinary amount of work, along with the Economic, Education, Jobs and Skills
Committee. We have opposed, all the way through the process, those committees being abolished. We
believe they were well resourced and their work was of good quality.
That aside, that bill will go through the Legislative Council and we are now going to be setting up these
Assembly committees, for which the chairs will be appointed and, as the Leader of the House said,
which we will populate. We would request, through the Leader of the House, that these committees be
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as well resourced as were the joint house committees. That is one of the stipulations that we will be
pushing very strongly in regard to this, but as I said we will not be opposing the motion.
Motion agreed to.
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (10:09):
I move:
That this house does not consider a bill to be irregular for the purposes of standing order 60 if the clauses are
not numbered consecutively due to clauses being inserted or omitted by an amendment in either house.

I know the clerks are eagerly awaiting the passage of this motion, so I will not delay it any longer.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (10:10): I am not sure how many speakers we have got lined up on this.
Ms Allan: I did not know comedy was your thing, Kim.
Mr WELLS: No, it is certainly not. We understand that the clerks are very excited by this motion.
We used to move an amendment, and when we got the drafting papers back from the drafting people
there would be pages and pages of amendments because the numbering of the different clauses had
been changed. This will save a lot of work. It makes a lot of common sense. We will be supporting
this motion.
Motion agreed to.
Bills
WEST GATE TUNNEL (TRUCK BANS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr PALLAS:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Ms STALEY (Ripon) (10:11): I rise to speak on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic
Management) Bill 2019. This bill has a number of purposes, which I will briefly go through. It gives
effect to the West Gate Tunnel agreement. I will be talking a bit more about that later. It also changes
the mechanisms for the criminal enforcement of tolls. It introduces various changes to criminal
enforcement of CityLink tolls. The bill reduces the number of tolling offences for which a person can
be prosecuted to one in seven days, down from the current arrangement of one per day. Road operators
gain more time to recover tolls before the use of infringement notices, and the courts will be given the
discretion to reduce or waive administration fees for people convicted of multiple tolling offences.
The bill introduces truck bans. It includes the power to declare no-truck zones and introduces a new
offence, which is to drive a heavy vehicle in a no-truck zone, with a maximum penalty of 20 penalty
units. As of today a maximum penalty of $3223.80 would be payable. The bill hypothecates all
infringement penalties and penalty reminder notice fees payable under the offence to the Better Freight
Outcomes Fund. The minister must authorise payments from the fund to fund transport programs and
projects for any local community the minister considers may be affected by the increased use of roads
by heavy vehicles as a result of the West Gate Tunnel project.
Lastly, the bill modernises the CityLink concession. It introduces key performance indicators for
Transurban, removes compensation entitlement by Transurban for transport projects that divert traffic
off its network and updates the material contracting regime to match other similar projects.
The majority of my contribution on this will in fact go to the West Gate Tunnel agreement and the
various parts of it that I think need quite a bit more explanation and serious attention. Before I get
there, I note that when the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee (SARC) had a look at this
bill—in Alert Digest No. 3 of 2019—it found that the statement of compatibility made by the Treasurer
did not address clauses 8(5) or 9(5). Those clauses are to do with whether the West Gate Tunnel
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operator is a public authority. The Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee noted that those
clauses may operate to prevent the West Gate Tunnel Corporation and operator from being regarded
as public authorities under the charter and therefore would not be subject to the charter, the result of
which is that SARC has said that they will write to the minister seeking further information as to
whether or not clauses 8.5 and 9.5 prevent the application of the charter.
Similarly, SARC said the effect of clause 51 may be that any person named by the registered operator
of a vehicle can be found guilty of the offence of driving that vehicle in a toll zone without registration
as if he or she was the vehicle’s driver, and yet the statement of compatibility does not discuss
clause 51. Again the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations Committee said that they will write to the
minister seeking further information as to the compatibility of clause 51 with the rights of criminal
defendants prosecuted for a tolling offence. So it does appear that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has found that the bill before the house may not comply with the charter of human rights,
and they are seeking further information on it. There has been no answer tabled by SARC yet.
I would note that this bill says in clause 4 that this is transport legislation. When we went to the bill
briefing, the bill briefing was undertaken by Treasury, and it is in fact the Treasurer who has brought
this bill before the house. We asked at the bill briefing who was the responsible minister under the bill.
At that bill briefing, which had some other extraordinary aspects to it, it became clear that the minister
is the Minister for Transport Infrastructure. However, the fact that the Treasurer has brought this bill
forward tells us that—
Ms Britnell interjected.
Ms STALEY: Thank you, member for South-West Coast. It tells us that this is in fact all about the
tolling deeds. The whole point of this act, this bill before the house, is to do with tabling the West Gate
Tunnel agreement, which includes a number of provisions that also amend the CityLink tolls. I also
find it interesting that the government has chosen to have the Treasurer have carriage of this bill rather
than the minister affected by the bill, suggesting that the government may not have a great deal of faith
in the capacity of the Minister for Transport Infrastructure to be able to carry this bill through the
house. It is clear, given the amount of cost blowouts that we are seeing in the transport infrastructure
portfolio, that the minister does not really know about adding up, and this is in fact a financial bill so
no wonder she does not have carriage of it.
I would also just say in relation to the bill briefing, which I requested and which the Treasurer offered
and delivered, there were no problems there. There were a whole lot of Treasury people there, and as is
usual when you go into a bill briefing, you take the bill with you. I am sure the minister at the table
would agree that normally in a bill briefing you go through the bill. We had a few preliminaries, and
then we got to the bill and we got to questions on the bill—clauses in the bill. None of the people from
Treasury had brought the bill with them and none of them understood the clauses of the bill that we
were asking about, so they had to take all of our questions on notice. I note that we have not had answers
to those questions, yet the Treasurer of course knew that this bill was coming on for debate now. Moving
to the West Gate Tunnel project, the Liberal-Nationals support this project. I personally support the
building of this project. I use the West Gate Freeway all the time, and it is usually a car park. There is a
clear need for a second point of access from the west into Melbourne. That project has started. I can
attest to that because I drive on that road. The hoardings are up and the tunnel boring machines are
there. It has started. It is due to finish in—surprise, surprise—mid-2022, just before the next election.
This bill does not change that. Whether this bill passes or fails, it does not change whether the project
gets built. What this bill does do is change the financing of the West Gate Tunnel project, not its
existence, yet I note that the Premier’s response, when asked about the possibility of other parties not
supporting this bill, was to immediately go out and flip to the blackmail card by saying, ‘If we don’t
pass this bill and if the changes to the concession deed amendments do not pass, then there will be less
money for hospitals and schools’. That is utter baloney. That is entirely without foundation.
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This project has $4 billion contributed to it by Transurban. If this bill does not pass, yes, the state
government would pay that $4 billion, but they have already wasted $25 billion on blowouts on their
other projects. If only they could manage their money a bit better. If the government has blown
$25 billion on other projects, surely that means there are a whole lot of hospitals and schools that it is
not able to fund. It is entirely without foundation to put some sort of sword of Damocles over nongovernment parties by saying, ‘We will not allow hospitals and schools to be funded’. It really does
show that the Premier’s arrogance and hubris is out of control.
If we now move to the actual agreement, it has six parts to it. It imposes tolls on users of the West
Gate Tunnel, which is fine—it is a toll road. It imposes tolls on users of CityLink, including a 4.25 per
cent per annum toll escalation for 10 years from 1 July 2019. In fact it has a 10-year extension of the
CityLink concession, from 2035 to 2045. It has a state funding contribution and an up-front capital
contribution from Transurban, and it creates a new city access charge for cars accessing the city
between 7.00 a.m. and 9.00 a.m. In other words, it creates provision for a congestion charge. That
means that this agreement is putting additional tolls, both in terms of scope and length, on the users of
the CityLink tunnel—that is, those on the Monash and those on the Tullamarine Freeway. These are
not users of the West Gate Tunnel. So this bill, and the agreement embedded within it, is all about
giving Transurban a very, very large increase in its concession—all for $4 billion—yet the government
is funding all these other projects itself.
I note that the Auditor-General previously looked at the CityLink deed amendments. He found that
there had been inadequate assessment of the alternative funding options and that those weaknesses
affected the completeness of the advice by the Department of Treasury and Finance to the government.
There is nothing to suggest that anything has changed, because in fact this was a market-led proposal.
As such, it came from Transurban to the government, the government grabbed it with both hands and
today we are at the point where we give it some form.
The West Gate Tunnel agreement is 1465 pages long. The level of redaction in that agreement is
significant. For example, much has been made of the government introducing a key performance
indicator mechanism, because CityLink does not have one. Now the government is bringing in key
performance indicators. These are very important, because they are the only way in which the
government can effectively hold Transurban to account. There are provisions in the agreement that
say these override any other ways for the government to get redress from Transurban. Therefore you
would think that they would be of great interest to people.
If we go to schedule 3 of the West Gate Tunnel agreement where we have how large these fees and
charges might be we have table 2.1, ‘KPI liability’. In the first financial year you can have 1500 points.
How much is a point value worth? Not disclosed. In the second financial year? Not disclosed. In the third
and subsequent financial years? Not disclosed. We have no way of knowing what the charges are. Then
we go to the specific KPIs, for example, ‘KPI 1—planned maintenance’. What are the benchmarks?
‘From’—not disclosed. ‘To’—not disclosed. In relation to KPI points—they can tell you how many
points you would get and how often you would pay it, but you would have no idea and no way of
knowing. If you go to ‘KPI 3—traffic incident response performance’—again, the benchmark range is
not disclosed. There is no way of somebody assessing whether Transurban as the builder of this is in any
way delivering the sorts of performance that is even agreed to with the government, and yet that is just
one section of this total agreement, the 1400-page agreement, which is full of ‘not disclosed’.
If we go to schedule 4, which is the ‘change compensation principles’, this has section 3.2 ,‘calculation
of base costs, agreed margins and administrative and overhead costs’. It gives us a long formula, and
that is fine, but then we have ‘threshold’—not disclosed; ‘allowances’—not disclosed. Every part of
it is not disclosed. But perhaps my favourite would be schedule 15. Schedule 15 is the ‘confidential
information schedule’. That is the schedule that sets out what the list of confidential information is—
not the actual confidential bits, but there are these various things that are confidential. The entire
schedule is ‘not disclosed’. The ‘adjustment events schedule’—not disclosed.
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Therefore, I move a reasoned amendment:
That all the words after ‘that’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until members of this house are given access to an unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel
project agreement’.

We are completely relaxed on this side as to how the government would implement this amendment.
We do not mind if you put a full unredacted version of the agreement before the houses so that we can
see it before we look at this bill fully or if you go and put an unredacted version in the library and
members could go and access it there. We are not prescribing how the government may fulfil the terms
of this reasoned amendment, but we do believe that the Parliament is not in a position to make a
decision on this bill without seeing the terms of the West Gate Tunnel agreement, because that is the
heart of this bill.
If we look at some of the analysts who have attempted to talk to Transurban and do the numbers or
come up with what they think this is worth—Credit Suisse, for example, on 12 December 2017, put
out an analysts note, and their conclusion was that this agreement:
… is a highly attractive investment opportunity that Transurban negotiated with the Victorian government
without a competitive process.

Macquarie Wealth Management—now, Macquarie is particularly important because Macquarie was
involved in setting some of the discount rates within the project itself, so one would expect that they
would know a fair bit about this. Their research note, also dated 12 December, said:
… we see the project equity IRR as ~14.6 per cent post tax, which is relatively attractive …
Based on our discount rate—

and remembering they know more about the discount rate than any other—
we estimate a concession extension is worth ~$2 bn pre-tax for investors.
…
The value add from the simple higher toll path—

these are of course the additional tolls being paid by people not using this road—
is ~1.8 bn compared to our previous expectation.

So Macquarie is saying that this deal is worth $3.8 billion to Transurban. Goldman Sachs:
We view the closure of this transaction with the Victorian government and importantly the Citylink
concession extension and escalation of tolls as a key positive for the stock, extending the breadth and duration
of the portfolio.
…
We reiterate our Buy rating on Transurban.

Other commentators—in particular Terry McCrann, writing in the Herald Sun on 21 February 2019,
estimates that this deal will take:
… at least $45 billion out of all your pockets and handing it to Transurban and its investors … All of that is
to save the government from having to borrow—

the money—
upfront—at today’s very low interest rates—to fund most of the cost of the new West Gate Tunnel.

So Mr McCrann says $45 billion and Samantha Hutchinson on 26 February says at least $45 billion.
Even Adam Carey—even Adam Carey—is saying that this is an incredibly attractive deal for
Transurban.
Of course it is an attractive deal for Transurban. I would note one former or probably current Liberal
Party member who has become the chairman of Transurban—a very smart guy, a really smart guy—
and that would be Mark Birrell, formerly of the other place. I reckon he would not have negotiated a
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bad deal, and I would go so far as to say that Mr Birrell is considerably smarter than any current
government minister. Therefore if I was betting where the value was being laid in this transaction, it
would be with Transurban. It is absolutely with Transurban.
We have a deal that is going to hand possibly $45 billion to Transurban, adding to the net present value
of around the $4 billion that they are putting into this project. This is regarded by the market as an
incredibly attractive deal to Transurban. The government does not seem to understand that it is being
had here. It seems to think that putting these additional charges onto the commuters and motorists who
will not even be using this road is alright—why do you think Transurban wants that? That was the one
thing they really wanted. This project in and of itself, the commentators would say, is sort of touch
and go. The way the PwC report on the value for money assessment for this project describes it is that:
… Transurban has forecast whole of life Project costs and toll revenues and has discounted both back to the
expected Contract Close date … to … provide the required return on capital …

So they have said that they have worked backwards to get to the number that they wanted, which is
fine, but it tells us that this project and this agreement are not just about building this road. It is not just
about the West Gate Tunnel road. Yes, that road in and of itself, we agree, has value to Victorians. But
the deal that is embedded in this bill does not, and the fact that the government consistently refuses to
allow scrutiny of this agreement or of Transurban’s existing CityLink deals—we saw what happened
in the Legislative Council yesterday—tells us that either they know and do not want us to know that
they are being had or they do not know. That brings me to an important point within the CityLink deeds.
The CityLink deeds provide that if the CityLink project delivers what was counted as excessive
returns, which are after-tax internal rates of return of over 17.5 per cent, then the project will revert to
the state, which of course would mean that the state would get all the tolls. There are various trigger
points and times as to when that clause could be triggered. The government has refused to say if it has
even done that calculation as to whether Transurban has exceeded those return rates. It is likely that
they have, I could say.
There is one very simple reason that it is likely they have exceeded them and that is that at the time
this deal was struck—it was struck by the Kennett government, and members opposite and in fact
members all around would remember that that was not long after the Cain-Kirner days when Victoria
was not in good shape and people were leaving—we did not have population growth. In fact we had
a net population decline. That would have influenced the expected traffic numbers in the Transurban
agreement. Without question there would not have been a crystal ball that would have said that, when
we got to 2019, the Victorian population would be growing as fast as it is. Therefore their traffic
projections will be well under and as a result their tolling projections will be well under. All of that
would say to any observer that you would be wanting to do that calculation. You would be wanting to
make sure that the whole of CityLink was not in a position to revert back to the state before you made
some additional CityLink concessions. You would want to make that calculation before you further
extended tolls on the parts of CityLink that are currently operating.
The other point about that is that when you are making the calculation as to what the value of this
project is worth there are clearly two parts to it. There are the tolls and the extension on the existing
CityLink part; that is a mature business that grows pretty much at the rate of population growth times
any increases in tolls. That would therefore have a low risk—that is a low-risk project and you would
expect a low discount rate. By contrast, the West Gate Tunnel is a greenfield site. We do not know
what the traffic will be through the West Gate Tunnel, and therefore you would expect that that is a
riskier part of the project and you would apply a bigger discount rate to that. However, because the
government and Transurban will not tell us what discount rates they have embedded in their
calculations and whether it is one that they have used across the whole project or whether they have
various ones, we cannot know.
What we do know, though, is that this bill will mean that Victorian motorists on the CityLink tunnel
through the Monash and along the Tullamarine Freeway will be paying tolls until 2045 because of this
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dud deal. For that reason we need to see this deal before this bill continues. That is the purpose of the
amendment that I have moved. I very much hope that the government will accede to our amendment
so all MPs from both houses can see the detail of this agreement. I am not suggesting this should be
publicly disclosed; that is not the purpose of the reasoned amendment. I understand commercial
confidentiality. However, this bill is asking us, as legislators, to make a decision about something we
cannot know is in the interests of Victoria. We cannot know because the information has not been
provided to us. On that basis I moved the reasoned amendment, and I commend it to the house.
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (10:40):
I am very pleased to rise to speak in the house today on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic
Management) Bill 2019. I am going to spend a fair bit of my time today talking about the huge benefits
this project is going to bring. Whether you live in the western suburbs, whether you live in the western
regions of Victoria, whether you live in the city or whether you want to travel across the city, this is
yet another one of those big transport infrastructure projects that the Andrews Labor government has
got off the ground and gotten going. Like the Metro Tunnel, when those opposite tried to stop it, and
like the removal of our level crossings, when those opposite took us to the Supreme Court to try and
stop their removal, here we have yet again those opposite, the Liberal and National parties, wanting to
stop and block another piece of transport infrastructure.
In response to the reasoned amendment that has been moved by the member for Ripon, who will have
an interesting time explaining to her community how she is trying to stop people from western Victoria
being able to have better access to the city, this reasoned amendment is the sort of amendment you
have when you are flip-flopping around, when you do not know whether you are Arthur or Martha.
This is exactly the sort of reasoned amendment you have when you do not have a position, when you
do not know what your position is. We saw this in the last Parliament, particularly in the Legislative
Council, where the Liberal and National parties teamed up trying to stop the various planning scheme
amendments to enable this project. They pretended in the Parliament that they opposed this project.
Then we saw reported in the Herald Sun of Thursday, 28 June of last year, their so-called election road
map, where as part of their supposed ‘triple bypass’ road program:
The Coalition will also pledge to finish Labor’s West Gate Tunnel …

So it was good enough in June last year for those opposite to support the West Gate Tunnel. It was
good enough 102 days ago for them to say to the Victorian community, ‘Oh, it’s all right, we’re going
to finish this project—we’ve accounted for it in our policy, we’ve accounted for it in our costings,
we’re going to finish this project’. Yet here we are after the election and they are flip-flopping around
again. They just do not know what they want to do. Well, I tell you what: the Andrews Labor
government knows what it wants to do and the Andrews Labor government is going to get on and
deliver this project, which will bring great benefits to the state of Victoria. Let me go through some of
those benefits.
Ms Addison interjected.
Ms ALLAN: I will come to Ballarat, the member for Wendouree. I will definitely come to Ballarat,
because I know you are probably excited to see this project happen as well. The West Gate Tunnel, as
I said, will bring great benefits to the city, but particularly let us start in the inner west. This is a project
that is going to take over 9000 trucks off local roads and will see the introduction of 24/7 truck bans
on local streets. It is going to take tens of thousands of cars off the West Gate Bridge—and for anyone
who has spent any time on the bridge, whether you are a daily traveller on the West Gate Bridge or an
occasional traveller on the West Gate Bridge, you know the challenge that that bridge faces,
particularly at peak times—and it is going to reduce travel times. There are massive travel time savings
of up to 40 minutes a day. That means families can spend more time with each other—more time
taking the kids to sport and more time at home—with those important travel time savings.
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How does the West Gate Tunnel project achieve all of this? It is because it provides that vital second
pathway from the city to the west—and it does. And when we talk about the west, it is not just the
western suburbs; it reaches far beyond, to anyone coming in from western Victoria, whether you are
coming from Ballarat, from Geelong or maybe even from Ararat or Stawell. It does reach to anyone
coming from any of those places. This project will benefit people from country Victoria, who
particularly come to access the city for important medical appointments. It will make their journey
much easier and less stressful.
There are the works around the West Gate Freeway and the West Gate Bridge, but there is also as part
of this project a major upgrade to Wurundjeri Way, which will also help with travel time savings and
reducing traffic on roads for anyone travelling from the north of the city to the south. The upgrade on
Wurundjeri Way will provide a new north–south connection that is going to take cars out of the CBD.
Those busy city roads like King Street and Spencer Street will have pressure taken off them with this
new connection, which means that getting from North Melbourne to South Melbourne will be quicker
and easier.
I have been very pleased to see how construction is well and truly underway on this project. I have
visited on a couple of occasions the northern portal site, where there is a huge amount of work
preparing that site for the start of the tunnel boring by our first tunnel boring machine, Bella, which is
being assembled right now on site and which will be ready to start tunnelling works later this year.
The second tunnel boring machine that is needed for this project, Vida, is on her way, and she will be
in action towards the end of this year as well.
Do you know what I also saw when I visited the northern portal site? I saw hundreds and hundreds of
people working on this project. This is a project that is going to create 6000 jobs. These are the jobs
that those opposite are trying to stop and block. These are the jobs that those opposite do not want to
see come to Victoria. Included in those jobs are those important training opportunities that we are
giving through our policy settings across all of our major projects. We have our Major Projects Skills
Guarantee giving young people a chance to start their career, learn their trade and, because of our big
pipeline of projects, go on and have a long and rewarding career working on one of our major transport
infrastructure projects. There is also the support for former automotive workers in the area, who have
also been able to get a career restart following that shameful close-down of the automotive industry in
this state by the federal Liberal government. It was a shameful closure. We have worked hard to
support many of those workers. We are seeing them at work on the West Gate Tunnel and we are
seeing them at work on our high-capacity trains, having a second career—and a very rewarding one
at that as well.
Then in Benalla—gee, it will be interesting to hear what the National Party will have to say on this
bill. Are they going to fall in line, in lock step like they always do with their Liberal masters, and
oppose this project? Four hundred jobs have been created with the construction of a new precast
concrete facility, an important part of the supply chain for this project. Well, it will be very interesting
if those opposite are going to continue to oppose those jobs in Benalla, as they oppose this project.
Also, I want to touch on the benefits for the freight industry, because this project is taking trucks off
local roads and taking cars off the West Gate Bridge, and it is going to provide a new direct link to the
port of Melbourne. The port of Melbourne plays such an important role in our economy. It is our
busiest container port, and we know there is going to be increased demand on that port in the years to
come, which is why we need to improve transport links to the port of Melbourne. This project is going
to provide that direct connection and support the ongoing operation of the port as well.
There has been a lot of work with the local community to support them, not just in terms of the
infrastructure benefit that they will get from the project but also with a lot of work that is being done
to open up new spaces and new facilities, like the nearly 14 kilometres of new and upgraded walking
and cycling paths, new open spaces and upgrades to a number of sporting facilities. As well, a large
number of trees are going to be planted. There is an understanding that as we develop big transport
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infrastructure projects we are grabbing with both hands opportunities to improve public amenity
around those projects. Yet again, the West Gate Tunnel project is another terrific example of how we
are doing just that.
Finally of course, this bill also establishes the new Better Freight Outcomes Fund, funded by the truck
ban penalties that are introduced. The proceeds of this fund will be applied to transport projects and
programs that benefit the local community in and around the west. This is an important piece of
legislation which, I also want to remind the house, we released as an exposure draft last year. We
released the details of the concession deed last year. The information in this bill and the establishment
of the mechanisms around the West Gate Tunnel project have been well known to the Victorian
community. We took this project to the last election. Victorians voted for this project; indeed they
thought both sides of politics were in support of this project. Well, it is only the Andrews Labor
government that is going to get on and deliver the West Gate Tunnel project.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (10:50): I am very pleased to contribute to this very important
debate on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. I was listening very
intently to the Minister for Transport Infrastructure’s contribution on this very important project. Can
I say from the outset that the project, which is the construction of the West Gate Tunnel, has already
commenced, and the Liberal and National parties indicated at the last election, as the minister pointed
out, that we were not opposed to that project. In fact the project would have proceeded under a LiberalNational government. What I was very interested to hear in the minister’s contribution on this bill was
in fact her lack of an explanation as to why residents in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne, in the
northern suburbs of Melbourne and in my community within the City of Knox will now have to pay
an additional 4.25 per cent annual toll increase for using CityLink and why the requirement to pay
tolls on CityLink will now extend from 2035 to 2045.
Let us be very clear: the issue here is not the construction of the tunnel. The issue here is the equity, in
that this government saw fit to say that residents who live in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne—who
are driving from the City of Knox into the city, getting off at Punt Road, entering Melbourne and then
at the end of the day getting on at Punt Road and driving back to the City of Knox—are going to pay
increased tolls of 4.25 per cent and will be paying tolls for another 10 years beyond what was
previously agreed with the creation of CityLink, to fund a road in the western suburbs of Melbourne.
The issue here is not whether the road tunnel is built. The issue here is one of equity. The issue here is
an explanation is needed as to why residents in my community and residents throughout the eastern
and south-eastern suburbs of Melbourne are now going to be paying higher tolls for longer to pay for
a road which is not even on their side of Melbourne—it is in another part of the state. The government
needs to provide an explanation to Victorians who use CityLink and justify how they can gouge
motorists an extra 10 years for an additional 4.25 per cent, which is well in excess of the CPI—how
they can justify that to fund a road.
Now, we are not opposed to the construction of the road. In fact the tunnel is being built and people
who use the tunnel can pay for the road. That is right and just. People who use CityLink pay a toll
when they use CityLink, and when people are travelling on the Tullamarine Freeway they pay a toll
because they are using that road. What we do not have is a situation where other people in the state of
Victoria pay tolls to compensate CityLink, because the people who pay the tolls on CityLink are the
people who use the project. But now we have got this perverse situation that drivers who do not use
the West Gate Tunnel will in fact be paying a toll to fund a road they are not using. So I want someone
on the other side, someone in the government, to stand up in this house and provide that explanation.
The Minister for Transport Infrastructure who was previously at the table talked about the project in
her 10-minute contribution. As I said, the construction of the tunnel is not an issue. What the minister
failed to do, because she knows that she cannot face the commuters to provide them with the
justification, is provide an explanation to residents who use CityLink as to why they should be paying
higher tolls and why they should be paying tolls for an extra 10 years to pay for a road they do not use.
On behalf of the Victorian community, I ask the next speaker from the government to stand up in this
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house and have the courage of their conviction to explain to Victorians why they are doing this and how
they can justify it. As I said, the government is building this road. It is a road that is needed for people
in the west. The government is providing a contribution, the company that is building the road will
provide a contribution and the people who use the road will pay in the form of tolls. All of that is
eminently sensible; there is nothing wrong with that. But what we see with this project, like we have
never seen before, is that we are now asking motorists in other parts of Melbourne, who do not use the
road, to pay for it—and that is abhorrent—because this government is willing to sell out motorists in
the eastern suburbs of Melbourne. They do not care about their interests. They are happy to slug families
in the east for an extra 10 years to justify the construction of a road in the west. But as a member
representing residents in the eastern suburbs, I for one will not support it. I would be interested to hear
what the Premier, who represents residents in Mulgrave who use CityLink every day and who will not
use the tunnel, says to justify this. The member for Bayswater, whose residents will be using this road
every day—I want him to provide an explanation as to how he justifies the construction of this road.
As I said, the member for Ripon has moved a reasoned amendment with regard to the production of a
redacted copy of the West Gate Tunnel agreement, because it is imperative that we get this information
on the table. What is this government hiding? What is the government hiding on this very important
issue? As I have said, the road is being constructed. The road will provide support for people in the
west—that is not a question. The question is why this government sees fit to gouge commuters who
are not going to use the road to pay for this project. The government has to provide that explanation. I
call upon the next speaker to stand up in this house, show the courage of their conviction and explain
to the thousands and thousands of motorists using CityLink why they are going to pay higher tolls,
and for longer, to fund a road they are not going to use. This is an important issue.
We know that the government have managed to thwart this issue in the upper house, but let me tell
you that Victorians will not thank them for it. Victorians in the east will not thank them for the fact
that they are going to be paying more tolls and pay those tolls for longer to fund a road in the western
suburbs of Melbourne. It is very interesting—
Mr Staikos interjected.
Mr WAKELING: The member for Bentleigh can sit in this house and whinge and whine, but let
me tell you that I do not hear him standing up in this house and standing up for Victorians who have
been gouged by this government. He is not prepared to stand up in this house and argue why this is
such a bad project.
Members interjecting.
Mr WAKELING: I will listen with interest. As a commentator recently said on this issue and on
other issues, ‘There’s a growing sense of arrogance about this government’. This government is
willing to gouge Victorians, is willing to do whatever it chooses to do, without taking into account the
needs of Victorian motorists. As we said, whether it is this project or whether it is another project like
the construction of the new sky rail that they are building Toorak, the question gets asked, ‘Do you
need to actually consult with the council and with the community?’ There’s a novel idea—community
consultation! And the response is, ‘Why do we need to consult with an organisation that is not part of
the process?’. That just demonstrates the level of arrogance that we have seen from this government.
I strongly support the reasoned amendment that has been moved by the member for Ripon. We need
to make sure that we have an unredacted version of the—
The SPEAKER: Order! I ask the member to resume his seat. The time has come for me to interrupt
business under sessional orders for questions without notice and ministers statements.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
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Members
MINISTER FOR JOBS, INNOVATION AND TRADE
ATTORNEY-GENERAL
Absence
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:01): I advise that the Minister for Jobs, Innovation and
Trade, Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events and Minister for Racing will be absent from
question time today. The Minister for Suburban Development will answer questions in his place. I also
advise that the Attorney-General will be absent from question time today and that the Minister for
Corrections, Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Youth Justice and Minister for Victim
Support will answer questions in her place.
Questions without notice and ministers statements
YOUTH DRUG REHABILITATION
Mr M O'BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:01): My question is to the Premier.
The most recent crime statistics have revealed that 15 to 19-year-olds now comprise the largest cohort
committing crimes against the person. This is a worrying development, given—
Ms Neville interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! Without the assistance of the Minister for Police and Emergency Services.
Mr M O’BRIEN: This is a very worrying development, especially given there is a strong link
between young offenders and drug abuse. Given that the government’s programs to reduce drug abuse
by young people have not succeeded, or at least certainly not succeeded as well as the community
would like, will the Premier now adopt the Liberal-Nationals policy of funding for mandatory drug
rehabilitation for young offenders?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:02): I thank the Leader of the Opposition for his
question. The first thing I would say is that at no point have I sought to have a political argument about
how we support those in our community who are addicted to illicit substances, and I do not think we
would ever advance the debate or the cause of those who are amongst the most vulnerable in our
community—those who are addicted, no matter the substance. The proposition put forward by the
opposition came as it did as a basket of different policies that were released fairly late in the campaign.
I would not normally spend much time talking of the policy offerings of those opposite—I just would
not—but I was asked about it so I am going to do it. The point I am building up to was that of course
this also was accompanied by a plan to close, to end, the supervised injecting facility trial. That does
show that there will be, from time to time, differences of opinion when it comes to how best to support
those who are addicted to various substances.
Mr R Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Warrandyte!
Mr ANDREWS: Those opposite can get as upset as they like, but that was the position they put
and it was the position so resoundingly rejected by the Victorian community—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the Premier is now debating the question. It is not
about any other policy; it is a question about the Liberal-Nationals policy of mandatory drug
rehabilitation for young offenders. I ask you to bring the Premier back to answering that question.
The SPEAKER: The question was a lengthy question that canvassed crime statistics and drug use
amongst youth, and the Premier is entitled to respond to the question broadly.
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Mr ANDREWS: The point I was building up to was that I am always happy to, in a bipartisan
fashion, engage with anybody in this Parliament when it comes to—
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: Well, those opposite can laugh at these things, but I do not think these are
laughing matters. The member for Warrandyte’s laughter kind of undermines at least the impression
that the Leader of the Opposition is trying to give that he has got an agenda in this space and that he
cares. So have a look behind you, maybe. The issue here is that the government has laid out a very
clear agenda—doubling the number of treatment beds, not a small increase but doubling the number
of treatment beds—and a raft of other initiatives that we think are having a positive impact.
Is the job done? No, no-one is suggesting that. But I would just say before I conclude my answer that
I do not accept some of the analysis that the Leader of the Opposition has put on the most recent crime
statistics. In trend terms, as my friend the Minister for Police and Emergency Services would point
out, we are seeing reductions in youth crime—
Members interjecting.
Mr ANDREWS: This is a laughing matter, apparently. Those whose scare tactics were so
comprehensively rejected—now their tactic is to bust themselves laughing. No wonder you are not
taken seriously on these or any other matters.
The SPEAKER: Order! I remind members to address comments through the Chair.
Mr M O'BRIEN (Malvern—Leader of the Opposition) (11:05): Given the refusal by the Premier
to adopt the Liberal-Nationals policy for mandatory drug rehabilitation—
Ms Thomas interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Macedon is warned.
Mr Pearson interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Essendon is also warned.
Mr M O’BRIEN: I will start it again, Speaker. Given the refusal by the Premier to adopt the
Liberal-Nationals policy of mandatory drug rehabilitation for young offenders, will the Premier adopt
the Liberal-Nationals policy for new drug rehabilitation centres in Mildura and Warrnambool as well
as Traralgon?
Mr Foley interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Mental Health is warned, as is the member for SouthWest Coast.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:06): Whilst again one would hope that you would not
necessarily have to have a partisan argument about these sorts of services, the refusal that I think is
most relevant in this case is the refusal of the Victorian community to buy into your scare campaigns
and the pretty flimsy policy offerings put forward by those opposite—
Mr M O’Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, first of all, again the Premier is defying your ruling
that remarks are to be directed through the Chair. We have been very careful in structuring our
questions to abide by your ruling. Ministers, including the Premier, are just ignoring it time and time
again. I would ask you to please bring the Premier back to order and also ask him to answer the
question rather than debate it.
The SPEAKER: Order! I do ask the Premier to address remarks through the Chair.
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Mr ANDREWS: As I said in the answer to the substantive question, we are not just increasing—
say by two beds over four years—the number of treatment beds across the state; we are doubling the
number of treatment beds across our state. That is not a last-minute election promise to try and distract
from a shocking scare campaign; that is an agenda delivered with determination, commitment and a
passion to do better for those who are addicted.
Ms Kealy: On a point of order, Speaker, the question specifically related to election commitments
to support the communities of Mildura and Warrnambool to build drug rehabilitation centres in those
areas. The Premier has spoken about the numbers of beds around the region, but he has neglected to
mention that they actually scrapped funding for regional rehab centres in the last term of Parliament.
I think the people who live in Mildura and the people who live in Warrnambool do deserve an answer.
The Premier has not been responsive to the question put, and I ask him to respond to that question.
Mr Foley: On the point of order, Speaker, there is no point of order. The honourable member was
seeking to relitigate the question and in so doing she forgets to add, for instance, that the National Party
in the other place are opposing the youth rehabilitation centre in the honourable member for Morwell’s
seat—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Minister for Mental Health can resume his seat. Neither contribution
constituted a point of order nor a contribution to it. Has the Premier concluded his answer?
Mr ANDREWS: Yes.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: GENDER EQUALITY
Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (11:09): It is my privilege to share with the house our government’s commitment
to gender equality in Victoria on the eve of International Women’s Day. We all stand on the shoulders
of those who came before us, and it is right that tomorrow we acknowledge the work of so many
trailblazing women who have driven progress over so many generations. We have come so far, but
we still have a very, very long way to go. Tomorrow, and every other day after that, we will remember
what we are fighting for. Every single day women still experience discrimination: at home, at work,
on public transport, in the media and on sporting fields—you name it, it is there. This has very real
consequences.
We know that bad attitudes towards women lead to bad outcomes for women. Violence against women
is still the leading cause of disability and death for women between the ages of 15 and 44, and we
cannot address this without addressing the underlying cause, which is gender inequality. The theme of
this year’s International Women’s Day is ‘Balance for Better’, because gender balance is better for
our economy and it is better for our community. Our government understands this. Gender equality is
not an academic concept, is a precondition for real outcomes. That is the truth. And I am proud to be
a part of Victoria’s first gender-equal cabinet. I am proud that 48 per cent of government benches are
women—48 per cent are smart, strong, sassy women. Sadly, those opposite still have some way to go
in boosting their female representation, and I sincerely hope they address that issue.
I am very proud that Labor took a bright light to Victoria’s darkest secret and launched the Royal
Commission into Family Violence. Only Labor is committed to implementing all 227 recommendations.
I am proud that Labor is driving gender equality on government—
Ms McLeish: On a point of order, Speaker, the Premier is belittling, certainly, members on this
side of the house, and he is also clapping. It is long-standing practice that clapping is not allowed, so I
ask you to counsel the Premier on his behaviour.
Mr Walsh: On the point of order, Speaker, I support the Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party. Can
I say that the reaction from those opposite, including the Premier, in belittling the deputy leader for
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raising a point of order is appalling, particularly in the context of the minister giving a statement about
International Women’s Day.
Ms Allan: On the point of order, Speaker, I ask that you rule the point of order raised by the member
for Eildon out of order. The Minister for Prevention of Family Violence was merely pointing out the
numerical reality of this chamber, and I think the point of order raised by the Deputy Leader of the
Liberal Party and Deputy Leader of the Opposition say it all about their position on this matter.
The SPEAKER: Order! I did not hear or see the behaviour the members are talking about, but I
do know that the Minister for Prevention of Family Violence had moved to talking about the
prevention of family violence, something that I think every member of this house should be interested
in and should be listening to, and she should be heard in silence.
Ms WILLIAMS: Labor understands that with women at every table in every room, results and
outcomes are better for women. (Time expired)
BUILDING CLADDING
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (11:13): My question is to the Minister for Planning. The residents of the
Frankston South apartment block that is clad in dangerous, combustible material, and which has been
the subject of an emergency order from the Victorian Building Authority (VBA) and Frankston
council for immediate remediation works, have still not received a scintilla of assistance from the
government. Some of the residents of this apartment block are in the gallery today. Will the Minister
for Planning meet with them after question time and explain to them in person why the government
won’t help them?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs) (11:14): I am more than happy to meet with anybody who is affected by the current
circumstances that the body corporate is dealing with in Frankston, and I would be very happy to make
an arrangement to meet with them some time today to hear from them directly. But there are a couple
of points I want to make. The first time we noted that flammable cladding was a problem was when it
was raised at a building ministers conference in 2010. So in 2010 this issue was raised and I invite the
member for Kew to read an excellent piece from Michael Bleby, in the Australian Financial Review,
who actually exposed this issue and the fact that the Victorian government at that time knew fully that
flammable cladding was an issue in 2010.
And what did you do—
Members interjecting.
Mr WYNNE: What did the government of the day in 2010 do? They did nothing, absolutely
nothing. It is our government that has actually led the national debate when it comes to addressing the
question of flammable cladding. The second point that I want to make—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! I will just ask both members to resume their seats for one moment. The
level of shouting in the chamber is excessive. Members will be removed without warning.
Mr T SMITH: On a point of order, Speaker, I would just like to remind the minister that the
planning minister in 2010 was Justin Madden.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of order.
Ms McLeish: On the point of order, Speaker, I refer you to ruling—
The SPEAKER: Order! I have ruled there is no point of order.
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Mr WYNNE: Nice try, what about 2011? What were you doing in 2011? What were you doing in
2012? You did nothing—absolutely nothing—in that space. Can I remind the house—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! The house will come to order! The Minister for Planning, to continue.
Mr WYNNE: Can I remind the house also that on 26 February this year the builder of the building
at Frankston was suspended by the VBA for a period of three years, and two grounds are alleged with
respect to the performance of building works that were undertaken at that building. Obviously there
was a show-cause notice issued and the opportunity for the builder to show cause why he should not
be suspended. I can assure the owners of the body corporate at Frankston that not only will I meet with
them but that in fact significant action has already been taken to address the defects that the builder
has wrought upon that body corporate and indeed upon a number of other buildings in metropolitan
Melbourne.
Mr T SMITH (Kew) (11:18): Isn’t it a fact that the failure of the government to appoint a state
building inspector, which was promised in December 2017, demonstrates that this government and
this minister do not care about these residents or this issue?
Mr WYNNE (Richmond—Minister for Planning, Minister for Housing, Minister for Multicultural
Affairs) (11:18): The short answer is no. I can advise the member for Kew that in fact the search
continues to attract a suitable candidate for the job, but in no way has this affected the work of the
VBA or in fact the ability of the cleaning task force to get on with the work of addressing the question
of cladding right across this state.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: WOMEN IN TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (11:18):
I am pleased to rise to update the house on the progress the Andrews Labor government is making in
progressing the number of women working in the transport and infrastructure industry. As our terrific
Minister for Prevention of Family Violence has just pointed out, it is well-known that half of the
ministers in the Andrews Labor government are women—a great achievement and a first-time
achievement for the state of Victoria.
Can I say that in team transport, when it comes to that team, we are leading the way. There is me as
Minister for Transport Infrastructure, our great Minister for Public Transport and our great Minister
for Roads in the other place. We are well and truly assisted by our parliamentary secretaries, the
member for Yuroke and the member for Eltham. Five women are overseeing this government’s Big
Build agenda. Of course the purpose of this Big Build agenda is all about delivering better road and
better rail networks for all Victorians.
I must say that there is a bit of a contrast in Canberra. Over the four years and 102 days that I have
been a minister in this portfolio area I have had to deal with seven different ministers from the federal
Liberal government—four National Party ministers and three Liberal Party ministers.
Mr Andrews interjected.
Ms ALLAN: ‘How many were women?’, the Premier asks. Zero. I am afraid there was not one in
that mix. But that is okay—we are pushing on. Right now there are tens of thousands of Victorians
working on our Big Build program. I was pleased a couple of years ago to launch the government’s
Women in Transport program—the first of its kind in Australia. Our ambition is for it to be
unremarkable for women to be engineers, tunnellers and transport managers, and we are on our way
to achieving this. We have got a scholarship program that is supporting disadvantaged young women
to undertake undergraduate studies in a transport-related field. We have got postgraduate scholarships
for women in transport leadership development. When we visit those worksites we are seeing the
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results. We are meeting young women getting their career start on our transport infrastructure agenda.
It is another step forward for women in this area.
LAND TAX
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (11:20): My question is to the Premier. Sam Tatarka has just received his
latest assessment for land tax for a property in East St Kilda. The land tax on this property has increased
in this year alone from $4025 to $6335, or by over 50 per cent. Mum and dad property owners are the
backbone of Victoria’s rental market. Why is the government making rents less affordable by
excessively taxing mum and dad property owners through land tax hikes?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:21): I thank the member for Ripon for her question. I
know Sam Tatarka, and I will be only too happy to follow up with him the land tax assessment as put
forward by the member for Ripon. I would be delighted to do that. I have had quite a bit to do with
Mr Tatarka over the years, and I will be more than happy to verify with him those numbers as put
forward by those opposite and to respond directly to him.
What I will also respond directly to is that those opposite have put forward characterisations in relation
to the land tax settings of the Victorian government—that is, those settings endorsed by this Parliament
and endorsed by the Victorian community just 100-and-some days ago. That would perhaps have more
credibility if there had been a completely different blueprint put forward by those opposite. But if you
were to look through one of my very favourite documents, the ‘Get back in control’—
The SPEAKER: Order! I remind the Premier about the use of props. I know he is probably not
going there, but—
Mr ANDREWS: To call it a prop is to be generous, Speaker, I would think. Page 2, but in
deference to your ruling—
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier will resume his seat.
Mr T Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: The member for Kew will leave the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Mr T Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Kew will resume his seat. The member for Kew was
asked to leave the chamber for 1 hour for reflecting on the Chair, and in leaving the chamber he
reflected on the Chair again. I invite the member for Kew to reflect on his remarks, and I invite him
to, if he wishes, apologise to the Chair for those remarks.
Mr T SMITH: I apologise to the Chair.
The SPEAKER: Thank you. The member for Kew can leave the chamber.
Member for Kew withdrew from chamber.
Mr R Smith: On a point of order, Speaker, it has been a longstanding precedent that when you are
on your feet members of this chamber sit down. We saw the Minister for Mental Health on his feet
talking over you when you were on your feet earlier in this session, and I am asking you if the precedent
has changed.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of order. The opportunity to raise a point of order is
when the matter is occurring.
Mr ANDREWS: Respect for the Chair—the last place you would go is to Warrandyte for a lecture
on that, I would have thought.
Members interjecting.
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Mr ANDREWS: Someone must have told you that, because you are never in the chamber.
The SPEAKER: Order! The Premier will resume his seat. The member for Warrandyte will leave
the chamber for the period of 1 hour.
Member for Warrandyte withdrew from chamber.
Mr M O'Brien: On a point of order, Speaker, the member for Warrandyte was being directly
personally attacked by the Premier. He was responding. He gets thrown out, and nothing happens to
the Premier. What is happening? What has happened?
The SPEAKER: Order! What has happened, Leader of the Opposition, is that I will not accept
members of this place reflecting on the Chair. The Premier should not be using question time to attack
the opposition. If members wish to raise a point of order about an answer given or a question asked,
they can do so. The Premier to continue his answer.
Mr ANDREWS: As I said, those opposite who ask about land tax put no alternative agenda
forward. I am not here today to make announcements about changes to land tax policy. They were
passed by this Parliament and endorsed by the Victorian community. As for the specifics of the
member for Ripon’s question, I am more than happy to follow up with the individual in question.
Indeed either my office or the office of the Treasurer, who has principal responsibility for taxation
matters, are only too happy to refer any individual matter to the State Revenue Office for review, if
that is appropriate, or for further clarification. But for those opposite, just 100 days after being so
comprehensively rejected, to be critical of taxation matters when they offered no alternative
whatsoever—it was so bad you proposed to not change it at all. That is where we find ourselves, and
that is at the heart of this question.
Ms STALEY (Ripon) (11:25): Land tax collections have increased from $1751 million to
$3433 million, or 96.1 per cent, since the election of the government. Is the heartless nature of the
government’s increases in taxes simply because those most likely to be affected by Labor’s tax
policies—that is, senior Victorians—are, as the Premier’s private office describes, just simply
‘whingeing baby boomers’?
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave—Premier) (11:26): The answer to the question is no.
Ms Staley: On a point of order, Speaker, I just want to make available to the house an article in the
Australian headed ‘Franking credits: Labor staffer attacks “whingeing baby boomers”’.
The SPEAKER: Order! There is no point of order.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: PUBLIC TRANSPORT SAFETY
Ms HORNE (Williamstown—Minister for Ports and Freight, Minister for Public Transport)
(11:26): I am pleased to update the house on the progress of security measures on public transport,
because we have focused on the safety of all passengers. We know that women and girls feel less safe
than men no matter how they travel. We also know that women and men travel differently. On
weekdays women make up 10 per cent more trips than men, and most of our travel is not to do with
work. A quarter of all trips in Melbourne each day are made dropping people off or picking people up,
and women account for more than 70 per cent of this sort of travel. We also undertake 42 per cent
more shopping trips than men on transport.
We must continue to make transport safer, more efficient and more reliable for women and girls by
creating an integrated transport system that values all kinds of travel. That is why we have invested in
approximately 600 authorised officers, more than 1300 protective services officers and hundreds of
security and surveillance staff across the public transport network. We are rolling out more CCTVs
right across the network. In addition to building 11 000 new car parking spaces we are making sure
that these are safer through new lighting and CCTV. We already have 9000 CCTV cameras across the
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train network, and two-thirds of the tram network is covered by CCTV. And there is more to come.
These reforms we have made actually make sure that people feel safe on our public transport network,
whether they catch a train, a tram or a bus, and that is what Labor is continuing to do.
COAL POWER STATIONS
Dr READ (Brunswick) (11:28): My question is for the Minister for Energy, Environment and
Climate Change. Minister, as you know, Victoria’s coal-burning power stations emit high levels of
toxic compounds of sulphur and mercury. Sulphur dioxide causes asthma attacks. Mercury is a
cumulative neurotoxin. Yet Victoria’s power stations are allowed to emit about four times the levels
of these substances as US power stations and even higher levels than in China and the EU. The
Environment Protection Authority Victoria (EPA) is currently reviewing Victoria’s coal power station
operating licences. Could the government please consider ensuring that new licences set pollution
limits consistent with those of Europe and the US to protect the community in the Latrobe Valley?
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! If the member for Prahran and the member for Essendon want to have a
conversation, they might want to do it outside.
Ms D'AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:29): I thank the member for Brunswick for his question. Our government is
always up for considering reforms in many, many different spaces—absolutely in terms of climate
change, energy and environment, the areas that I am responsible for, and of course in environmental
protection and environmental health we are leading the country in that. So absolutely, yes is the
answer. We only have to look at the strong reforming agenda that our government has delivered over
the last four years in both environmental protection and environmental health, transforming the energy
sector, decarbonising our economy and rebuilding the EPA with record investment and stronger
powers. There is more to come, and I thank the member again for his question.
Dr READ (Brunswick) (11:30): I thank the minister. I am very pleased to hear this answer. The
answer is also in line with the New South Wales Labor opposition, which has committed to introducing
coal power pollution standards in line with international best practice. The Victorian EPA tell us that
they are waiting on direction from the government to do this. Given the current high levels of toxic
emissions by Victorian power stations, could the government please ensure that the EPA does
introduce best practice pollution controls in Victoria?
Ms D'AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:31): I thank the member for Brunswick for the supplementary question. We have
a continuing program of reform to improve air quality standards. I only have to direct the member to
the seminal piece of work that is currently underway in terms of the development of an air quality
statement—an air quality strategy. There is more of course in this space that we will have much to say.
We are continuing to develop strong policies to ensure that we have got the best environmental
protections and the best air quality protections that we can possibly put in place in our state.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Ms D'AMBROSIO (Mill Park—Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change, Minister
for Solar Homes) (11:32): I rise to inform the house on the ways in which women are taking the lead
in energy, environment and climate change in Victoria. On the eve of International Women’s Day, it
is right to recognise the contribution of women to these areas that have historically been dominated by
men. Since we came to government we are delivering the biggest reforms in energy, environment and
climate change, and whilst I am the longest serving energy minister in the country—and still the only
woman—women are at the helm of the institutions that are delivering most of these reforms.
Cheryl Batagol, the chair of Environment Protection Authority Victoria, has been a leader in Victoria’s
environment for decades. Supported by new CEO Cathy Wilkinson, they are heading up the strongest
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EPA that we have ever seen. There is Dr Gillian Sparks, Victoria’s commissioner for environmental
sustainability and Dr Jenny Gray, CEO of Zoos Victoria and leader of the ‘Not in My Workplace’
change agenda. There are our female firefighters, with inspiring leaders like Steph Rotarangi, the first
woman to have served as chief fire officer for Forest Fire Management Victoria. There is Audrey
Zibelman, CEO of the Australian Energy Market Operator, a driver of much-needed reform to the
energy sector. Paula Conboy recently completed a term as chair of the Australian Energy Regulator.
Kerry Schott and Clare Savage—that is one on your side—are transformational chairs of the Energy
Security Board. And let us not forget our first female Premier of Victoria, Joan Kirner, a trailblazer
who started the Landcare movement right across the country, and there are countless other women
too. We are implementing major reforms in energy and environment and climate change, and it is
Victorian women who are getting it done.
MANOR LAKES P–12 COLLEGE
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (11:34): My question is to the Minister for Education. On Tuesday,
Victoria Police confirmed that Manor Lakes P–12 principal Steve Warner is no longer under police
investigation. At the time of the incident the minister rushed to judgement and told the media that:
… I will not tolerate this kind of completely unacceptable behaviour in our schools—

and that—
There will be an independent investigation into the staff member’s conduct and he has been immediately
stood down while this takes place.

The comments led the Australian Principals Federation to say that:
The minister has already hung and quartered him without knowing what has happened …

and call the education minister’s statement ‘just appalling’.
Why did the minister attack this principal prior to the outcome of either the police or education
department inquiry?
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (11:34): I thank the Deputy Leader of the
Liberal Party for her question. I found, and I still find, the footage concerning. That was my view when
I first had a look at the footage, and it remains my view to this day. This gives me an opportunity to
outline to the house the policy in regards to the restraint and seclusion of children under the care of
our schools. The policy reads:
School staff may only use physical restraint on a student when there is an imminent threat of physical harm
or danger to the student or others; and where such action … would be considered reasonable in all the
circumstances and there is no less restrictive means of responding in the circumstances.

This is a well-understood policy within the education system, but it is also an acknowledgement that
staff do at times have to respond to challenging, volatile and potentially dangerous situations.
Given the footage, as is entirely appropriate in circumstances like these, there was an independent
investigation called, and the principal was not at school whilst this independent investigation took
place. That was the appropriate action; indeed it was the only course of action that could have been
taken. All instances of restraint are reported to the department.
I note that an investigation is still underway, as the deputy leader would be aware, so it would be
inappropriate for me to comment in any further detail, but I will make this final point. I acknowledge
the good record of the principal and the esteem in which he is held in the school community. It is
something that the Treasurer as the local member has spoken to me about. I acknowledge that many
parents have written to me, outlining his contribution to his school community. That can and I expect
will be taken into account. There were two processes that were undertaken. One was the Victoria
Police investigation. That has concluded. The other was an appropriate independent investigation
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through the Department of Education and Training, and that continues. The advice I have received is
that that investigation will be concluding shortly in the coming weeks.
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (11:37): Now that he has been cleared by Victoria Police, when will we
know for sure that he will be reinstated to his position?
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk—Minister for Education) (11:37): I thank the deputy leader for her
supplementary question. Clearly there is no plan B for question time for those opposite, and neither
was the member listening to my answer. There are two investigations—one by Victoria Police, which
has concluded, and an independent investigation—
Ms McLEISH: On a point of order, Speaker, typically investigations by departments take between
12 and 18 months. The minister is not being relevant when he is saying that it is going to be very soon.
The SPEAKER:Order! There is no point of order.
Mr MERLINO: As I advised the house in my substantive answer, there is an independent
investigation being undertaken as we speak. The advice from the department is that that will be
concluded in coming weeks.
MINISTERS STATEMENTS: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine—Minister for Water, Minister for Police and Emergency Services)
(11:38): As we approach International Women’s Day, I want to reflect on the changes that we have
made in the water sector to better reflect the diversity of our community, and particularly the role that
women are playing.
When I first became the water minister—and like the energy minister, I am the only female water
minister across the country—38 per cent of our board positions were held by women and only three
chairs were female. In the Catchment Management Authority sector, 35 per cent of CMA boards were
women. I was determined, as was this government, to set a target to achieve 50 per cent of women on
our government boards, and we started with water. We spilled all the positions to make sure we had the
right skills and the right people to better reflect the community which they serve. Yes, we set targets—
and guess what? They worked. Targets actually worked. We gave women, good women with great skills,
the opportunity to know they could get on those boards, and we were overwhelmed by the quality.
So targets are not tokenistic. By the end of 2015 we achieved 50 per cent of boards being women. Our
water boards have 52 per cent women, and our catchment management authorities have 59 per cent
women. We have 12 women chairs where we had three previously, and we now have six female
managing directors and CEOs compared with one. So it is not token; it is big structural change, and it
is the whole community benefiting. It has seen new ideas, better governance, more women, better
decision-making, more balanced decision-making and smarter thinking. We see this on our side of the
chamber, in our caucus and in our cabinet, better and smarter decision-making. We are seeing it across
our water sector. It is great to see so many women driving change in water right across Victoria, and I
am happy to be the only woman water minister.
Constituency questions
LOWAN ELECTORATE
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (11:41): (251) My question is to the Minister for Agriculture, and the
information I seek is an outline of the actions taken by the Andrews Labor government to provide
stronger legal protections to appropriately penalise aggressive protesters and trespassers who threaten
or encourage damage to property or incite trespass and biosecurity breaches to property and an outline
of what state government funding is available to assist farmers to enhance on-farm security to address
the increased threat of trespass by extreme animal activists to help farmers meet strict biosecurity
requirements.
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Local farmers are extremely concerned that the increased activity by animal activists is putting the
safety and welfare of their stock at risk. They also feel that the ongoing threats by extreme animal
activists are a threat to their family and property and feel abandoned by the lack of action by the
Andrews Labor government. Our farmers are doing the right thing and are being unfairly targeted by
extreme animal activists. They need our support and protection. I therefore ask the minster what
actions she has taken to address this critical issue for our local farmers.
BENDIGO WEST ELECTORATE
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (11:42): (252) My constituency question is for the Minister for
Roads in the other place. My electorate of Bendigo West has a growing community of Karen speakers,
many of whom have moved here as refugees or immigrants and speak English as a second language.
The most recent census in 2016 found Karen was the second most commonly spoken language in
Bendigo after English. Almost 17 per cent of Victoria’s Karen speakers reside in Bendigo.
Many of our government services have interpreters available, and I know many of my constituents
appreciate this support. I am keen to ensure that Bendigo’s Karen community can access the vital
services provided by VicRoads and Regional Roads Victoria. I know that VicRoads has developed a
series of videos, handbooks and fact sheets in a variety of languages to help people access everyday
services such as licence tests and car registrations. As we approach Harmony Day, my question for
the minister is: what support can VicRoads provide to the Karen speaking community in Bendigo?
EILDON ELECTORATE
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (11:43): (253) My question is to the Minister for Roads. Wesburn Primary
School has been calling for the installation of 40-kilometre-an-hour electronic speed limit signs on the
Warburton Highway outside the school for several years now. I have raised the matter in Parliament
a number of times already because our schoolchildren should be safe in their travels to and from
school. The school community have been active in trying to bring about greater road safety outcomes
for their families and the school crossing supervisors.
Minister, will you make available funding for the electronic speed limit signs out of the $18.9 million
allocated in the 2019–20 budget for school area safety? The school community have long been
concerned about the volume and speed of the traffic that passes by. Nothing has changed. Proposed
developments in the area, and in particular the Warburton mountain bike hub, are more likely to bring
increased traffic volume, including more trucks and buses. The school, being at the foot of Mount
Donna Buang, is subject to variable weather, including heavy fog, which increases the risk due to poor
visibility. We should not have to wait for a bad accident or fatality.
PASCOE VALE ELECTORATE
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (11:44): (254) My constituency question is for the Minister
for Ambulance Services, and the question I ask is: what benefits can the Pascoe Vale electorate expect
to enjoy as a result of the Andrews Labor government delivering on its pledge to paramedics and
recruiting 450 new paramedics in Victoria? I am extremely proud to be a member of a government
that is fully committed to our ambulance services and ensuring that our community is resourced with
the best emergency health care and support and that the work of our paramedics is valued. Having
inherited an ambulance crisis from the former government, it is great to be part of a government that
continues to rebuild the system, in which reduced response times are a key priority. In addition to an
enterprise bargaining agreement that recognises the value of the work of our paramedics, our
government has demonstrated its commitment to our local ambulance services by providing
$1.8 million in funding for a new Oak Park-Broadmeadows ambulance station in Oak Park—a key
service for the whole of the Pascoe Vale district. My question is: what benefits will the recent
commitment have?
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SANDRINGHAM ELECTORATE
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (11:45): (255) My question is to the Treasurer. A Sandringham
district resident, Jamie, is the director of a family company that owns a commercial property in
Cheltenham. The property is currently being rented by a motor vehicle service group. The tax levied
on this property has increased by over 260 per cent in the past three years, but the gross rental income
received on this property has increased by less than 5 per cent in the same period. In 2016 Jamie’s land
tax bill was $12 625, approximately 5.5 per cent of gross rental income, but in 2019 Jamie’s land tax
bill is a whopping $45 900, approximately 19 per cent of his estimated gross rental income. Treasurer,
what should Jamie do to combat the extraordinary increase in land tax he has experienced over the last
three years under your government, and do you think this heavy burden on Jamie’s small business is
fair?
BAYSWATER ELECTORATE
Mr TAYLOR (Bayswater) (11:46): (256) My constituency question is for the Minister for Solar
Homes. The information that I seek is on the take-up rate of the successful solar panels 50 per cent
rebate program across the Bayswater electorate and how many people have applied for this rebate.
Across the Knox and Maroondah local government areas over 1000 people have applied for this
program, and I have spoken to many others who have indicated they would like to take advantage of
this terrific policy whereby the cost of solar panel installation can be halved thanks to a rebate from
this Andrews Labor government. I encourage everyone in my local community and across this great
state to visit www.solar.vic.gov.au to get the full details of such a wonderful program that is making
sure that we are returning money back into the pockets of everyday Victorians. I would very much
like to understand further detail about how Bayswater residents have been utilising this program. I
thank the minister for her consideration on this and for her fantastic work in rolling out this program.
SHEPPARTON ELECTORATE
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (11:47): (257) This constituency question is for the Minister for Roads
in the other place. Minister, can you please advise what plans you have to improve the safety of the
Strathmerton community and reduce the speed limit along the stretch of the Murray Valley Highway
that goes through their town. Concerns have been repeatedly raised with me about the need to reduce
the speed limit through the township from 80 kilometres per hour to 60 kilometres per hour. In
November 2017 I raised this issue with the then Minister for Roads and Road Safety and was informed
that a traffic island was being built to improve pedestrian safety and an assessment of traffic conditions
would be completed by VicRoads. Fifteen months later, and with reports of several troubling near
misses, action on this seems to have stalled.
The Murray Valley Highway is a major transport thoroughfare, with trucks going through day and
night. One possible solution is to reduce the speed limit between the hours of 8.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m.
to 60 kilometres per hour, with 80 kilometres per hour being the speed limit overnight. I understand
such a change is largely supported by the community, council and local trucking businesses.
MELTON ELECTORATE
Mr McGHIE (Melton) (11:48): (258) My question is to the Minister for Transport Infrastructure.
Will the minister provide the latest information on the regional rail revival program, specifically an
update on the Ballarat rail line and the Bacchus Marsh station? The Andrews Labor government has
committed some $1.75 billion under the regional rail revival program. In my electorate of Melton the
Ballarat rail corridor has seen an enormous uptake by commuters. The Bacchus Marsh railway station,
a station first opened on 10 February 1889, is undergoing significant works. The investment by the
Andrews Labor government in communities like Bacchus Marsh can have far-reaching benefits.
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HASTINGS ELECTORATE
Mr BURGESS (Hastings) (11:49): (259) My question is directed to the Minister for Education. I
am seeking information on behalf of the Somerville Rise Primary School community about the
provision of new shade sails for its playgrounds. It has been a number of years since both the junior
and senior playgrounds were last protected by shade sails. The metal frames that supported the old
shade sails are still in place, but the school cannot afford to replace the sails due to the high expense.
A recent quote received for new shade sails for the school’s junior playground was $15 000. Parents
are concerned that that the school’s playgrounds have no shaded areas for their children to sit or play
under and therefore there is nothing to protect young and vulnerable skin from harmful UV rays.
Currently the only shade protection available to the children outdoors is the school’s bike shed.
It is estimated that in Victoria 40 000 new cases of skin cancer are identified every year. Australia has
the highest rates of skin cancer in the world, with two in three people diagnosed by the age of 70.
When used in conjunction with protective clothing and sunscreen, shade structures are the best defence
against UV radiation as they offer great sun protection with ventilation and cooling.
YUROKE ELECTORATE
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (11:50): (260) My constituency question is to the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure. How will Yuroke residents benefit from the Andrews Labor government’s proposed
Suburban Rail Loop? The response from Yuroke residents to the government’s commitment to this
massive, transformative project has been overwhelmingly positive, especially given the government
has already demonstrated that it can get on and deliver big projects, from widening the Tulla or
building the Metro Tunnel. I know that Yuroke residents are eager to hear more about how the
Suburban Rail Loop will benefit commuters on the Craigieburn line, and I look forward to sharing the
minister’s response with them.
Bills
WEST GATE TUNNEL (TRUCK BANS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Mr WAKELING (Ferntree Gully) (11:50): In the short time I have left I call on the government
and the next speaker to stand up and provide an explanation for their justification for slugging
motorists in the eastern suburbs of Melbourne to pay for a tunnel that is going to be delivered in the
west. It is important that they explain.
Mr DIMOPOULOS (Oakleigh) (11:51): It gives me great pleasure to speak on this bill. I have far
more meaningful things to spend my contribution on than responding to a furphy of an argument from
the previous speaker. The reason I think it is a furphy of an argument is similar in style to what the
Minister for Transport Infrastructure said: they did very little when it came to infrastructure. Not only
did they do very little, but they tried to stop our infrastructure agenda and now they are picking every
possible reason to stop this bill and to stop this project. In my contribution I will explain why I think
those reasons are furphies.
This is a bill that tries to achieve so much. It is ambitious and it is emblematic of our government
because it does achieve so much. It provides a mechanism for the tolling of the new road, and in doing
so it also provides one of the funding mechanisms for the road. It also increases and enhances the
residential amenity in the west by banning trucks on streets and roads that the community uses every
day. It increases transparency in a way that is quite unusual when you look at the conservative LiberalNational governments, and that is why it is galling to hear the member for Ripon, the lead speaker on
that side, talk about wanting redacted parts of the agreement to be provided when they did not provide
the agreements for any of their major projects when they were in government in the 1990s. They did
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not do any major projects when they were last in power. To come in here and say that they want to see
all of the pages of the 1200-page agreement, certain parts of which are redacted for good reason, before
they decide whether they will support this bill is one of the other furphy arguments.
This bill also achieves a better deal for the Victorian community in multiple ways—in terms of
transparency, return to the taxpayer and also ridding the Victorian community of some of the most
awful elements of the legacy left by Jeff Kennett in the initial contract with Transurban. I will go
through those in a minute.
This bill, as the Treasurer said in his second-reading speech, achieves the long-awaited second river
crossing from the west to the east. Effectively it will be an alternative to the West Gate Bridge, but it
also enhances the West Gate Freeway, with four more lanes, twin tunnels under Yarraville and a new
bridge over the Maribyrnong River that links to an elevated road above Footscray Road. It is expected
to cut travel times by up to 20 minutes on these roads and create an efficient route for freight in and
out of the port of Melbourne. Further, the Treasurer said that over 200 000 vehicles rely on the West
Gate Bridge each day, and this will be a congestion busting project for those vehicles. It will also create
6000 direct jobs, including 500 apprenticeships, and benefit 150 former auto workers.
We are also creating—and this is a topic close to my heart—four Melbourne Cricket Grounds of new
parks and wetlands, as the Treasurer said, planting more than 17 000 trees in the space opened up
through this project and creating more than 14 kilometres of new and upgraded walking and cycling
paths. I have to say that they just sound like numbers—big numbers because we do so much in terms
of infrastructure—but I see the lived experience of exactly that kind of narrative about opening up
public space in my community every day. I live in Carnegie and I see people using the open space that
we committed to in a similar narrative about sky rail and removal of the level crossings. I know now,
after reading this and after my experience, that those communities in the west will absolutely
experience this benefit.
The bill also provides the tolling mechanism for Transurban—collecting and enforcing tolls and toll
administration fees on the West Gate Tunnel. It does this as one of the funding mechanisms in the bill.
I think it is really important to touch on not a headline issue but a really important issue from the legacy
items that this bill seeks to fix from the previous administration, and that is that currently if you are
travelling on CityLink and you take multiple trips a day without an e-tag or unlawfully use the toll
road, you can be fined on one occasion in one day. But effectively you could be fined on seven
occasions in one week, because if you are not aware for three or four days that you are driving
unlawfully, which has happened to people in my community who have come to see me, you could
literally receive seven fines in seven days. We are fixing that for a whole range of reasons—for people
who are disadvantaged, for people who cannot afford those infringements and also for the court system
in Victoria, which has been dealing with a lot of the impacts of those infringements. Under these
arrangements Transurban will only be able to fine drivers once a week. We are also changing the
concession entitlements or the concession provisions for CityLink—I think a previous speaker
mentioned this. For example, the KPIs for the West Gate Tunnel will be better aligned with the
government’s expectations in terms of the road network. We are removing the clauses that entitle
Transurban to financial compensation for transport projects that divert traffic off its network.
I note that the previous government’s lead speaker talked about the projections of traffic growth when
the first contract was signed by the Kennett government, but what she neglected to say in terms of the
financial compensation that was tied up in that initial contract was that the state would have to pay
CityLink for embellishing the rest of the road network, which was frankly quite outrageous. We are
fixing that here. What we are saying is that this is a government that embellishes the road network and
in fact the broader transport network every month of every year. We are not in a position to continue
to compensate a private company for the fact that we are embellishing a road network that needs to be
embellished in a growing city. So we have taken the bull by the horns, and that is a key element of the
proposal of this bill.
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I will just quickly touch on a couple of things that the lead speaker of the opposition talked about. She
talked about this project not going out to a competitive tender. The biggest share of the cost of this
project is construction costs. The biggest cost of the West Gate Tunnel is construction—it is 70 per
cent of the cost. That did go out to a market tender. It was a very competitive tender, and CPB
Contractors and John Holland were the successful tenderers. But beyond that, the actual concept of
providing a second river crossing was brought to us through market-led proposal provisions that we
implemented when we first got into government in 2014–15. They are the most transparent and
competitive market-led proposal provisions of any state in Australia. I do recall the kind of concept
that the former Liberal-Nationals government had, which was woeful and led to the CranbournePakenham grade separation proposal in my community, which was thankfully rejected by our
government.
There are a lot of important elements to this bill, but fundamentally it is a bill that delivers on our
election commitment to build a second river crossing and to do it in a way that is financially
sustainable, appropriate and also creates jobs and a whole bunch of parkland for the community. It
actually distributes the costs in a way that is sustainable and appropriate.
To respond briefly to the previous speaker, if he thinks that the only people who benefit from a road
are the people who live immediately around the road, he is sadly mistaken. The road network is
interconnected and always has been.
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (12:01): I rise to speak on behalf of the Greens on the West Gate Tunnel
bill—well, it is now the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019; it has had
a bit of an update in terms of its title. It has a number of functions. Primarily, it creates the tolling regime
for the West Gate Tunnel and provides for the criminal enforcement of those tolls. It provides for the
tabling of the West Gate Tunnel agreement, essentially what the government signed up for with
Transurban. It also introduces some really important tolling reforms to the wider tolling system across
Melbourne, which has been seriously problematic for some time now and has resulted in people, often
disadvantaged people, being lumped with thousands of dollars of fines that they simply cannot pay. It
also introduces a new offence and applies penalties for trucks driving in a no-trucks zone.
I want to make a comment about cramming some of these elements into this bill. I think it is often
done, as in this instance—and it is done quite often by this government, and I presume previous
governments have done it as well—quite cynically when there is a contentious bill, and this bill is no
doubt contentious, particularly in regard to the tolling of the West Gate Tunnel and the project in
general. There are then some other measures put in that I think are quite reasonable and are noncontentious in terms of truck bans and reforms to the tolling system. The trend to greater omnibus bills
is problematic, particularly in this chamber when we are repeatedly denied, as we have been with this
bill, the opportunity to go into consideration in detail. It is a trend that really does restrict and reduce
the ability of this chamber to properly scrutinise bills. I would urge the government not to do such
things in the future. It happened in the last Parliament with the fire services and other matters bill, with
the other matter being presumptive rights legislation. That was a particularly poor effort, and of course
it came unstuck unfortunately.
Just going on what the opposition have led with, the member for Ripon raised, I think rightly, concerns
about whether this is a Treasury bill or a transport bill. I think Victorians would be right to question
who is actually in charge of this project because from our perspective it has not been done to create a
great transport network for Melbourne. It is primarily being done as a bit of a cash cow for Transurban.
I can see why there are concerns about transparency in terms of what is in this deal and how it is being
paid for, so we are supportive of the Liberal Party’s reasoned amendment which will make sure that
there will be an unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel agreement seen by members before voting
on this bill.
I will start with the history of this project, the West Gate Tunnel. It is named the West Gate Tunnel,
but most of it is actually an elevated freeway, so it is a bit of a misnomer to call it the West Gate
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Tunnel. If you look at how this project has actually been conceived, you will actually see that it has
not been conceived primarily as a transport project designed to solve transport issues but rather as a
money-spinner for Transurban paid for with that sweetheart deal to extend the tolls on CityLink.
Victorians are now going to be paying billions for this road—far more than it was ever worth.
Of course this proposal had its genesis in the 2008 Eddington report, which looked at east–west
connections through Melbourne, and that report had a number of proposals. Melbourne Metro was
first conceived in that as a tunnel from Kensington to Caulfield. It had the full east–west link, starting
at the Eastern Freeway and travelling through the inner suburbs. It actually had a couple of alignments
there: one to the Western Freeway and the other to the West Gate Freeway. It also had the truck action
plan, which was off-ramps from the West Gate Tunnel directly to the port. That is the policy that the
Labor government took to the 2014 election. The West Gate distributor, as they called it, was,
according to them, going to cost half a billion dollars and create 430 new jobs, with on and off ramps
from the freeway and direct access to the port. This, according to Labor, was going to take 5000 trucks
a day from the West Gate Bridge.
This is a part of Project 10 000, which many members actually referenced in the recent debate in this
chamber earlier this week. Reading from that document—you can still find that document; you have
got to do a bit of digging as it is not widely available now—this is how this project was pitched. Under
‘The West Gate distributor’ it says:
Victorian Labor will take 5000 trucks a day off the West Gate Bridge by building the West Gate Distributor
within the first term of a Victorian Labor Government.

It goes on to say, under ‘A project that will make a real difference’:
While Denis Napthine and the Liberals continue to mislead the people of the west and the commuters of
Geelong and Ballarat with their East–West tunnel plans, Victorian Labor will start work on a major road
project that will get trucks off the West Gate Bridge, improving safety for drivers and reducing congestion.

I thought this heading was interesting: ‘A commitment supported by the facts’. ‘Supported by the
facts’—they really wanted to make that point. Under that title the document says:
The increasing number of large trucks using the West Gate Freeway each day to access the Port—particularly
Swanson Dock—is a major problem for road users, and one that will only become worse unless action is
taken.
Information from the PoM also shows that the majority of trucks accessing the port start their journey in the
west of Melbourne ...

So the facts, according to Labor in 2014, were that trucks start in the west and end up in the port, and
that was the major reason for having this project. It concluded by saying, and I note this is at the end
of the document:
Given that construction of the West Gate distributor will involve strategic use of Footscray Road, it will also
establish a vital new CBD gateway for road commuters ...

So here, the very functions of the West Gate Tunnel—what it was supposed to do—were going to be
done by this original project for just a fraction of the cost. It may come as a bit of a surprise to members,
but this was actually a road project that the Greens supported. The community supported it. Colleen
Hartland and Huong Truong when they were Greens members for Western Metropolitan Region were
strong supporters of the first proposed truck action plan. They campaigned strongly on getting those
trucks off local roads.
In 2014 Labor also took to that election its opposition to the east–west link. It took them a while to get
there. They started out in opposition criticising the then Liberal government for not moving quickly
on it. Then they were against it but would not tear up the contracts, and finally they came around to a
position of: ‘Yes, no matter if the contracts will be signed, we’ll stop it’. We heard all the criticism:
dud tunnel, did not stack up, dodgy traffic planning and modelling, rushed to contract. When we all
heard this, we thought, ‘Great. Labor have finally got it. They realise the error of these mega toll roads.
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It is the wrong way to go’. Instead, on coming to government they have scrapped this smaller project
and have gone all-in on toll roads, not just this project but the mega toll road, which is what they have
called it—a mega toll road—the north-east link, which is about $17 billion. And that is not it. The
alignment of the West Gate Tunnel is essentially the western half of the east–west link.
A member interjected.
Mr HIBBINS: It is the same project they swore to oppose. In fact during the election the Liberal
Party, the opposition, dispensed with the western section of the east–west link and just connected it
straight to the West Gate Tunnel, or at least the elevated road part of the tunnel. The Leader of the
Opposition said, ‘I like the concept of the southern corridor, given that you can flow from the West
Gate Tunnel straight into another piece of infrastructure. It does appear to be a value-add to the
proposed east–west link by having the West Gate Tunnel under construction’. Now, I am cynical about
this. We know that the east–west link still exists in strategic documents within this agreement, within
the Department of Transport, and as sure as night follows day when the political winds favour it I have
no doubt that Labor will seek to complete the east–west link. These toll roads do not stack up. They
cost a fortune, they create more traffic and they trash our city.
Let us look at this project that has grown beyond its initial off-ramps from the West Gate Freeway. It
is now a tunnel that goes under Yarraville. It still has an off ramp onto Hyde Street; it is a very small
part of the project. The tunnel pops out at the Maribyrnong River—trashing what should be an urban
renewal area; it was going to be an urban renewal area by the waterfront—to an elevated roadway
above Footscray Road. It is now going to be a double-decker road. It is already about an eight-lane
road. We need another six lanes on top of it. We have got a nest of on and off ramps in the E-gate
urban renewal area—there is another urban renewal area trashed. Finally, we have widened roads
through the CBD.
And the benefits? Well, the Minister for Transport Infrastructure has come in here and touted all sorts
of benefits from reducing traffic to reducing travel times, but these have been shown by the experts
not to be worth the paper they are written on. Two experts, John Allard and William McDougall, hired
by the government to review traffic modelling for the project did not support the government’s
modelling. The government has refused to release Allard’s report, citing commercial in confidence.
Well, we have heard that before. We heard it with the east–west link. Mr McDougall in a Senate
hearing said the justification for the road was ‘based on flawed traffic modelling and cost-benefit
analysis’, and that traffic numbers produced by consultants were ‘significantly higher’ than travel
surveys showed. So Labor in opposition criticised the dodgy traffic modelling of the east–west link
but are now adopting it in government.
An open letter to Victorian state MPs from internationally renowned academic leaders in transport
planning, engineering and safety asked the state government to reconsider construction of the West
Gate Tunnel due to key concerns including an inability of the West Gate Tunnel project to meet its
objectives, project overreach and overstatement of benefits, and the inadequacy of planning processes
and planning strategies. They called on the government to build the original project, the West Gate
distributor, and they also asked Parliament to support urgent action for the preparation of an integrated
Victorian Transport Plan, as required by the Transport Integration Act 2010. I think this was a really
good point, because when this project has come up it has come up in the absence of a holistic,
integrated transport plan for this state, one that is in the public interest for the public good. It is actually
a requirement of this act—passed, I might add, in 2010 by the former Labor government—that
Victorian have a transport plan, yet we do not have this transport plan. That is why we are susceptible
to these giant toll roads coming up and being proposed by Transurban.
So I am also going to move a reasoned amendment, and in doing so it is going to actually add to the
reasoned amendment moved by the member for Ripon. I move:
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That after the word ‘agreement’ there be inserted the words ‘and the government develops and publishes the
Transport Plan as required by s 63 of the Transport Integration Act 2010’.

In the report of the academics they cited problematic traffic modelling, misrepresented project benefits,
technical problems, skewed forecasts and optimism bias, which is most likely to occur when a project
is being developed under political and organisational pressure, which is quite possibly the case for the
West Gate Tunnel. If we are to take the modelling on face value, we know two things: both the West
Gate Bridge and the West Gate Tunnel are going to be full by 2031, so we are building a road that is
going to be redundant in just a few years; and thousands of cars are going to be poured into the inner
city. Let us look at the streets that will have thousands more cars on them due to this project. In the
CBD they are Spencer Street, King Street, Flinders Street, La Trobe Street and the Harbour Esplanade.
Then in the inner north they are Victoria Street, Queensberry Street, Arden Street, Flemington Road
and Royal Parade. Their own stats show that around half of the traffic that will use the West Gate
Tunnel will enter the inner city, another third will go to the northern suburbs and 5 to 15 per cent will
be for the port. They are the government’s own figures. This is a road that is designed to pump more
cars into the inner city and profit Transurban—which goes to the next point: paying for this road.
What a deal! Lifting tolls on CityLink will raise around $20 billion to $30 billion if you combine the
tolls of the West Gate Tunnel. This is unbelievable. What a deal! No wonder Transurban and the ALP
have such a cosy, cosy relationship. No wonder they financially backed their re-election. This is a bad
deal. This is a bad deal for Victorians that will take money out of the pockets of Victorians and put it
into the super profits of Transurban for decades, paying well above what the road costs. The
government is creating a monster. It started under Kennett, and now it has gone into essentially what
is the first privatised government department.
This was a market-led proposal, so we have a private company planning, funding, building, owning,
operating and now profiteering off road projects in Victoria. Instead of getting an appropriation from
the Parliament they are given a sweetheart deal with tolls from their existing infrastructure. Even the
bloke who set this up in the first place, Jeff Kennett, thinks it is time to wind it up. In an article that was
published, he basically said that tollway bosses have mastered the art of outmanoeuvring governments:
Money, instead of going to government, is going to the private sector; that is a total waste ...

He said governments should take advantage of low interest rates—this is Jeff Kennett—build
infrastructure and collect the tolls themselves and then put that back into more infrastructure. That
sounds sensible. It sounds reasonable. This is the bloke that set it up in the first place citing the very
differences between, I think, Victoria’s economic situation then and Victoria’s economic situation
now. We should be moving to, as soon as possible, winding up Transurban’s controls over our toll
roads and bringing them back into public hands. That would mean you could introduce a fairer tolling
system without having to go through the rigmarole of these contractual arrangements, and then any
profits could then be reinvested back into transport projects.
These toll roads do not stack up. They have not stacked up around Australia. They do not stack up
here. There are alternatives to this project. As I said, we can have that statewide plan. I note with reason
that the government does have a Western Rail Plan, and to their credit I think it is a good plan. I think
it is a good plan, but it makes—
Mr Pearson interjected.
Mr HIBBINS: I ask the member to withdraw.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Member for Essendon, you have been asked to withdraw, and I do not
appreciate that kind of language in the house.
Mr Pearson: I withdraw.
Mr HIBBINS: But it asks the question: if you are investing all this into public transport in the west,
why would you build this mega toll road first? It would surely make sense to invest in public transport
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first rather than investing in this mega toll road. It does not make sense. There are other projects that
are not captured in this Western Rail Plan. Look at Melbourne Metro 2. The reality is that if we are
going down this route—we need a second river crossing, and I do note that the West Gate Tunnel is
actually crossing the Maribyrnong River, not necessarily the Yarra River—the second river crossing
should be rail, Melbourne Metro 2.
On the Werribee line we have a complete lack of peak-hour services, and in the off-peak, 20 minutes.
It could actually be 10 minutes now. They could actually be doing that now, but they are not. But
Melbourne Metro 2—what a massive project that could be, building on what the government is already
doing with Melbourne Metro 1. Do not stop there; keep going. This could be moving
33 000 commuters a day. This is the city-shaping project Victoria and Melbourne need—not the West
Gate Tunnel and not the north-east link.
I do want to make some quick points before my time expires in support of the toll enforcement aspects
of the bill, which is a really important reform. No other company—not telephone companies, not
energy companies—get to have their revenue model backed up by such strict criminal enforcement,
and it has been incredibly problematic. Courts are clogged with cases of people—often disadvantaged
people, people whose life circumstances have changed, meaning they are unable to pay their bills from
Transurban—who have racked up tens of thousands of dollars of fines. So we do recognise it is really
important to get toll reform across CityLink and across EastLink as well by only allowing for one
offence over a period of seven days. It is a good change, but we still have concerns over criminal
enforcement of toll roads and the effect that that has.
This bill also introduces a new offence for truck bans. I am supportive of that, but the issue is that we
need cameras installed to capture the trucks that are breaching these bans. Unless you have the cameras
in place you are not actually going to catch these people, regardless of the offence. (Time expired)
Ms SPENCE (Yuroke) (12:21): I am very pleased to make a contribution on the West Gate Tunnel
(Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. As we have heard, essentially the bill establishes the
framework for the operation of the West Gate Tunnel, the long-awaited second river crossing that will
open to the public in 2022.
First, I will just give a bit of an overview of the bill. Part 1 of the bill deals with preliminary matters,
including the purposes, objects and commencement of the bill and the powers of the Secretary of the
Department of Transport, the West Gate Tunnel Corporation and the West Gate Tunnel operator.
Part 2 includes provisions with respect to the West Gate Tunnel project agreement and provides for
amending, modifying and tabling the Westgate Tunnel agreement in Parliament. Part 3 sets out the
tolling provisions and provides for imposing, collecting and enforcing tolls and toll administration fees
on the West Gate Tunnel. This includes measures introduced in the bill to reduce the reliance on
infringement notices and prosecutions for tolling offences. These aim to improve the effectiveness and
fairness of toll recovery activity and reduce the number of tolling offences that end up in the
infringement system or the courts. I think it is really important that these measures apply across the
CityLink, EastLink and West Gate Tunnel projects. As was mentioned by the member for Prahran, it
is important that these changes to infringements apply to all of these roads. The changes have arisen
in recognition of the impact of infringement notices and prosecution for tolling offences, particularly
on those people that are experiencing financial or other hardship. As has been said previously,
currently a person who makes multiple trips on CityLink in a day without paying the tolls can be
charged with a tolling offence for one of those trips, although they do still pay the tolls for the
remaining trips. One of the measures in this bill is to reduce the number of tolling offences for which
a person can be prosecuted to one in seven days. This will significantly reduce the number of
infringements for users of the existing tollways and the new West Gate Tunnel. Another measure in
the bill that goes to protecting those experiencing financial hardship is the provision that gives courts
the discretion to waive administration fees for people convicted of multiple tolling offences should
matters proceed to criminal enforcement.
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As someone who spent some time working in the community legal sector, I know that these changes
will have a significant impact on those that get caught up in that infringement cycle, which is what it
becomes. They are suffering hardship and then they incur multiple tolling offences. This was very
common. A number of people would present each week with this same issue. They receive a number
of tolling offences over a few days, they are unable to pay them, the tolls accumulate, the fees are
added on top, enforcement action is then taken, the penalty amount goes up and there is, in reality, no
ability for the person to pay. For these people the very best outcome was for them to get a long-term
repayment plan, and that would basically have a detrimental effect on them for a very, very long
time—for as long as these offences hung over their heads. Reducing the number of infringement
prosecutions allowed in a seven-day period to one and providing the opportunity to remove the
administration fees will go a long way and will certainly have a much less punitive effect in the
enforcement regime where there are outstanding tolls.
The bill also contains a new mechanism for the introduction of truck bans in the inner west to protect
community amenity. This is to be done through the declaration of no-truck zones. The bill creates a
new offence of driving a heavy vehicle in a no-truck zone. The new offence has a significantly higher
maximum penalty than is currently provided for in the road rules for those who disobey a ‘no trucks’
sign, and the bill contains measures to make operators and contractors liable for the offence and to
facilitate electronic enforcement. Part 5 of the bill also establishes the Better Freight Outcomes Fund,
which will receive the proceeds of fines and infringement penalties arising from the no-truck zone
offence and provides that the funds raised are to be invested back into transport programs to benefit
the local community. Part 6 provides for the making of regulations and the repeal of transitional
regulation-making powers, and part 7 sets out the amendments to other acts.
As I have outlined, the bill provides a framework for operation of the tunnel. It is a project that will
deliver immense and enduring benefits to the state of Victoria. It will provide Melbourne with a longawaited second route across the river and an alternate route to the West Gate Bridge. It will involve
building four more lanes on the West Gate Freeway and will include express lanes between the M80
and the West Gate Bridge, which will reduce that weaving and merging problem that leads to traffic
congestion. The tunnel from the West Gate Freeway to the Maribyrnong River will take cars and
trucks underground and off residential streets in the inner west, providing a more efficient freight route
and a new journey choice for motorists. A bridge over the Maribyrnong River, linking to an elevated
road along Footscray Road, will get people where they need to be in the city’s north, and the ramps
will give trucks direct access to the port.
It is expected that these measures, including the state-of-the-art smart technology that will run along
the route, will cut travel times by up to 20 minutes on these roads, and it will certainly create an
efficient route for freight in and out of the port of Melbourne. Currently there are over 200 000 vehicles
using the West Gate Bridge each day. As we all know, one incident does not just turn that road into a
problem, it turns our entire road network into a car park. This project will improve the resilience and
security of our road network, which is something that is urgently needed.
In really good news, this project will create 6000 jobs over its life, including 500 for apprentices,
trainees and graduates and up to 150 jobs for former autoworkers. I was thrilled to meet a number of
these workers when I recently toured the project with the Minister for Transport Infrastructure. What
was very clear on that visit was that there is a lot of work underway, particularly at the northern portal
site in Yarraville. Whilst meeting these workers and seeing the great work that they are undertaking,
it was also great to see Bella, the first of two tunnel boring machines (TBMs), on site and ready for
assembly, which is now underway. Let me tell you: this tunnel boring machine is massive. The
component parts themselves are massive, and it is hard to comprehend how big Bella will be when
fully assembled. It will take around 75 000 working hours to assemble the TBM, with up to 30 people
per shift working around the clock. The 15.6-metre diameter cutter head—one of the last pieces to be
assembled—will be moved into place by a 500-tonne gantry crane, one of the largest of its kind in
Australia. So as I said, this machine is massive.
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Bella will be joined by Vida, and these two TBMs will build the twin tunnels for the West Gate Tunnel
project. Each machine will weigh in at around 4000 tonnes; will be 15.6 metres in diameter, which is
as tall as a five-storey building; and will be 90 metres long. The cutter heads on the front of these
machines are powerful enough to spin two A380 aeroplanes a total of two revolutions per minute.
Bella and Vida will start their journey at the northern portal and move south-west towards the southern
portals in the West Gate Freeway near South Kingsville. Work will start on the 4-kilometre outbound
tunnel first, followed closely by the 2.8-kilometre inbound tunnel.
So why the names Bella and Vida? Well, tunnelling tradition dictates that a TBM cannot start work
until it has been given a female name, a sign of good luck for the project ahead. This is a tradition that
dates back to the 1500s when miners and military engineers working with explosives prayed to
St Barbara for protection. Our TBM Bella is named in honour of Bella Guerin, who was born in
Williamstown and was the first woman to graduate from a university in Australia in 1883, and she
went on to teach at Loreto Convent in Ballarat. Vida is named in honour of Vida Goldstein, a
groundbreaking campaigner for women’s rights who established the right for females to vote and stand
for election. So it is great to talk about these two outstanding machines that have been named in honour
of these two outstanding women, particularly when we are also celebrating International Women’s
Day this week.
I am very excited that these tunnel works will be starting later this year. Hopefully we can all get along
and see those works underway. As has been said, the West Gate Tunnel project forms part of the
government’s broader and unprecedented transport pipeline, including the level crossing removals, the
Metro Tunnel and the north-east link, all of which will transform the way people move around
Melbourne. The West Gate Tunnel will slash travel times, it will create thousands of jobs and it will
get trucks off our local streets in Melbourne’s west. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr D O'BRIEN (Gippsland South) (12:31): I pick up briefly where the member for Yuroke left
off. The tradition of naming boring machines is rather a dubious distinction. I look forward to some
time in the future when we name a tunnel boring machine the ‘Jacinta Allan tunnel boring machine’.
I am not sure that the Leader of the House would appreciate that, but it is an interesting tradition at the
very least.
I speak here every day as a representative of the people of Gippsland South, but I do so particularly on
this legislation because this is legislation and funding for a project that will be detrimental to the people
of Gippsland. This is a Labor government project that is attempting to slug the users of CityLink for a
project that they will probably, most of them, never use. I have no issue with user-pays and I support
the concept of tollways. As a representative of country people who obviously use some of our big city
tollways a lot less than the people they are designed for in the city, I do think that there should be a
user-pays situation. But as the Leader of the Opposition said yesterday, this legislation and funding
arrangement that the Labor government has come up with is actually a non-user-pays arrangement.
The West Gate Tunnel is to be funded in large part by people who will not be users of it. The people
of Gippsland South, and indeed people of Gippsland and the south-east of Melbourne, will be paying
for this for the next 20 years through a 4.25 per cent increase in tolls on CityLink, starting from the
middle of this year for 10 years, and then extending the CityLink toll deed for a further 10 years. That
is indeed the non-user paying and in my view completely unfair. I would not hesitate to suggest that
most Gippslanders do not actually know this is coming their way. They would have seen debate over
the West Gate Tunnel and probably switched off, thinking, ‘It has very little to do with us’, given that
it is a tunnel that comes in from the west to the city and would be very rarely used. It is wrong for the
government to be funding this project in this way and asking people who will rarely, if at all, use the
West Gate Tunnel to pay for it.
I emphasise that the opposition does not oppose the project. I know that there are benefits for the west,
but there are question marks over the efficacy of how good this project will actually be. I do agree that
we need to take the politics out of getting infrastructure built, but that does not mean that we cannot
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disagree on the way you fund it, for those opposite who seem to think it has to all be the way you want
to do it.
I might add that it is quite extraordinary to hear those on the other side stand up and extol the virtues
of this tollway and the way it has been funded. When you go back to the 1990s—I know the member
for Essendon is very fond of going back to the 1990s when he was but a lad working as an adviser in
the Labor opposition rooms—he will remember very well the strong and indeed strident opposition of
the then Brumby opposition to CityLink and tolls of any description. Yet here we are now, the tables
have turned and they are on that side, and suddenly it is a wonderful thing to provide these rivers of
gold for Transurban. The change of position is just extraordinary. I think it is quite amazing that we
have this.
I might add too as I talk about the impact on the people of Gippsland that it is stunning that yesterday
members in the other place voted in favour of this—that is, Ms Shing; Ms Garrett, who probably needs
CityLink to find her way out to Gippsland, which she now supposedly represents, being the previous
member for Brunswick; and indeed the member of the Shooters and Fishers Party, Mr Bourman, who
has also sold out his constituents by backing this project. It is extraordinary that those people who are
supposed to represent Gippsland and the eastern region are happy to slug our constituents for a project
that most of them will never use.
I know that people will be angry about this. People in my electorate, whether they live along the
Princes Highway at Sale and Rosedale or whether they live along the South Gippsland Highway are
already complaining to me about congestion on the Monash Freeway. Some of them in South
Gippsland are saying we need a train because the Monash is impassable most days. On top of that they
are going to be slugged more in their tolls to pay for a project that very few of them will ever use.
I also think it is extraordinary to hear what we have heard from those opposite on this funding
arrangement, given what we were hearing just yesterday in relation to the energy legislation. We have
heard it time and time again from those opposite that we have to stop the big, greedy energy companies
from gouging consumers. Well, it does not seem to be a problem for the big, greedy tollway operators
to be gouging motorists. They are all looking at their iPads now and thinking, ‘I’ve got something else
to do’, because the contradiction, the hypocrisy, of those opposite on this is just amazing. So it is
terrible for AGL, Origin or EnergyAustralia—any of those—to be gouging electricity consumers, but
for Transurban it is, ‘Hey, have 4.25 per cent a year for 10 years, no problem. You want a 10-year
extension? Here it is—$45 billion’. What a deal you have got, Transurban. They must be loving it.
But it is going to come on the back of motorists in the south-east and in Gippsland. That is why I stand
here today and say that while this project will no doubt have benefits for the west—and I know the
member for Euroa supports the work that is happening in her electorate with this project, and hopefully
there will be work for companies like GBG Concrete & Construction in Sale, if the government does
not offer it all to urban contractors as it often does with these—it is unfair to be funding a project like
this by asking the people of the south-east and Gippsland to pay increased tolls for another 20 years to
fund this project. It is not right, and the hypocrisy of those opposite is astounding.
Mr PEARSON (Essendon) (12:38): I am delighted to make a contribution. It is interesting. I
listened to the member for Gippsland South, I listened to the member for Prahran and I listened to the
member for Ferntree Gully, and there are a few points I want to make. Capital is rare. It is a rare
commodity, and you need to allocate capital, as a government, in areas where it provides the greatest
social good and where there is a clear need for those investments. With a project like the West Gate
Tunnel there has been a determination made that we need a second crossing of the Maribyrnong River,
and that has been known for well over a decade.
Now, you have got two choices: you can fund it via tolling, and have some method of tolling to pay
for it—some sort of user pays—or it comes straight out of consolidated revenue. If the member for
Gippsland South is saying it must come out of consolidated revenue, then that means that there will
be less money for schools, there will be less money for hospitals and there will be less money for roads
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in his electorate. It has got to be paid for somehow; it must be paid for somehow. Well, if it comes out
of consolidated revenue, then we all pay for it. That is the reality. We all must pay for it. It has got to
be paid for in some way.
The reality is that this road will be built, and there will be a material uplift in terms of the efficiency of
major road operators as a consequence. What they are saying—what the member for Gippsland South
is saying, what the member for Ferntree Gully is saying and what their fellow travellers, the Greens
political party are saying—is that they want to give big business a big free kick. They want them to
run their trucks more efficiently and more effectively, and they do not want to see those operators pay
for it. They want the taxpayer to be on the hook for it. That is what they are saying.
Mr Wakeling interjected.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The member for Ferntree Gully, that is inappropriate language.
Mr PEARSON: The member for Prahran likes to pride himself on his environmental credentials.
When you have got trucks stopping and starting in traffic, when you have got them blocking roads in
the western suburbs, greenhouse gas emissions will increase—it just follows. If you have got a truck
running on a road, running smoothly at 80 kilometres per hour and not stopping and starting, then there
are less greenhouse gas emissions. But in his infinite wisdom, the member has come in here with a
reasoned amendment to stop a major infrastructure project that we need which will reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in the western suburbs. He probably says that because he is the member for Prahran, and
because he has never been to the western suburbs. He does not care about people in the western suburbs.
This plan has been around for well over a decade. It was the truck action plan that was about taking
trucks off Francis Street to provide a better quality of living for people living in the inner suburbs, but
he does not care. He has no interest in the western suburbs because he is totally opposed to any form
of initiative that will improve the quality of living for people in our community. It is just appalling that
he just does not care about people in the western suburbs—people in my community.
The member for Gippsland South talked about the position of the then Labor opposition in the 1990s.
Our position was that we were opposed to putting tolls on existing roads. That was our position then
and it has remained our position ever since. In 1999 the people of Victoria absolutely, emphatically
rejected the position of the Kennett government, which resulted in it losing every seat between
Melbourne and Bendigo because the Tullamarine Freeway, which had been an existent road since the
1970s, had been tolled.
This is an important infrastructure project and it must be funded somehow. It is a very simple
proposition. You either fund it through some sort of user-pays model or the money is taken out of
consolidated revenue.
Mr Wakeling interjected.
Mr PEARSON: The member for Ferntree Gully says, ‘If you use it, you pay for it’. Okay.
Members interjecting.
Mr PEARSON: So let us just follow this. Let us just tease this out in a bit more in length. The
Mildura Base Hospital is a very good hospital. I have never been to it and I do not reckon I ever will
go to it. I do not reckon I would ever go to the Mildura Base Hospital, but I pay for it. Well, I do not
think I should pay for it. That is what the member for Ferntree Gully is effectively saying if you follow
it through to its logical conclusion. It has got to be paid for somehow, but what the member for Ferntree
Gully is saying is, ‘Unless I use it, I shouldn’t pay for it’. So you turn around and say, ‘Okay, on that
basis let’s not do any of it. We won’t fund anything that we don’t use’. Then we would not have much
time as legislators, and we would not have a government in place. It has got to be paid for in some
way, and the way in which the deal has been constructed is ensuring that we have got the balance right.
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I do note the member for Ripon has moved a reasoned amendment talking about the fact that she
would like to have access to an unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel project agreement. That
is a very novel approach by the member for Ripon. I think we all would have liked to have seen the
side letter that the Leader of the Opposition signed when he was the Treasurer of Victoria prior to the
2014 election. That would have been very good, actually. I reckon we would have enjoyed seeing that.
The people of Victoria would have been fascinated to see the side letter that was signed by the
Treasurer in relation to the east-west project. So you have got those opposite moving a reasoned
amendment like this, trying to hold this government to standards that they were never, ever interested
in coming anywhere near. Indeed they were quite happy to put the taxpayer on the hook for an
enormous amount of funds in the event that the east-west link project did not proceed, knowing full
well that the Napthine government was headed to a significant defeat at the polls in November 2014
ou just cannot believe that the member for Ripon would actually put her name to such a ridiculous
reasoned amendment in light of the performance of her leader when he was the Treasurer of Victoria.
I do have to smile to myself looking at the reasoned amendment from the member for Prahran, talking
about developing and publishing the transport plan. The member for Prahran talks about plans. He is
only interested in plans; he does not do anything. The Greens have never delivered anything. I
remember that when Mr Barber was the mayor of the City of Yarra, he could not even get a bus lane
in Victoria Parade organised because of opposition from the local liquor shop in Victoria Parade.
Perhaps he was spending far too much time seeking counsel and advice from his men’s room
colleagues. I am not quite sure whether the member for Prahran also has a similar institution—a men’s
room—in his electorate office.
When he was the mayor of the City of Yarra, Mr Barber had the opportunity to actually do something,
and he did not do it. Yet we are being lectured by a person who comes to this place and who is
interested in plans but who has never built anything. He has never run anything. He comes in here,
and he tries to lecture us on major projects. Moreover, this is a project which will reduce greenhouse
emissions and CO₂ emissions. There is a demonstrable need to make sure that trucks are taken off the
road in the inner west, and he is opposed to it. You just cannot take these people seriously.
When it comes down to it, it has always been the way that the vested interests of the Liberal Party, the
National Party—which used to be the Country Party, and before that it was the Democratic Labour
Party—and now the Greens are lined up against the work of a progressive Labor government. That is
what they consistently do.
A member interjected.
Mr PEARSON: Yes, seriously. The member for Prahran is a sellout. He should have been fighting
with us against the Kennett government. He should have been standing with us. He should be here on
the Treasury benches supporting a Labor government, but he has no interest in doing that because
when it comes down to it, he has lined up with those opposite. In the 58th Parliament he took his
instructions from the then member for Box Hill, and in the 59th Parliament he will be taking them
from the member for Rowville. He is incapable of having a single original thought in his own mind.
He follows the direction of his moneyed masters, the member for Rowville and the Leader of the
Opposition. He is just the tail of the Tory dog. That is what he is. When he moves a reasoned
amendment like this, he proves yet again that there is a consistent pattern of behaviour of these minor
fringe parties as they line up to stymie the mandate of a progressive Labor government. Again and
again they will seek to fight us. They will seek to distract us and they will seek to divert us, but they
will not prevail.
These lazy dilettantes opposite with their pathetic little motions to try to stop us from reducing
greenhouse gas and CO₂ emissions by building critical infrastructure are lining up with the Liberal
Party to try to give a free cheque to the likes of Toll Holdings and Linfox by providing a free kick. It
is just not good enough. This is a rubbish reasoned amendment moved by the members for Ripon and
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Prahran. I oppose it. This is critically important infrastructure, and it will be built and delivered by the
Andrews Labor government. I commend the bill to the house.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! Can I remind members to be very careful with their language
in the house.
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (12:48): I am pleased to rise to make a contribution in relation to the
West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. I want to start my contribution
by saying that I will be supporting the reasoned amendment moved by the member for Ripon:
That all the words after ‘that’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until members of this house are given access to an unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel
project agreement’.

I want to start my contribution by saying that the only reason we are having a lot of the debate and the
discussion in relation to this particular bill, in particular in relation to the funding mechanism of it, is
the atrocious financial management of those opposite. If they had managed the budget properly, and
if they had managed major projects properly, we would have plenty of money for the state to have
funded this project on its own. We would not need to be talking about the toll extension and other
funding mechanisms. We would have the money ourselves that the taxpayers of Victoria have already
paid to pay for this project without getting it from any other sources. But alas, that is not the case.
We know that those opposite cannot manage money. We know that there is a litany of projects with
horrendous cost overruns, time overruns and absolutely complete budget blowouts that have given rise
to the fact that the Treasurer, in his desperation, is scrambling around to try to work out how this
particular road project will be funded.
Can I say that it is an important road project. Those on this side certainly support that project. It is
underway, and we are looking forward to that project coming to fulfilment. Hopefully it is within a
bull’s roar of being on time. Hopefully it is on budget, but as I said before, it is very, very unlikely if
the government has got anything to do with it. Nevertheless it will certainly ease a lot of the pressures
on those in the west, who have essentially just the one major access point across the West Gate Bridge
to come across to the other side of town.
In relation to the bill itself, we can see it has a multitude of purposes; there are eight listed in clause 1.
I just want to touch on three of those particularly—clause 1(a):
… to provide for the amendment, modification and tabling of the West Gate Tunnel Agreement …

clause 1(c):
… to establish the Better Freight Outcomes Fund into which the proceeds of infringement fines in respect of
truck ban offences are to be paid …

and clause 1(e)(ii):
to … provide for the imposition, collection and enforcement of tolls in relation to the use of—

the West Gate Tunnel tollway.
Other speakers on this side have eloquently outlined our views in relation to that. Basically the whole
issue of user pays is a fundamental one. As I stand here today as a representative of the residents of
the Forest Hill district, I can assure you that many of my residents are very frequent users of the
Monash and Tullamarine freeways—or tollways, as they are now. Indeed every morning when I come
in to the Parliament here, I come in on the Monash Freeway and I pay tolls. I have got no problem
with that, despite the fact that we did own that road at one stage and there is a whole lot of argument
and history in relation to that. I will not get into that.
The fact is that there is now an improved service, and as a user, because of the value of my time, I am
very happy to pay for that to get into the city in an efficient and effective manner. What I am not happy
about and what my residents are not happy about is the fact that we on the eastern side of Melbourne
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will probably very rarely, if ever, go and use this West Gate Tunnel project; therefore we are very
aggrieved that we will have to pay additional tolls for an additional period of at least 10 further years,
up to 2045. That is something that really grates on the residents of the east. I can assure you it grates
on me as a frequent user of that road—as I said, I am a daily user when I am coming into town,
particularly for Parliament. We are going to be saddled with this because of—and this is the key
point—the fundamental financial mismanagement of the government and because they could not set
aside the funds to build it.
They blew so much money on all these other projects. They have wasted some of the one-off gifts
they have been given, and as a result of that financial mismanagement we are now left with this
situation. I know members opposite are laughing in relation to that, but I refer them to some of the
massive one-off injections we have had in relation to the state budget in recent years. We have had the
$9.7 billion for the sale of the port of Melbourne, we have had $2 billion from the sale of Victoria’s
share of the Snowy Hydro scheme, we have had $2 billion from the sale of the land titles office, and
we have had a $13 billion increase in GST revenue. Those four things alone equate to $27 billion. But
sadly for all Victorian residents and taxpayers we can see that those one-off gains in many cases and
those overall gains to the state budget have been blown. I spoke yesterday about this in relation to a
range of projects. We can certainly see it even with the West Gate Tunnel project itself. The original
project was promised to be $500 million. The revised figure is $6.7 billion. That is a blowout of
$6.2 billion, or a 1340 per cent increase.
We can see it in relation to numerous other projects how the budgets have just blown out, not only the
financial budgets but also the time budgets. Look at the north-east link. It was promised to be
$5 billion. The latest figure—and it is still growing and they probably have not even got a shovel
anywhere near the ground yet—is $16.5 billion. That is just a lazy $11.5 billion blowout, or a mere
330 per cent increase. That is what those opposite just do not seem to understand. These blowouts
have consequences. I talked about the blowouts in the two examples I have just given of $17.7 billion.
How many massive roads, bridges and tunnels could we have built if that money was not flushed down
the drain? That is the reality. The state should have been able to finance this on its own. We did not
need to lasso residents from the east with a millstone of a further 10 years of tolls.
I note too that in relation to the tolls the increment is going to be very, very substantial. The government
has increased the tolling concession by 10 years to 2045, which I mentioned, and it has also imposed
a fixed 4.25 per cent per annum toll escalation on existing CityLink roads. That is a very, very hefty
increment on an annual basis. I note that the inflation rate and the cost-of-living increases are going
nowhere near that at the moment, so to have an annual increment of 4.25 per cent, which I suspect is
around about double the current CPI, is just an extraordinary thing to have woven into this particular
document as well.
The consequences of this are not only for the residents but also for businesses. For everybody who
drives on that road—and I am particularly thinking in my case about people coming from the east on
the Monash, the CityLink road—those extra tolling costs in place until 2045, a more than 10-year
extension, will have to be passed on. There are only two ways to do that. The first is that they can be
absorbed by the business operators themselves, but that will cut their profits and be a real threat to
jobs. This is something that should concern you, Acting Speaker McGuire. I know that is something
that you are very passionate about out in your neck of the woods. That will be a real threat to jobs. The
alternative of course is that those costs are passed on to consumers—and they get hit again. That is
another example of the government just forcing increased costs onto consumers.
We know the cost of living is well and truly out of control here in Victoria. We spoke about that in the
house yesterday. We heard about some of the issues arising from the mismanagement of those
opposite, including gas and electricity prices going through the roof. It is not only what we read in the
papers; it is what constituents in my area, in the Forest Hill district, are telling me. They are struggling
to keep their heads above water financially. It is as a result of all of these cost blowouts and the financial
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mismanagement of the government. These increased tolls will just be another one of those. It is just
another financial impost on my residents, and not only on my residents now but also on their children.
They will be driving their cars and paying those tolls in 2045, long after some of my current residents
have stopped driving on that particular road.
This project reflects the bad financial management of those opposite. It is the fruit of their poor
decision-making and hopeless management of money. We know Labor cannot manage money. This
is a direct consequence of the mess-ups on all their other projects. As I said, I support the reasoned
amendment moved by the member for Ripon.
Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (12:58): It is great to rise to speak on the West Gate Tunnel
(Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. I tell you what a cost is on communities. A cost on
communities is not doing projects for four years while you are in government, by not investing in
communities, by cutting services and by taking things away from Victorians. There was never a cost
blowout on anything from those opposite because they did not have a project to even cost. They did
nothing on the east-west link and then came at the last minute with a side letter that said, ‘Please sign
up to this so we’ve got one signature policy’, because there was nothing going on. There was nothing
on the books. There was never a cost blowout. The only blowout over there involved the days that
were wasted when Victorians saw inaction and their standard of living deteriorated as roads became
more congested, our rail network became more congested and it became harder because
unemployment went up. This project, the West Gate Tunnel, seen in isolation would be a substantial
piece of infrastructure, but when you think about how it relates to our network—investment in level
crossing removals, investment in rail tunnels, upgrades to major roads, arterials and regional roads—
it is a substantial project that is underpinning all the work that we are doing.
The member for Essendon gave a spirited defence of the user pays principle, and I think that is a very
good point in terms of what is being discussed here. What we did not have in anyone’s contributions
opposite was a fierce attack on the federal government’s lack of investment in Victoria. Each and
every time a Liberal or Nationals member comes in here, they are Liberals and Nationals first and
Victorians second. Any sort of speech in this contest of ideas on this bill in our chamber should talk
about the fact that we are funding $45 billion worth of infrastructure projects right here in Victoria,
yet we do not see one attack on the Morrison government for not giving any substantial amounts. We
have got $260 million. That is what we are expected to accept in Victoria for being the fastest-growing
state, for being the engine room of our economy, for driving economic prosperity for our nation and
for being the jobs creation engine of our nation.
Sitting suspended 1.01 p.m. until 2.01 p.m.
Mr RICHARDSON: Just before, I was interrupted by the lunch break as we knocked the bails off.
We now resume debate on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019.
At the time I was reflecting on the federal government and their lack of contribution to Victorian
infrastructure projects. Of course at its worst it was under 9 per cent. That was the federal
government’s contribution to the fastest growing state in our nation, the engine room for economic
activity and the jobs creation capital of our nation—9 per cent. So across all the debates, across all the
comments on this bill and the discussion about revocation in the other place, how many times did a
Liberal or National member reflect on the poor deal that Victorians are getting under the Morrison
minority government? The answer is zilch, zero, nothing. We are the fastest growing state, and the
population growth in our state demands a better deal for Victorians.
Coming back to the funding and outcomes of the West Gate Tunnel, this bill provides the mechanism
for funding this important piece of infrastructure, and it is important to reflect on just how significant
this project is in its isolation—some $6.7 billion creating the second crossing between east and west.
I was carpooling with my wife up to the city today along with tens of thousands of other members of
communities across the south-east. Of course the south-east represents some 1.6 million people in the
south-eastern suburbs. It was a fairly good run this morning, and still it was an hour and a half of time.
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I think of all the lost productivity—the minutes that will not be had with kids as they go off to kinder
or off to school, the productivity lost with people sitting in cars rather than being in town or at their
place of work—and of course then the work-life balance burden that happens at the back end when
you are sitting in traffic rather than getting home to your loved ones.
This second river crossing is substantial, it is important and it is long overdue. It will create 6000 jobs,
a substantial amount when we think of the more than 400 000 jobs having been created in Victoria
since the end of 2014 when the Andrews Labor government was elected. Importantly and vitally it
invests in our next generation of workers, apprentices and cadets. Five hundred of those jobs will be
apprentices, trainees and cadets, and that is really important. It is about not allowing a skills shortage
in our state but rather investing in our people, giving them opportunities and providing those
opportunities; this is what this project is all about, and in its isolation it is a substantial project.
When we think about the previous record of those opposite, they had a one-trick pony, they had one
project, the east–west link, that did not stack up. There was 45 cents in the dollar of economic return
for that project, that would have cost Victorians $11 billion. Eleven billion dollars and you get a
45 cent return on that; that, by any stretch of the imagination, is poor economics and a poor outcome.
When we look at this project, this provides that second river crossing and a substantial economic
output as well.
I wanted to take up some of the comments made by the member for Ferntree Gully and the member
for Forest Hill. When they talk about debt and they talk about not doing projects, wanting to stifle
growth in Victoria, to stop these projects and to strip back economic activity, we can see that they have
not learnt anything from their time in government—when they did not have that infrastructure project,
when they did not have confidence in our state, when they were not removing level crossings and
when they were not funding the big rail tunnels that underpin our prosperity. Confidence in Victoria
is at a record high and our economic growth is strong. Why is that? Because the economic settings in
Victoria, underpinned by government investing in its infrastructure and investing in its people, are so
very critical. When we talk about not doing projects we talk about going back to that experience on
the Monash Freeway today that I talked about—it is more time spent in cars and it is less productivity.
The member for Prahran said, basically, ‘Abandon this project. The roads will be full by 2031. Walk
away from this and do something else’. Well, come and tell my constituents in the Mordialloc
electorate that their example of spending an hour and a half in traffic is part of a reasonable work-life
balance. Come and tell them that it is all going to be based on public transport. In my electorate only
one in eight people catch public transport for work or social purposes—one in eight. We need to
transfer more onto our public transport system; that is an agreed fact; that is an indisputable fact. We
are doing that with record investment in rail tunnels. The Melbourne Metro rail tunnel will mean that
you do not need a timetable any more on the Frankston line; you will turn up and go and you will get
to your destination on time. We are doing that work, but to just walk away from what is a multinodal
transport system with all the different facets together would be failing in strong policy for our state
and for our communities. So for the Greens to say, ‘Walk away from this project. We should just put
everything into public transport and only talk about Melbourne Metro 2, because that’s the latest
iteration’, even though the Metro Tunnel has to be completed before we can even talk about any further
stages, is a poor policy outcome and it cheats Victorians and those that are stuck in traffic each and
every day trying to get to their destination. This project is game changing. It will change lives because
at the moment people from the western suburbs, for example, sit in traffic sometimes for up to 2 hours.
We have seen it with truck accidents and traffic blockages on the West Gate Bridge. Traffic is crippled
all the way out to Geelong and all the way through to Ballarat and Bendigo. Everyone coming in on
those made freeways and highways suffers if there is an accident on the bridge.
I think the member for Essendon made a very good point about how these projects are paid for. The
member for Gippsland South acknowledged that the user-pays model is the way to go. If you are not
funding it through a user-pays model, then you are going to have to fund it out of consolidated revenue,
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and that can be through increasing debt, which the opposition says it is vehemently opposed to, despite
the fact that under this Prime Minister debt has doubled on the coalition’s watch. There is no comment
about that. There is no comment about that how that shackles people into the future, with nearly
$400 billion of debt. There is no talk about how that shackles future generations. You fund it through
debt or you fund it through consolidated revenue, which means that someone else suffers. It means
less funding for hospitals and it means less funding for schools and for vital services. The user-pays
model works and it is appropriate.
The other option is to front up, stand with us and be bipartisan for once. Show a bit of ticker and put
Victorians first before Liberals and Nationals. Put Victorians first and call out the federal government,
which does not contribute its fair share of infrastructure funding to Victoria. Join us on the steps of
Parliament and change that outcome. The state election showed that people are sick of rank
partisanship. The opposition should call it out when Victoria is getting a bad deal, and join us in calling
on the Prime Minister, coming forward to the next budget before the May election, to finally deliver
the fair share that Victorians expect, and support our commuters into the future. This bill is game
changing. It is a proper funding mechanism and it should pass the house.
Mr NORTHE (Morwell) (14:09): It gives me pleasure to rise to speak on the West Gate Tunnel
(Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. The bill does three main things: it provides for the
modification, amendment and tabling of the West Gate Tunnel agreement; it provides for the
collection and enforcement of tolls in relation to the West Gate Tunnel tollway; and it establishes a
Better Freight Outcomes Fund into which the proceeds of infringement fines in respect of truck
offences are to be paid.
It has been interesting to listen to the debate from all quarters. I guess from my perspective in terms of
the project itself it is really hard to know what the benefits might be for motorists going forward. There
are obviously conflicting views and opinions from experts and the like, but from a broader aspect the
notion of building infrastructure for our road and transport networks is something I support. I do have
to commend the government for many of the infrastructure projects it is delivering across the state.
However, there is always the question at the end about who pays, and I guess in terms of this bill that
is somewhat contentious.
I really want to bring my contribution back to those in the Morwell electorate and how they feel about
road and other infrastructure projects in Victoria. We are blessed to have many very successful transport
businesses within our community and the Gippsland region more broadly, and the utilisation of the road
and rail networks is something they do on a daily basis, whether they are going to the ports, whether
they are going to the market, whether they are going to the outer suburbs or whether they are going into
the city. They do that frequently. Of course it is not just our businesses, it is individuals and families
who quite often frequent the Melbourne Airport or come into the city for medical appointments and
otherwise. So the infrastructure and road and rail network we have are absolutely critical.
In terms of roads, while there has been some investment into the Monash Freeway in terms of adding
additional lanes, it is still by anybody’s reckoning a really difficult situation. Those of us who live in
the country are curious about how people contend with the disruptions and delays on a daily basis.
They handle it far better than me or many others from regional Victoria, I am sure.
The alternative we have from a local perspective is rail. In all senses at the moment it is a really difficult
challenge for people living in the east and within the Latrobe Valley. Unfortunately from a rail
perspective, particularly passenger rail, it has been a massive challenge and something I have raised
in this house on many, many occasions. Nonetheless, one of the concerns we have with this bill is that
people who are CityLink customers and those businesses, individuals and families who use the
Monash Freeway and also the Tullamarine Freeway will have to pay for this West Gate Tunnel project.
I respect the member for Mordialloc’s comments when he says that it will be a user-pays system, but
I would argue, and people within my community would argue, ‘Well, if we use CityLink for the
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Monash or Tullamarine freeways and we do not have a necessity to use the West Gate Tunnel, we are
also being forced to pay’. That is the primary issue I have with this bill from a personal perspective.
I was talking about the Tullamarine Freeway earlier, and it has crossed my mind that I cannot quite
fathom how an 80-kilometre-an-hour speed limit applies to that freeway, a beautiful freeway with new
servicing and new roads; 80 kilometres an hour seems absolutely ridiculous in the modern world.
Anyway that is for another day.
The whole principle of user pays is something I support. But the problem I have with this particular
bill is of constituents and businesses within my electorate that may not have a necessity to use the
West Gate Tunnel development into the future being forced to pay an extra 4.25 per cent per annum
for 10 years. We also see the CityLink concession extended for another 10 years, from 2035 to 2045.
That is a hell of a lot of money and it all adds up. One of my fears with the bill is that although I support
developments and projects of this magnitude, if it is cost prohibitive we do not want to see motorists
using alternative roads. That is no good for our suburbs and that is no good for local roads. I hope that
is not the case, but I really do think that needs to be factored in when we are talking about such things.
I am concerned about the funding component of the project. My constituents tell me that already the
tolls on the roads are prohibitive in many respects, and many families, individuals and sometimes
businesses take alternative routes to minimise their costs. So further imposing costs on them to fund a
project that they may not use is something that has been conveyed very strongly to me.
From an equity point of view, I mentioned before road and rail infrastructure, and from a Gippsland
perspective when we are talking about rail, Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo have dedicated lines;
Gippsland does not. Even from a cost perspective, I have raised in the house just recently that regional
students in the Latrobe Valley are not entitled to a regional student pass. They are forced to pay more,
sometimes triple, the cost of what a Bendigo student pays to use V/Line services or other public
transport to get to their schools of choice. That is inequitable. The same applies to this bill in terms of
looking after my constituents who will be subject to the same disadvantage. In relation to seniors
travel, again the Latrobe Valley seems to be significantly disadvantaged when we compare apples with
apples with the other major regional centres of Geelong, Ballarat and Bendigo. On top of that I
remember, and many other members have spoken about, the east–west link. Money was paid by the
government to not build that road. It was a huge disappointment for many people within my electorate
for whom that project would have made a massive difference in getting from point A to point B.
The feedback that I have had in respect of this particular bill is, ‘Yes, we’re fine with the development
if that makes it easier to get transport from point A to point B. That’s fine. But at the end of the day, if
we are not using this particular road network but we are forced to pay for it because we are CityLink
customers, then we do not believe that is fair. We do not believe that is equitable. There are enough
things going on with our community in terms of transport fares that make us feel like we are being
dudded at the moment’. From my community’s perspective, that particular element of the bill is one
that sticks in their craw. With that I will conclude my comments and let other speakers have their turn.
Mr CARBINES (Ivanhoe) (14:18): I am pleased to make a contribution on the West Gate Tunnel
(Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. In particular can I say that when we talk truck bans,
we should start local. When we talk about truck bans, in the Ivanhoe electorate we know their value
and their benefit to the community. We went through a process, as we headed to the 2014 election, of
proposing truck bans and curfews in the evening on Rosanna Road and on the surrounding roads that
are our freight connectors between the Western Ring Road and across our city to some of the important
industrial manufacturing hubs in the south-eastern suburbs and also across to our ports.
In relation to truck bans, we took to the 2014 election a desire and a policy to make sure that we held
community consultation sessions and to instruct VicRoads to introduce truck curfews between
10.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m. on Rosanna Road, which of course meant also in the surrounding arterial
roads. That policy was endorsed in 2014 by the Victorian community and we were able to implement
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truck bans as an interim solution to significant works that we needed to do on Rosanna Road in my
electorate.
I draw attention in relation to this bill to some of the other aspects that came out of those truck bans.
In particular, we had safety audits done of Rosanna Road, which led to $850 000 worth of changes to
the design of Lower Plenty Road, Rosanna Road and the Greensborough Highway intersection under
the former Minister for Roads and Road Safety, the member for Narre Warren North. We have also
had a contribution of over $4 million in the budget in the past couple of years now under the Andrews
government through further safety audits on Rosanna Road. This is to implement traffic safety
cameras, which are currently being installed on Rosanna Road at two intersections, one of those being
Banyule Road, and also new traffic lights, 40-kilometre-per-hour zones and other changes. Once you
add in the safety cameras, the intersection upgrades and other improvements, this contribution will
probably amount to about a $5 million package in our previous term of government to upgrade safety
on Rosanna Road.
It is not everything, but all this came out of the commitment we made to a truck curfew and then safety
audits on Rosanna Road and surrounding streets. This is not just about the commuters who use that
road and the through traffic, it is also about local residents who live in the area—kids and families
crossing roads to get to and from school. I want to praise the work of the Resolve Rosanna Road action
group for being constructive in securing commitments from this Parliament and this government in
relation to issues on Rosanna Road.
It is a great part of Melbourne to live in, the Ivanhoe electorate. We are between the Eastern Freeway
and the Western Ring Road, and we border the Plenty and Yarra rivers, so we are an electorate that
everybody in the north-eastern suburbs, in large part, needs to pass through to get to some of the
significant connectors in the community and economic hubs, whether that be out to Melbourne Airport
and the Hume Highway, to the south-eastern suburbs or across to our ports and town. While the
Ivanhoe electorate is a great place to live because we have access to everything and we are close to
everything across the north-eastern suburbs, some of the demands that we need to meet are from those
who do not live in our area but choose to pass through to deliver economic activity across the state.
In working towards long-term solutions, which is the north-east link, a project that we took to the
election and which was affirmed by voters right across the north-eastern suburbs, it is pretty
challenging stuff to go out to the community and say, ‘Well, I think we should dust off a project that
has been in the too-hard basket for too long and that people have had their heads in the sand about
decade after decade after decade after decade after decade’—half a century or longer building that link
has been in the Victorian transport plans for Melbourne. People in Ivanhoe ask, ‘What is the
community benefit to the people of Ivanhoe in building the north-east link?’. Putting in a tunnel,
putting it underground throughout the Ivanhoe electorate, is a pretty good example of some of the
community benefits and making sure that we are taking account of the environmental factors and also
the fact that this is an established community and how we can lessen the impact.
But what is also very clear is that if you do not take these significant decisions to break out of the bind
that we are in in terms of traffic and congestion in our community, what sort of livability are we going
to have in the future? What is it going to do to the neighbourhood of the suburbs that we live in? For
someone who is a resident of Rosanna, I know full well the difficulties that people who live in the area
on a daily basis are challenged with in just trying to get from home to school to the shops, let alone
those from outside our area who see the Ivanhoe community and the Banyule municipality as one you
have to pass through to connect the north and south, and the economic, industrial and transport hubs
in our community. It is very significant that there has been strong support for the north-east link.
Speaking of road projects in my electorate, they all came out of saying in the early days, ‘Well, let’s
institute a truck ban, then hold VicRoads accountable to do the traffic safety audits. Let’s have a look
at how the truck curfew is being policed and make sure it is being enforced’. We are not about going
after truck drivers and fining them. That is not what we are about here. We are trying to make sure
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that people adhere to the laws we have put in place and that people and companies are educated about
where they are meant to deliver the goods, what roads they can use and when they can use them. But
it is also returning to VicRoads as a statutory authority some accountability for what the community
expects them to be doing in terms of the safety upgrades and traffic audits along Rosanna Road in
particular. The long-term solution of course is to build the north-east link.
Other long-term solutions are not just road solutions. Part of what we took to the election was to say to
people, ‘While we are going to build the north-east link, and that is a long-term project, what we are
also saying is that we are duplicating the Hurstbridge line between Greensborough and Eltham and we
are putting level crossings underground, which we have done at Rosanna on Lower Plenty Road. We
have duplicated the track between Heidelberg and Rosanna so we can run more services’. What we are
saying to the community—and it has all come out of the starting point of getting the trucks off our street
and reclaiming local roads for local people—is you cannot convince people in a community to say,
‘Well, north-east link is the answer’. It is not the whole answer; it is part of the solution. But part of the
solution is to also say, ‘We’re going to have historically the largest investment in rail infrastructure
upgrades on the Hurstbridge line that you have ever seen’. That is also part of the solution.
What we are saying to people is this government is not a one-trick pony. This is a government that
invests in road projects but also makes a record investment in public transport. I think that has been
the key to getting community support right through the north-east for the north-east link, because we
have also said that we are duplicating the Hurstbridge line—a half-billion-dollar investment—between
Greensborough and Eltham, having done a lot of the work at the southern end of the line, which I have
outlined. When you go to the Chandler Highway bridge, another example with only two river
crossings in the Ivanhoe electorate over the Yarra River, you see we are duplicating a 100-yearold-plus bridge. Four lanes are open now, with six lanes to be opened before the end of the month—a
$110 million project. Again, this is a project that people put in the too-hard basket for too long.
In time one of the key signatures that people will notice and reflect on in relation to the Andrews
government is that it has picked up the toughest projects at the toughest times that people said could
not be done or were too hard to do. North-east link is out to the market, so we are getting that project
done; duplication of the Hurstbridge line between Heidelberg and Rosanna that was a single line—
can you believe it?—for 100 years. We have done that and now we going to take it further, all the way
between Greensborough and Eltham. There is the duplication to six lanes of the Chandler Highway
bridge, and of course, as my colleague from Oakleigh pointed out, the Melbourne Metro Tunnel. You
cannot miss that right here in the city and the benefits that that will bring. This is all about
understanding that our transport connections right across Melbourne—let alone when we get out to
the regions, but certainly in my electorate and across Melbourne—have all come out of thinking local
in terms of the issues around trucks, curfews and having our statute authorities held accountable. It is
about starting small and making that bigger: getting community confidence, getting an understanding
that the north-east link needs to happen, getting an understanding that you need to demonstrate a
willingness and commitment to public transport and being able to do that work as well. That gives the
community confidence that we are getting the bases covered as a government. I take my hat off to the
member for Footscray and those western suburbs MPs who have worked hard on these truck bans for
very many years. They have worked very hard with the community to deliver results. We have got a
lot of excuses from across the chamber, but it is only the Andrews government that is taking on these
challenges, listening to the community and working with them. I also want to touch on the fact that a
lot of the tolling regime works around fines to people. I am glad to see that we are picking up on those
elements in this bill.
Ms SULEYMAN (St Albans) (14:28): I rise to speak on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Ban and
Traffic Management) Bill 2019. As a westie MP I am absolutely delighted to speak on this bill and
explain what it means to the people of the west, and also as someone who not only represents the seat
of St Albans but as someone that was born and raised in the west. Let me say that my electorate has
been waiting for a very long time to see an alternative to the West Gate Bridge. We know that the
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West Gate is already at capacity and actually at over-capacity. At the last election we took this to the
people of the west. Let me say that they overwhelmingly supported our plans not only for the West
Gate Tunnel but also for Victoria. We have seen a record amount of money and investment and
creation of jobs across the west, and most importantly, we are delivering on the infrastructure needs
for the future.
The west deserves this tunnel. It will mean that up to 20 minutes of traffic time will be saved. Also
there will be up to 13-minute travel time savings between Melbourne’s west and the port of
Melbourne. That means there will be an opportunity to expand and, more importantly, a much clearer
path from the port to Melbourne. Hopefully we will see less vehicles on the West Gate Bridge—up to
28 000 every day. We will see trucks off the West Gate Bridge—approximately 7500 per day. Most
importantly, as the previous speaker, the member for Ivanhoe, noted, there has been a long campaign
by MPs in the west in relation to inner-west streets and trucks being off those particular streets. They
have been working with the community and advocating for over 25 years. This is absolutely an
achievement and a testament to how local members can actually work together with the local
community and stakeholders to achieve a satisfactory outcome.
We will see not only a CBD bypass, which means removing traffic from the streets, but also reliable
travel times and much more efficient express lanes from the M80 to the bridge. This is about having
smart road technology and of course additional lanes and also creating nearly four Melbourne Cricket
Grounds worth of new parks and wetlands, which I know is important for the local community. We
are also planting more than 17 000 trees. I know from my electorate that cyclists will be impressed to
see 14 kilometres of upgraded walking and cycling paths, and as I said, this has been absolutely
welcomed by the people of the west.
This shows not only that Labor listens but that it also delivers, and when we talk about transport
options, it does not forget the cyclists and pedestrians. So it was very interesting today to hear the
contributions from the Greens. I must say it was really disappointing, quite frankly, to hear some of
the comments made. It is no wonder that the Greens do not understand the west, because quite frankly
the west was quite clear about what they felt about the Greens in the last election. They rejected the
Greens’ policy in the west, and that is why there is no Greens member in the west. When it comes to
understanding the west, no other party understands the people in the west like the Labor Party and the
Andrews Labor government. We understand that we need real solutions for real problems. This project
was taken to the election, and as I said, my constituents have overwhelmingly supported this project.
They want to see this happen and they deserve this second crossing across Melbourne. There is no
question that the families, the mums and dads and the people in St Albans want to be able to travel to
work and have that option. We know that when an unfortunate problem or incident occurs on the West
Gate, the whole of Melbourne comes to a standstill. We have seen that. There needs to be a fix, there
needs to be a solution and there needs to be the infrastructure to deliver this.
Our government has wasted no time. In 2014 when we were elected we started and continued this
project. There is no doubt that this project has been endorsed. Quite frankly, the West Gate Tunnel
project is only one component of the investments that we have made. This project will see
500 apprentices, cadets and trainees, but also more jobs—
Mr Fregon interjected.
Ms SULEYMAN: Thank you very much. Of course we have seen infrastructure spending on
things like the additional lanes on the EJ Whitten Bridge and the M80. Let me say this has been a
fantastic outcome for the people of the west. I cannot wait to travel on this particular path. I use the
West Gate on a daily basis to get to and from work, and I know that my constituents will be looking
forward to this particular project. When we look at the investment, there is no government other than
the Andrews Labor government that is providing real solutions to the people of the west.
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On the eve of International Women’s Day I would like to make a point about the two tunnel boring
machines for this project. They are named after two incredible Victorian women. Bella, the first tunnel
boring machine, has already arrived and will begin the work on the longest of the tunnels. We have
heard about it from previous speakers today; it is absolutely massive. The name is in recognition of
Bella Guerin, who was the first woman to graduate from a university in Australia in 1883. The second
tunnel boring machine will be called Vida, which has been named after Vida Goldstein, a
groundbreaking campaigner for women’s rights who established the right for women to vote and stand
for election. They were both trailblazers.
On the contents of this bill, in particular in relation to making sure the tolling system is fairer and
streamlining the tolling offences, we see that you cannot be prosecuted every day for seven days; it will
be once. There is a trap when it comes to receiving infringements. Suddenly they escalate, and it is a
really heartbreaking situation. People are facing hardships. So I am pleased to see that this bill makes
provision for people facing hardship and makes sure that it is a fair and more accessible process for all.
I am extremely pleased with this investment in the west. But it is not only about the people of the west,
it is about everybody in Victoria. We need the appropriate infrastructure that will sustain the future
growth. When we look at the western corridor we see amazing growth, and most importantly, this
investment has been done in consultation with the local community, making sure we also remove
some of those trucks off our inner-city streets. I also want to thank the member for Williamstown and
the member for Footscray for their advocacy in this area.
Yet again we are seeing that only an Andrews government delivers for the people of the west and
provides solutions. Most importantly, we have a number of transport options. It is not just about building
roads; we are also building Melbourne Metro, the Suburban Rail Loop and of course my favourite, the
airport rail link, with a super-hub station in the heart of St Albans, in Sunshine. I know, Acting Speaker
McGuire, that you are absolutely passionate about super-hub stations. I cannot wait. The west is in a
period of growth and in a period of amazing opportunity. There is no other government than the
Andrews Labor government that will deliver on that growth so we can see the potential of the west.
I commend this bill. I would say to the Greens: it is about time you actually started looking at some of
the great work that the Andrews Labor government is doing instead of whingeing. Quite frankly, the
people in my electorate spoke in November 2018. They support this project and cannot wait to see the
conclusion.
Ms HALL (Footscray) (14:38): Thank you to my colleague the hardworking member for St Albans
for her contribution to this debate. As a western suburbs MP, she really understands how challenging
it is to live in the western suburbs with the truck and traffic congestion, and she knows that if the West
Gate stops, the whole of Melbourne stops.
I am also very pleased to speak on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management)
Bill 2019. I would like to speak to it as a local resident of Footscray who lives every day with the
impacts of truck congestion on our streets. The most important aspect to me of this bill is the
introduction of truck bans. We will introduce 24-hour truck bans on six local roads when the project
opens in 2022. The direct route to the port will enable 24-hour truck bans that will remove over
9000 trucks from local roads. This is huge for our community. This is something that our community
has been fighting for for 30 years.
I mentioned in my inaugural speech that the inner west was once designed for factories and freight,
and our proximity to the port has meant trucks are funnelled through the inner west every single day
on roads that are not meant to carry trucks of this kind and size. It causes huge heartache and pain for
the local residents. With this project we have finally found a solution for all those residents who have
worked so hard and advocated for so long for some sort of solution to get those trucks off our roads.
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The bans will take place on Francis Street, Somerville Road, Buckley Street, part of Napier Street,
Moore Street, Blackshaws Road and Hudsons Road. As someone who lives near Napier Street,
Buckley Street and Moore Street, I cannot tell you what a difference this will make. Many people will
be familiar with the Napier Street bridge and its almost constant truck traffic and with trucks often
hitting the bridge and the chaos that causes not just in the inner west but to the train network across
Melbourne. This bill will introduce a ban on trucks on Buckley Street. Buckley Street is a street, not a
road. It was not designed to accommodate these trucks. I am someone who, as an enthusiastic but a
bit of a timid bike rider in the inner west, once had a near miss with a truck on Buckley Street, so this
will provide huge relief.
This project will see traffic on the West Gate Bridge reduce by 28 000 vehicles a day, compared to if
we do not have this project. Around 7500 fewer trucks will use the bridge a day, compared to if this
project is not built. Buckley Street, as I just mentioned, will see a reduction of 4000 vehicles a day and
will see 3000 fewer trucks. Moore Street is an important street in Footscray. Again, it was not designed
for these sorts of trucks, and there are night-time truck bans in place, which has delivered some relief
to the community. Moore Street is a busy thoroughfare for parents taking their children to Footscray
City Primary School and the Angliss Children’s Centre and for students heading to Victoria
University. Again, the truck ban on Moore Street will make a huge difference.
Moore Street will see a reduction of 1000 vehicles a day. If this project is not built, it is estimated that
over 2000 trucks will use it daily. With this project, the figure drops to somewhere between 100 and
500 trucks—it is a huge difference. These bans and reductions represent a once-in-a-generation
opportunity to improve the amenity and safety of the inner west. We have needed this kind of action
to be taken for decades. Melbourne’s population is booming, but Footscray’s is booming too.
Footscray’s population is set to increase by 140 per cent in the next two decades. These bans and
reductions mean that the inner west’s population can continue to grow without those enormous safety
concerns that we have that come with increased density. I support measures that will take trucks off
our local streets, and this project will absolutely deliver on that.
The project adds additional benefits for active transport in the inner west, including more than
14 kilometres of walking and cycling paths which will be created as part of the project. This will
include a really innovative 2.5-kilometre veloway over Footscray Road, which will provide a safe
express route to and from the city, making the journey safer and faster. It is one of the most popular
cycling connections in Melbourne his will provide a great opportunity for those people who commute
from the inner west to the city every day to either take the existing path along Footscray Road or the
new veloway. Particularly for the extra fast cyclists I think the veloway will be terrific.
Earlier this week I co-hosted a cycling forum in my electorate of Footscray. I co-hosted that with Tim
Watts, the federal member for Gellibrand. We discussed the needs of the cycling community from the
most confident riders to the most timid. One thing we discussed was the barriers for people,
particularly kids riding to school. Again and again people raised safety. We want to encourage people
to ride their bikes and get more cars off the streets. Footscray is an inner-city area and there should be
more people cycling. We need better cycling infrastructure on our roads, but we need the trucks off
our roads because I for one am not confident on my bicycle on the road with the trucks. I certainly
would not be comfortable with my kids—obviously Ned is a little bit young to be riding a bike—
riding their bikes to school in the future with the trucks going through those local streets. So it will be
great for active transport as well.
The traffic demands and pressures in the inner west are nuanced, and this solution is a nuanced
response. Cyclists and pedestrians are going to be able to make more choices, and they are going to be
able to go further on their bikes. It will create nine new and upgraded cycling and walking bridges
over the project’s length, making it easier to get around. The locations of those bridges include Stony
Creek; Footscray Road, which is one of the busiest intersections for cyclists in Melbourne; Moonee
Ponds Creek at Dynon Road; and the rail yards adjacent to the Dynon Road bridge.
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It will create better connectivity between Spotswood and Yarraville and create a new pedestrian and
cycling path from Hyde Street Reserve to Spotswood Station. It will complete the missing links around
the Federation and Kororoit Creek trails, which are used by riders of all abilities daily. Whilst it would
be easy to simplify this project as just a truck and road project, it would be doing a great disservice to
the active transport benefits it brings for the inner west.
There are also going to be environmental benefits. This project is greening the west by planting more
than 17 000 trees, including approximately 4000 advanced trees and 13 500 in tube stock. The new
plantings will help rehabilitate creek banks and provide animal habitats along the Maribyrnong River
and the Kororoit, Stony, and Moonee Pond creeks. Industrial land at Stony Creek and Moonee Ponds
Creek will be returned as open space. There are also going to be new standards for noise reduction on
the West Gate Freeway, with a noise limit of 63 decibels rather than the current 68. This is a win for
residents and animals in the area, with some residents likely to notice the loudness of the freeway
reduced by half of what it is currently.
The benefits for the west do not just end with the direct truck bans or traffic reductions. (Time expired)
Mr EREN (Lara) (14:48): I am delighted to be speaking on this very important bill. We are known
for getting things done, and I suppose leading up to the last election people voted in big numbers for
us as a government because they can actually see stuff getting done. We are a government that does
not just talk about it; we actually do it. That is why the confidence of the community is out there with
us as a government for a second term. The members that spoke before me and contributed on this very
important bill have spoken very eloquently about the different parts of the bill.
I want to talk about that growth corridor which stretches from Werribee all the way to Armstrong
Creek to Geelong. As you probably know, Acting Speaker, tourism is a big drawcard. Our numbers
are going up in terms of people wanting to come and visit this wonderful state and wonderful region.
We are getting literally millions of people going down the Great Ocean Road. There is a propensity
now for people to opt to drive themselves, and not only do we not want them to have an accident but
we want them to have a seamless holiday in which they are not stuck in traffic.
When you consider that Wyndham is the fastest growing region in the nation—the minister at the
table, the member for Altona, might know about this, but I think they are having about 95 babies a
week in Wyndham—it is just one example of the massive population growth that is occurring in
Victoria, let alone in Armstrong Creek and all the way down. Like 17 000 other people I commute in
the car every day to Melbourne, and about 5000 people take the train or the public transport system,
and as the population grows we find ourselves having to leave earlier than usual to get here on time.
Nobody wants to be stuck in their car; they would rather be productive with their family or at work
doing productive things.
I get really frustrated with the opposition. They have been trying to block this project from day one in
the upper house by having motions to stop the works happening. I hope they have learned, because
we have got a clean sweep in Geelong after we won the extra seat of South Barwon. I think the
opposition now understand that that was a big mistake, trying to block this very important project.
When you consider that we had a clean sweep in Geelong, people were just frustrated at the politics
of us trying to get things done and them trying to block us. They rewarded the government that was
trying to get things done—unlike the opposition, which did some shady deals in relation to the east–
west link by hiding stuff, and of course ‘side letter O’Brien’, as he is called. All of those things were
an indication that things were not right and that the deal did not actually stack up. Let me say at the
outset that the intention to build the east–west link by the opposition would have meant that they would
have started on the east and eventually got to the west within a decade, and it would have been far too
late. We hope to have completed this project by 2022, and of course it means that the trucks will come
off the suburban streets. That is why this bill, the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Ban and Traffic
Management) Bill 2019, as the member for Footscray and the member for St Albans outlined, is so
important for local communities. It is important for truck drivers. I have got lots of friends who drive
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trucks, and without them we would be at a standstill. We depend so much on our truck drivers, and
they expect not to be stuck in traffic either.
This bill has been around since 2017, and there has been wide consultation on this very important bill
before the house. We have consulted widely on this very important bill so that people have an
understanding of it. An open, transparent process, is what we are all about, so we know that it is a
project that stacks up, that is worth its money and we are not being ripped off as Victorians. The tax
moneys that we expend, we like to be very efficient with them. That is why we invest in key strategic
areas. And what do you invest in when the population grows? In health, of course—record investment.
In education there has been record investment. In roads and public transport there has been record
investment. If we do not do that, it will be like the bad old days of the 1990s when Jeff Kennett was
in power. People were leaving in droves. People were just going to other states because there were job
opportunities interstate. The lifestyle was better interstate. The education system was better.
They are all coming back now. Last year about 150 000 people moved into Victoria and apparently
26 per cent of those people were from New South Wales. They are running away from that rat-race,
and we do not want that here. We do not want a rat-race year. What we want is sustainable growth,
and what we want are projects exactly like this, a project that is going to decongest our road system
and make it easier not only for trucks but also for cars and commuters—and tourists—to make sure
that they can get to their destination (a) safely and (b) in a timely manner.
There are a number of different aspects to this, as I have outlined. The bill establishes the framework
for the operation of the West Gate Tunnel when the road opens in 2022, and the bill provides for the
amending, modifying and tabling of the West Gate Tunnel agreement in Parliament. The project
agreement was signed with Transurban in December 2017 and provides for the design, partial
financing, construction and operation of the asset.
I will not go into other parts other members have mentioned—about the tolling reform and tolling
collections. The truck bans have all been covered. The important part about it is the jobs growth. This
will catapult, if I can term it in that way, the ability to get products that are on these trucks to their
destination quicker then currently. It is a better freight outcome. That is what this is about as well. It is
not just about making our streets safer in the west and getting trucks off them. It is also about outcomes
in terms of freight. As the population grows we need more freight and we need more freight
transportation.
The Better Freight Outcomes Fund will be established by this bill. This fund will see the revenue
collected through the enforcement of the truck ban penalties applied directly to improving local
transport projects and programmes in the local communities.
Briefly, in the time that I have allocated to me, I will talk about the mandate. We took this project to
the electorate as an integral part of our ‘big build agenda’—and we certainly have that, a big build
agenda, I mean. It is an unprecedented transport infrastructure program that will change the way
Victorians live, work and travel around this wonderful state. The project contracts provide flexibility
for the government to pay for the road and its operation if Parliament opposes these changes. However,
no project is free, and I have got to make that very clear. This one costs about $6.7 billion. Parliament
has a key choice here. Either the project is paid for by tolling those who will benefit most from it or it
is paid for by all Victorians. Of course we have got to find a balance. We have got to find the middle
ground in terms of making sure that these projects are up and running and built on time.
I have mentioned the jobs side of it. There are so many job opportunities through these construction
projects. I am a former Minister for Veterans, and there was a wonderful project in place, Veterans in
Construction, which was about actually getting veterans into construction jobs. This bill will create
some 6000 direct jobs over its life, including 500 jobs for apprentices, trainees and graduates, and up
to—this is my favourite part—150 former automotive workers, who were retrenched as a result of the
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automotive industry closing down. That is a fantastic contribution from this project, that it will get
people into a job—a meaningful, good-paying and reliable job.
This is a great bill. It is what we expect now. What the community expects from the Daniel Andrews
Labor government is that it gets on with the projects that are needed. This is a vitally needed project for
the state, particularly the west and Geelong, who voted strongly for this government’s policy position.
I commend this bill to the house. I wish it a speedy passage not only through here but indeed through
the upper house as well.
Ms SHEED (Shepparton) (14:58): I rise to make a contribution on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck
Ban and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. I note that this project is really already underway and that this
bill establishes the framework for tolling and operation of the West Gate Tunnel. It provides for truck
bans to be declared and it also establishes the Better Freight Outcomes Fund. It introduces a range of
reforms in relation to tolling enforcement, which I note are quite a substantial part of the bill, and some
of these arise from recommendations around community disadvantage, hardship and family violence.
After consideration of the issues, I have taken the view that I support this bill. While this tunnel is
unlikely to directly affect my constituents or me as we travel from the north of the state, it will no
doubt have a significant impact on those travelling from the west. From my observations these major
road projects have provided a significant benefit to our communities already, and quite broadly across
the state. These are projects which go way back in time, to the duplication of the Hume Highway, the
Craigieburn bypass and, more recently, the adding of the additional lanes to the Tullamarine Freeway.
These are all things that have really added very much to the amenity of our community. For those of
us who travel from the north of the state, they have sped up travel times and provided a much safer
and better route for all of us.
Projects such as these are, I think, not only important for people’s day-to-day convenience but also very
important for the economy of the state. The Shepparton district is in the heart of the food bowl of the
Goulburn Valley of Victoria. Much of our produce is moved on a daily basis to the port of Melbourne
and into local markets. Good roads—safe roads—that increase speed and accessibility are essential.
The port of Melbourne is a pivotal place for so many of those who are in our agricultural and
horticultural industries in the Goulburn Valley. I recall back in 2015, when the lease of the port of
Melbourne went through, that there was a sum of $200 million placed in an agricultural infrastructure
and jobs fund for rural and regional projects. That money came from the lease of the port. Those funds
no doubt have been spread across the state to some extent, but one of the benefits that has been rolling
out in our region has been improved accessibility for high-productivity freight vehicles at higher mass
limits. Changes made to a range of bridges along the route that allow for those heavier, bigger trucks
to travel from their point of origin to their destination at the port have been a really important feature
of the funding that came from that project.
The Shepparton bypass is a major project that I have talked about a number of times in this Parliament.
It is a very large project and is effectively an extension of the duplication of the Goulburn Valley
Highway, which takes off just near Seymour. The end result is to have duplication of that highway all
the way to the border at Tocumwal. It is finished at Arcadia. The last step that was done was the
Numurkah bypass. There is a significant amount left to be done, and the Shepparton bypass is the next
piece of the jigsaw. It is a project that is probably worth over $1 billion to get done. At this point in
time, and also because it is to be a federally funded project, the project has been broken down into
parts. The really pivotal part of it at the moment is to get a connection from the Midland Highway at
Mooroopna—a second river crossing north of the current one so that it joins the Goulburn Valley
Highway again as it travels north.
That is a major project that will have a very significant impact on the amenity of so many people in so
many ways. First of all, at the moment we have so many trucks thundering down McLennan Street,
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Mooroopna, across the causeway—which is the only major crossing between Mooroopna and
Shepparton; it crosses the Goulburn River—and then down the main street of Shepparton, past our
new five-storey courthouse and all the way down. It has created a situation where businesses are
unwilling to be in that thoroughfare. It is a danger to pedestrians. It is noisy, and it has generally
become quite unattractive. There is a real desire to see that stage of the bypass progress.
These sorts of things make a lot of difference, not only to the movement of product—especially in a
regional area like ours—from one place to the other, very often also going north as well as coming
from the south, but also to getting those trucks out of the main streets and out of our town, which is
really important too. We cannot help but to have some sympathy for the people of the west in
Melbourne, who have that problem themselves. These projects do provide an opportunity to improve
people’s lives in a really practical way.
Major projects are important. In the Shepparton region we have seen a situation where for so many
years we were neglected. There were so many projects that the community was calling for, but they
were not getting up. The start of stage 1 of Goulburn Valley Health is now underway. There is a huge
crane in the sky. It is just so pleasing to see that work underway.
We have got the Shepparton Art Museum just about to be started on the banks of Lake Victoria. We
have the Shepparton education plan, which is partly funded and I hope will continue to be funded,
which will roll out a completely new single secondary college within the Shepparton district,
comprising nine schools and 300 children at each campus.
These are all things that represent very significant progress to our community and which we hope will
help grow our community to make it an attractive destination, particularly for people to grow
industries. One of the biggest problems in our region is recruitment of professional and trained people
to fill so many of the positions that exist in our community—in our food processing industry, in our
hospitals and in our educational and other areas. It is very important that regional cities and towns have
the services they need if they are to be able to attract people.
That sort of development has been pivotal to Shepparton. I think there is a lot to be said about progress,
and the infrastructure spending that is taking place in this state at the moment is benefiting my
community to a very significant extent. I see very little option but for more of these projects to take
place. When we live in a state such as Victoria—especially with a city such as Melbourne, which is
such a highly urbanised part of the state where the population is growing at such a rate—it is incumbent
upon governments to be busy, to be rolling out projects, to be funding these infrastructure projects and
to be providing all of our communities with what they need to be able to go about their day-to-day lives.
Mr FOWLES (Burwood) (15:06): It is a great pleasure indeed to rise to speak on the West Gate
Tunnel (Truck Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019. I want to acknowledge that it is International
Women’s Day tomorrow. I acknowledge that this bill has of course been brought to the house by the
longest-serving woman in this place, an outstanding minister—
Ms Staley interjected.
Mr FOWLES: She will have carriage of this project, and she does a terrific job. It is terrific to be
here with International Women’s Day being tomorrow and to have a chance to talk about some of the
great achievements that women have made as part of the Andrews Labor government.
But before I get into the substance of those matters, I want to reflect just briefly on the very tragic
history of the West Gate Bridge. We should never forget that back on 15 October 1970 a 112-metre
span of the bridge collapsed. It killed 35 workers and injured 18, and it remains Australia’s worst
industrial accident.
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The West Gate Bridge was ultimately opened when I was four months old—it became a 10-year
project. Unsurprisingly it is double the length of the Sydney Harbour Bridge. It is a very significant
piece of infrastructure that will be further improved under the terms of this bill.
We know that the good projects take time. There has been a little bit of grumpiness and some grumbles
from members in this place and indeed from some activists out in the community about the very
forward-thinking and aggressive infrastructure program that this government is putting in place and
about some of these things taking some time. The good projects take time. Whether it is the West Gate
Bridge taking 10 years, the Great Ocean Road taking eight years or the Snowy Hydro scheme taking
10 or 12 years, the good projects take time.
But I will tell you what does not take time. It does not take long at all for the coalition parties to change
their view on this project. In March last year—just one year ago—the coalition parties thought this
project was a dud. Those were their words: a dud. Yet, come June—you cannot believe it, it is
happening so quickly—there it is, back in the coalition’s strategy documents, or should I say ‘stragedy’
documents perhaps, and it is back on the coalition’s agenda. They now support the project. What a
surprise then that we roll the tape forward some nine months and we are getting whiplash from all the
changes on this. We are flipping, we are flopping and we are back to trying to oppose the project.
So here we are: in March 2018, it was a dud; in June 2018, it was back on the agenda—
Ms Staley: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, the member for Burwood is misleading the house.
We are not opposing the project. We support the building of the West Gate Tunnel.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson): This is a wideranging debate, and that is not a point
of order.
Mr FOWLES: I am just emphasising the coalition. I will just read their words. This does not need
me to parse their words. Their motion is that:
… this house refuses to read this bill a second time until members of this house are given access to an
unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel project agreement.

I am delighted that we have raised the matter of unredacted contracts. What a terrific entree it is to
have a bit of a chat about some of the masterful work of the coalition parties when it was in government
when it came to contracts—
Ms Green interjected.
Mr FOWLES: And secret contracting, you say, member for Yan Yean. Isn’t it amazing? Here we
are, talking about secret contracts and transparency when, at a minute to midnight, the soon-to-bedeparting Napthine government signed a side letter, a dodgy side letter, committing Victorians to a
$1.2 billion fine for a piece of political expediency. It was absolutely outrageous. It was described to
me by one of the very senior investment bankers who worked on this project—who is by no means a
great friend of the Labor Party, a senior conservative, I will say—as, ‘Breathtaking. I could not believe
it’. He said what they did was outrageous. He was incensed because it was such a scurrilous misuse of
the public purse, such an outrageous jamming of the system for naked political advantage. And what
was the result? Victorians had to pay a fine for their dodgy side letter. So when it comes to transparency
in public contracting—
Members interjecting.
Mr FOWLES: Isn’t it terrific to be hectored by those opposite on this particular topic? It is just
extraordinary. So with the whiplash from all of the flip-flopping, they are now in a position where they
are a bit battered and a bit sore, and they now say, ‘We are now the party of transparency’. This is the
coalition parties. ‘We are all about the transparency’, when they were the ones who signed the dodgy
side letter for political expediency on the DL. The now Leader of the Opposition—there he is—was
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the then Treasurer. What an outrageous thing to do for naked political advantage. It is typical of the
ineptitude and the moral decay of members opposite.
I am just delighted that we have been able to turn our attention in this debate to matters of contracting
and secrecy and what redactions are appropriate and what is not, because there is a difference between
what we have done on this project, where we actually made the document available, which compares
quite starkly with the approach of those opposite. They say, ‘Why would you make the document
available? Why would you even have an actual document or a process? Just get the Treasurer to sign
a dodgy side letter. Don’t tell anyone and then we’ll have a whopping great fine imposed on the people
of Victoria after the election’. I say that is shameful.
This brings me to some of the terrific benefits that this West Gate Tunnel will bring once the opposition
withdraw their phony pretence of opposition to this project. There is the 24-7 truck ban. The member
for Footscray is no longer in the chamber, but I am delighted for her community that we will be making
such terrific improvements to the amenity in her community. We will develop all this extra capacity
on the West Gate Bridge and the West Gate Freeway, where it links in with the M80 interchange, and
we will boost gross state product by $11 billion. It is a very large project, it is a terrific project, it is a
congestion-busting project, despite the protestations of the Greens, that will continue to deliver for
Victorians. I find it staggering that on this flimsy pretence—I mean, of all the pretences to go after,
this is the flimsiest of pretences—the coalition stands in this place having already said, ‘It’s a dud’ and
then having said, ‘It’s great’, and now saying, ‘It’s a dud’ again.
It would be terrific if there was some leadership in infrastructure shown by the coalition parties; it
would be absolutely terrific if there was some leadership shown, but of course there is not. The
embarrassment here is the lack of leadership shown by the coalition on infrastructure. I would be
embarrassed if I was a member of the coalition and we could not come up with a position on
infrastructure, because it turns out, Acting Speaker—you might have been paying attention on
24 November—that the voters of Victoria endorsed a strong infrastructure program.
The difference between us and those opposite could not be more stark. They flip and they flop and
they just do not know what they are going to do about infrastructure. Their opposition to this bill is not
substantial. Their opposition to this bill is not on the substance of the bill. It is not on the substance of
the project. It is political. They are playing duck and hide on infrastructure, because if you have got no
infrastructure program, what you want to do is foul up someone else’s agenda that has an infrastructure
program in it. If you do not care about any of this stuff, if you actually have no agenda for
infrastructure, of course you want to go and try and stick a fork in the infrastructure program of the
government. And it is a fine infrastructure program. That is why I am pleased to be on my feet
supporting just one part of a terrific infrastructure program.
Can I say that, as with all things that the government has prosecuted in its first and now second term,
it is also about fairness, because it turns out that when you have these negotiations with Transurban
that you can prosecute a fairness agenda as well. So here we go: we have big-ticket infrastructure
endorsed wholeheartedly by the people of Victoria. We changed some of the arrangements to ensure
that the fines system is made fairer as well. I am delighted to endorse the West Gate Tunnel (Truck
Bans and Traffic Management) Bill 2019, and I commend its speedy passage through the house.
Mr STAIKOS (Bentleigh) (15:16): It is a pleasure to speak on the West Gate Tunnel (Truck Bans
and Traffic Management) Bill 2019 and of course to follow the member for Burwood. The member
for Burwood made a fantastic contribution. He does not make as many points of order as his
predecessor, but he certainly has the right values, and he expresses those values every day and he
certainly did in that contribution.
This bill seeks to provide for the imposition, collection and enforcement of tolls in relation to the use
of the West Gate Tunnel; modify the operation of the Road Management Act 2004 and the Road
Safety Act 1986 in relation to the West Gate Tunnel, including by providing for the creation and
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enforcement by electronic means of an offence relating to use of a heavy vehicle in a no-truck zone;
establish a Better Freight Outcomes Fund to receive the proceeds of fines and infringement penalties
arising from truck ban offences; and to provide moneys for transport programs and projects to benefit
the local community which may be impacted by the West Gate Tunnel; introduce reforms to the toll
enforcement process for all Victorian road operators, aimed at reducing the number of infringements
issued and the burden on the Magistrates Court; and make consequential and related amendments to
the Melbourne City Link Act 1995, the EastLink Project Act 2004 and certain other acts.
This is certainly a project of state significance. I say that because we have heard from a number of
speakers opposite throughout the day a sort of what’s-in-it-for-me speech, as though this will only
benefit motorists in the west. That is just absolutely the wrong attitude. I listened to a few contributions
from those opposite, if I could nominate the bottom three. Should I start from the very bottom? I will
start from the very bottom. The member for Ferntree Gully was frothing at the mouth, actually. He
basically for 10 minutes—
Mr T Smith: On a point of order, Acting Speaker, the Speaker at the beginning of the
59th Parliament indicated that he wanted to see a far better standard of behaviour amongst members
of Parliament—
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson): Order! What is your point of order, member for
Kew?
Mr T Smith: Suggesting that the member for Ferntree Gully was ‘frothing at the mouth’ is
unparliamentary language, and I would ask the member not to use it.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Richardson): The member for Ferntree Gully can take that up in
the chamber if he is offended. He is not in here that I can see. I will caution the member for Bentleigh,
but he can carry on. There is no point of order.
Mr STAIKOS: It is not unparliamentary language; it is as ludicrous as their opposition to this bill,
frankly. The member for Ferntree Gully was absolutely frothing at the mouth, and for 10 whole
minutes he just repeated the same sentence. Then there was a break, he came back, he had 30 seconds
left, and he repeated the same sentence. It was summarised as, ‘What is in it for us?’. The fact is that
when the West Gate Tunnel stops, Melbourne stops, Victoria stops.
We just heard from the member for Shepparton, who said just how important the port of Melbourne
is to the agricultural industry in the Goulburn Valley, and of course the West Gate Tunnel will greatly
improve access to the port of Melbourne. Then we had the member for Prahran, and I have to say I
sort of tuned out when he got up, but I did perk up when he declared that Victoria has not got a transport
plan. I was going to say I have never heard something more ridiculous from a member of the Greens,
but then again, I probably have. In saying that a government that has achieved one of the biggest
election victories in the history of this state on the back of its historic infrastructure agenda has not got
a transport plan when on average we spend $11 billion a year on infrastructure, principally on city and
state-shaping transport infrastructure, I really do think the member for Prahran should absolutely
reflect on the rubbish that comes out of his mouth.
Then we had the member for Ripon, who was the lead speaker of the opposition, who said all sorts of
things, but she took the usual Liberal Party approach when it comes to the infrastructure that this
government has been building by saying, ‘We do not oppose the West Gate Tunnel, but we really do’.
It is like saying, ‘We support level crossing removals, but we are going to take you to court to stop
them’. That has been their attitude; that has been their approach, and it is not just level crossing
removals that are road over rail. In my electorate they were rail over road level crossing removals and
they still opposed that project. They are just wreckers and they do not support the city and state-shaping
infrastructure that this government is invested in, but that will not stop us. We will keep going. I
commend the bill to the house.
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Ms WILLIAMS (Dandenong—Minister for Prevention of Family Violence, Minister for Women,
Minister for Youth) (15:22): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
VICTORIAN INDEPENDENT REMUNERATION TRIBUNAL AND IMPROVING
PARLIAMENTARY STANDARDS BILL 2019
Council’s suggested amendments
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Suleyman): I have received a message from the Legislative
Council returning the Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary
Standards Bill 2019 and suggesting amendments.
Ordered that suggested amendments be taken into consideration immediately.
Council’s suggested amendments considered:
1.

Clause 17, page 19, line 5, after this line insert—
“Note
These costs include the additional costs incurred by a Member when providing services
to their constituents in electorates with larger geographic areas.”.

2.

Clause 17, page 19, line 11, for “The” substitute “In addition to complying with subsection (3), the”.

3.

Clause 17, page 19, line 24, after “portion)” insert “at a value that is greater than $158 560”.

4.

Clause 55, page 50, line 13, after “during” insert “the term of the Parliament in which the person ceased
to be a member or in the term of.

5.

Clause 60, line 14, after “annually” insert “in respect of each relevant financial year”.

6.

Clause 60, line 23, omit “Melbourne—” and insert—
“Melbourne; or
(c) by the annual increase in full-time adult average weekly ordinary time earnings of employees
in Victoria in original terms as published by the Australian Bureau of Statistics—

Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (15:24):
I move:
That this house makes the amendments suggested by the Legislative Council.

If I can just make a few short comments on the amendments that are currently being circulated to
members in the chamber, this bill was considered by this place in the last sitting week, and it has gone
to our colleagues in the Council. They have made some suggested amendments. Should this house
agree to them, and I am optimistic that it will, the bill will go back to the Legislative Council for their
consideration to then come back to us for final tick off. So we have still got a couple of stages of the
process to go through.
In terms of the amendments that the Legislative Council have provided, there are a number of
amendments that go to matters that, should the amendments go through the Parliament, the bill would
be asking the tribunal to address, such as matters around electorate allowances that are taken into
consideration by members who have electorates with larger geographic areas. There are a range of
other matters that these suggested amendments ask the tribunal to consider around members who have
lost their seats, such as the salary positions. Given that this bill has been well ventilated in both
chambers, I now move that these amendments be considered by the Assembly.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (15:25): We support the amendments that have come back from the
Legislative Council, and we thank the government for the extensive briefing we have received over
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the last few weeks. However, I do seek a point of clarification, and that is why the bill and the
amendments need to go to the Legislative Council and then come back again. Why are the
amendments not being dealt with in full now?
Ms Allan: They are suggested amendments. It is like what we had with taxis. Do you want me to
explain it to you across the chamber? It is because they are to do with money, so the Legislative
Council can only suggest them. We had this issue with taxis; I do not know if you remember. It
bounced back and forth. Sorry, I should have made that clear to you.
Mr WELLS: With that clarification, we support the amendments that are being put to the house.
Motion agreed to.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Suleyman): A message will now be sent to the Legislative
Council informing them of the house’s decision.
Address to Parliament
GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
Address-in-reply
Debate resumed on motion of Mr BRAYNE:
That the following address, in reply to the speech of Her Excellency the Governor to both houses of
Parliament, be agreed to by this house:
Governor:
We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria assembled in Parliament, wish to express our loyalty to our
Sovereign and to thank you for the speech which you have made to the Parliament.

And Mr HIBBINS’s amendment:
That the following words be added at the end of the motion: ‘but respectfully regret that the speech fails to
outline effective measures to protect Victoria’s natural environment and endangered plants and animals nor
address the urgent water, climate and extinction crises that affect all Victorians’.

Mr RICHARDSON (Mordialloc) (15:27): The point I got up to in my contribution to the addressin-reply before was thanking the people who were instrumental in the Mordialloc campaign locally. I
had finished, but I will reiterate my deep appreciation for my family and the support that they
provided—my beautiful wife, Lauren, and our daughter, Paisley, who was born in 2016 on 11 August,
in the middle of the term. A lot has changed for Lauren and me. We all know in this place that without
the support of those nearest and dearest to you, you cannot do the work that you do in this place each
and every day on behalf of your constituents.
I want to thank and put on record my deep appreciation for the executive team at ALP head office:
Sam Rae, Kosmos Samaras, Stephen Donnelly and Kareem Obeid. There was never a call that went
unanswered. They are extraordinary people who have served our movement for many years, and the
campaign they put forward was everything about Labor values—talking to people door-to-door and
on the phones each and every day. They led an incredible campaign.
There are people that I would like to thank in this place and in the other place as well: the upper house
member in my region and someone who has mentored me and supported me for a number of years,
Adem Somyurek; and the member for Kororoit, who is a wonderful champion for her community. I
had the chance to work with her when I was her electorate officer. She is a fantastic mentor to me and
a dear friend. I also thank the Assistant Treasurer, Jane Garrett, Mark Gepp, the member for Ivanhoe,
the member for St Albans, the Minister for Child Protection and the member for Burwood. I thank the
Kingston mayor during the election campaign, Steve Staikos, who is an amazing leader in the City of
Kingston. Thanks to the newly elected member for Clarinda and Peter Davis, his electorate officer,
and to the former member for Clarinda, Hong Lim, who is a great friend of mine as well.
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Through the union movement this was a campaign that went to workers’ values. Incredible work was
done by Luke Hilakari and his incredible team out at Trades Hall Council and Felicity Sowerbutts
locally in relation to the Frankston train line. To Sean Reardon from the CFMMEU; Troy Gray from
the Electrical Trades Union; Michael Donovan from the SDA; John Berger from the Transport
Workers Union; and Ben Davis from the Australian Workers Union; thank you for your leadership
and your support throughout the Mordialloc campaign.
We had an incredible campaign team, made up of dearest friends of mine and campaign team staff.
Thanks to my good friend and best mate, Nick McLennan, who now works for the member for
Kororoit; Kavisha Hersey-Kilner; Kynen Teesdale; Anita McKenzie; Kasuni Mendis; Jane
Chamberlain; Chris Ransom; and Adam Sullivan. Even in the thick of it, each and every day when
you were working long hours, the smiles, the laughs, the joy that we had in sharing this campaign
together and representing a positive and optimistic plan for the Mordialloc constituency and always
being up and about and optimistic and never being negative were truly extraordinary, and I am forever
indebted for all the work that our campaign team did and for the countless hours. I cannot thank you
guys enough.
Thanks to my leading campaign volunteers Nola Baker, Dave and Fran Forrest, Jackie McInroy, Ray
McMaster, Diane Ford, Narelle Dougherty, Steve Michelson, Andrew Porter, Gavin Scott, Fiona
McDougall, Pat Roseman, Beth Cregan, Glenys Fairley and Nola van Klaveren, just to name a few,
who did an extraordinary amount of hours on behalf of the labour movement and who live the values
each and every day in the work they do.
There was a lot of negativity locally, talking about a range of issues that pigeonholed people and
divided communities, whether it was crime or whether it was in the space of those people affected by
mental ill-health or drug addiction—and at one stage we even had Liberal volunteers handing out Rise
Up Australia propaganda. I raised that with the then Leader of the Opposition at the time. I do not
think he knew it was going on, because he was shocked when he came down to my pre-poll in Chelsea.
This is where you take the low road, where you alienate people, where you divide communities and
where you do not bring people along on a journey. We were never going to follow a pathway towards
negativity. We wanted to provide an optimistic plan for our community. We put that forward in the
contest of ideas in our community and in our state, and had Victorians chosen a different pathway,
then hand on heart we could have said that we had given our very best and people had chosen a
different pathway. We have to lift the standard. I have talked about this before. We have to lift the
standards in our communities in how we engage with each other and how we can find common ground.
I always say out in my community that regardless of election outcomes and political cycles, the ALP
gets roughly 40 per cent of the vote and the coalition gets roughly 40 per cent of the vote, and we to
and fro over the middle ground. You have to unite people. You have to bring people together on that
journey. I commit to my community that I will always try to find ways to unite our community and
have a common purpose for good rather than trying to divide, alienate and pigeonhole people. I think
that is always a low road to take. It is upon all of us in the 59th Parliament to think of how we can lift
the standard, improve outcomes for all Victorians and work more collaboratively, because after all,
the roughly 45 000 people who underpin us standing here today depend on it. We know that
communities that need it most want us to be leading in a positive framework.
I have the great honour now in the 59th Parliament to be the Parliamentary Secretary for Schools. When
we talk about the Education State it is not just a slogan; it is about underpinning values. It shows the
direction we are taking in our community to make sure that no child is left behind, regardless of their
circumstances or their postcode. It is a great honour to be working in the space in education. Currently
we have about 1300 building upgrades and improvements across all our schools in Victoria, and over
the next eight years we will build 100 new schools in new communities on the fringes of Melbourne
and in the growth pressure areas we see in inner Melbourne. This is transforming the lives of students
and underpinning the next generation of kids who will be leaders in our state in various industries.
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We know how substantial the development of a child’s brain is in the first thousand days. The
exponential growth in those first four years is so rapid that we need to do more in this space to support
kids in early childhood education with our substantial investment in three and four-year-old
kindergarten, which will be led by the education minister and his parliamentary secretary, the member
for Carrum, in the early childhood space. This is so very exciting.
I spoke to one of my local police superintendents recently. She talked about child protection and people
who go on to commit various offences. She has lost count of the amount of times that kids presented
to her police stations in tears with a blanket and with a packed bag, and then down the track years later
she would see them going on to commit serious crimes and offences. We have to see how we can
empower people and lift people up and change their outcomes through education.
This is something I am so passionate about. I am the product of a public education, and I was the first
in my family to have the opportunity to go through to university. You see examples in our
communities, in all our electorates of how the uplifting and empowering experience of a proper early
childhood education, or a properly funded public education, underpins those opportunities. So I am
really excited in this term to continue that reform agenda to make sure that no child in Victoria gets
left behind and that we make sure we empower all of our schools to be the very best and to be firstclass providers of education. I would like to place on record as the newly appointed parliamentary
secretary my thanks to early childhood educators, to teachers and to TAFE educators across our sector.
Each and every day they are inspiring, enlightening and empowering our students to be the very best
they can be.
It is a tremendous honour to be here again to represent the Mordialloc constituency. Again I want to
thank all the people who invited me into their lives over the last term. I had 1400 or so days when I
was elected, and we made the most of the opportunities that we had and we never wasted a day. We
have about another 1400 days, another four-year contract, and we will see what happens at the end.
But I hope that I can look our community in the eye in the thousands of conversations we have over
the journey, so they know that I will continue to be true to the values that I was elected on and that I
will continue to be a strong representative and voice in this Parliament and around our community. I
thank them for another four years of support to be their representative. We came on a great journey
and transformed our community for the better. I always say that you should try to leave your
community in a better place than it was yesterday. We will continue to do that into the future, and I
look forward to every adventure and opportunity in the work we do over the coming four years in the
Mordialloc electorate.
Mr HODGETT (Croydon) (15:37): Thank you, Acting Speaker. I had hoped that the Speaker
might be in the chair to hear my contribution because I have not had the opportunity in this house to
congratulate him on being re-elected as Speaker. But I know he will be listening intently in his office
so I do congratulate the Speaker. Indeed, I congratulate you, Acting Speaker, on your role.
I am delighted to rise to make my contribution to the address-in-reply to the Governor’s speech.
Similar to the contribution from the member for Mordialloc I, too, am very privileged and honoured
to be back in this house representing the people of the electoral district of Croydon. It is indeed a great
privilege and honour to be elected a member of Parliament in the Victorian Parliament. Many are
called; few are chosen. I am deeply grateful that the people of Croydon have placed their trust in me
to continue to represent them here in the Victorian Parliament.
So first and foremost I thank the people of Croydon. I will continue to work hard, to listen and to
represent their views, concerns and issues and to advocate for outcomes to make our local area a better
place. And I will come back to speak about a number of projects in the Croydon area that require
government support and funding a little later in my contribution.
To my campaign team and the Croydon electorate conference, to all my branch members and
volunteers, I thank you all for your hard work and commitment over many weeks, months and years—
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indeed the term—and I thank you for your support, advice, time and everything you do for me and the
Croydon state election campaign. I could not do what I do without the help and support of my team,
so I place on record my gratitude, thanks and appreciation. I am truly indebted to all of you.
I thank my family for the sacrifices that they make and all their support for me over many, many years
in public life. I was first elected in 2006 and again in 2010, 2014 and 2018, and before that I spent nine
years on Yarra Ranges Council—three terms as a councillor and three terms as mayor. My family
have been with me every step of the way, and I cannot thank them enough. In fact, my youngest of
seven children, Baylin, was only one when I was first elected to Parliament—
Mr Eren interjected.
Mr HODGETT: I will not respond to interjections, member for Lara. My youngest of seven,
Baylin, was only one when I first elected to Parliament so he has only known and experienced a father
as an MP. While he has had his fair share of good times, he has also suffered many times from being
dragged along to functions, events and press conferences et cetera. In fact he tells me, jokingly, that
he is writing a book—My Most Boring Times with Dad, which will be a memoir of his adventures on
Dad’s MP hustings. He has endured a few, I can assure you, including being dragged to Ballarat for a
Liberal Party state council, where I had to bribe him with a McDonald’s lunch, so he has certainly put
in his fair share of work. Every weekend my son Baylin will say to me, ‘What we are doing today?’.
I look at him and say, ‘Mate, I think I’ve got another chapter for your book today’. He has a laugh at
that. But on a serious note, I again thank my family and extended family for all their support over a
long period of time.
I thank my dedicated, loyal and hardworking staff. I am very lucky to work with them, and the way
they go about their work, assisting constituents and following matters through, is second to none. I get
terrific feedback about my staff and I look forward to working with them over this term to achieve
much for our local community.
I thank all my supporters who back me, support me, help me and provide advice, assistance and
encouragement. I have a great network of friends and supporters and I really treasure the relationships
and friendships I have formed over many years.
I love what I do. I get a great deal of satisfaction out of serving the public and achieving positive
outcomes in the local community, and I will continue to serve the people of Croydon with drive, energy
and commitment.
I take a moment to welcome the new members of this house, and there are a number of them in the
chamber today. An MP has a wonderful yet unusual life, so I encourage you all on both sides of the
house, from all political parties and backgrounds, to make the most of your time in this place and to
not waste a minute. Indeed, I spotted a book in the parliamentary library, Confessions of a Recovering
MP by Nick de Bois, and I notice on the back cover it states:
As a new MP, you walk through the Members’ Lobby filled with a vision of how you will leave your mark
on both Parliament and the nation, exercising your power to improve the lives of the voters. What you are
almost certainly unaware of is that your constituents, the government, the press and the very institution of the
Palace of Westminster have other plans for you.

I put that in the mix and invite the new members to take from that what they want. They may wish to
refer to the book when I return it to the library.
Having said that, I pay tribute to all of the former MPs of the 58th Parliament, those that retired and
those that did not retain their seats. My colleagues served in this place with distinction, and the loss of
a number of seats is a stark reminder to never waste a minute of time in this place. All MPs, state and
federal, will tell you that they would like to leave office at a time of their own choosing, but many do
not get that choice; it is made for them by the voters. So the message is that no-one knows how long
they will have the opportunity to serve in this place, so make the most of your time here.
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I now want to raise a number of local issues that require attention in the district of Croydon, which I
will advocate for and work hard to achieve over the coming years. The first area is local sporting clubs.
There is a pressing need for upgrades to clubrooms, for capital investment in facilities to bring them
up to modern standards. In particular, with the growth in women’s sport, many of our sporting club
rooms are substandard, with men-only change rooms, which is not good enough in this day and age. I
have a number of clubs, a soccer club comes to mind, where women are required to get changed in
their cars or to walk through the men’s change room to get changed in the toilets and that is not
satisfactory. This would be across many local councils.
Playing surfaces, scoreboards and lights have been done over many years, but it is time now to focus
more on actual clubrooms. I will advocate for Ainslie Park Cricket Club. It is located in Ainslie Park
in Brentnall Road, Croydon. Dave Delahunty is the president there; he is a terrific guy who leads that
club. Indeed, Ainslie Park is a terrific cricket club with an extensive junior program, including
women’s and girls’ teams as well as senior and veterans teams. That clubroom is in need of an upgrade
and I will continue to work hard to try to deliver the funding for that clubroom to be updated.
Indeed, Eastfield Cricket Club was one that I went in to bat for, so to speak, with an election
commitment. I will now work with the government. Eastfield Cricket Club is at Benson Oval in
Eastfield Park, Croydon South. Dallas Leeming is the president there, and Dot Healy is a terrific
stalwart of the club. Their clubrooms, without speaking derogatively about the club, are substandard.
They have one toilet that opens out onto a main area, and they cannot have functions there. They are
a terrific family and community club and it would be great to see them get funding to update their club
in the coming years.
South Croydon Football Club have got funding. Shaun Leane in the other place actually committed
some funding there, which I was pleased to see, and with some federal funding recently announced it
will have an upgrade. Again, as well as the main pavilion going to, I think, a second storey, if they can
get a coolroom, their kitchen and a few things like that done, that would serve that club well and truly
into the future.
The roads in my electorate need some attention as well. We talk about congestion in and around the
city, but our suburbs are getting congested on a daily basis and certainly on weekends. The intersection
of Kent Avenue, Maroondah Highway and Yarra Road requires attention. It is number one on
Maroondah’s priority list. Plymouth Road needs an upgrade, and I am pleased that our federal member
has committed some funding there. I will continue to advocate for upgrades to local roads in and
around my electorate in the district of Croydon.
Can I take the time to mention The Dining Room Mission, which is a community meal service for
homeless people and struggling families, especially in the City of Maroondah. It opened for business
in November 2005. Guests can enjoy a substantial, nutritious, two-course meal every Tuesday evening
from 6.00 p.m. to 7.30 p.m. In addition, the program provides supportive relationships, prayer with a
volunteer if requested, a free clothes market and information about government and City of
Maroondah community services. The Dining Room Mission is staffed by 50 to 60 enthusiastic
volunteers from a variety of backgrounds and experiences. It is located in the hall behind St John the
Divine Anglican Church in Toorak Avenue, Croydon, across the road from the Croydon railway
station. The ultimate goal of the community service is to create a social climate where poverty and
homelessness are seen as utterly unacceptable. I commend the work of The Dining Room Mission.
They rely on donations and philanthropic grants for their funding, and they need further support from
government to continue their good work. I take the time to congratulate Matt James and his committee
for the terrific work they do there.
On the netball courts in Kilsyth, the Lilydale and Yarra Valley Netball Association at Pinks Reserve,
again there was a commitment from both sides of the Parliament, so I look forward to that being
delivered. In fact I received an email message just earlier today which said they are looking forward
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to opening the first two courts. They have got the roofs on, so they have moved very quickly there,
and that will allow the players to play in all conditions and all seasons.
I will continue to support the Kilsyth and Mountain District Basketball Association.
There are two soccer clubs in my patch. One of them, being the Mooroolbark Soccer Club, in fact is
in the electorate of Evelyn, but obviously the players come from various surrounding areas so I support
the club. I also support the Croydon City Arrows Soccer Club, which I declare an interest in as my
younger son plays soccer for them. They are both terrific soccer clubs. Both need upgrades to their
facilities. I know there was a joint commitment to the Mooroolbark Soccer Club. I look forward to
that being delivered and improving the facilities down there, but I will continue to work hard for the
Croydon City Arrows Soccer Club.
The Mooroolbark level crossing was promised by the government. We look forward to that now being
delivered in their second term. It was not undertaken in the first term, but from all the news I
understand that that level crossing will go ahead. I will watch that with interest.
There are other matters that I could raise, but in the time available I will not. I will take other speaking
opportunities in this place to talk about land tax, which is of interest. My office has been inundated
with matters of land tax, and I will come back and talk about that at another opportunity.
Again, I have already raised the need for infrastructure around the Kinley estate, a new residential
development out our way. We are arguing for infrastructure to keep up with that development so that
we do not have some 8000 cars or a couple of thousand houses in that estate go ahead without the
relevant infrastructure.
I would like to see the Croydon Rangers Gridiron Club at Springfield Hall—that redevelopment at
Ranger Field—go ahead. We have worked hard towards that, and I will continue to work with the club
and club president Michael Krischunas to see that come to fruition.
The Silcock Reserve clubrooms need to be completed. The reserve is home to the Croydon Ranges
Cricket Club, the Croydon Ranges Football Club and the Croydon and District Obedience Dog Club.
We got $20 000 in planning funding for that when we were in government. We need to finish the job
there. I know Maroondah City Council are working towards that outcome, so I look forward to seeing
that project get off the ground.
Like most electorates, there are plenty of needs and plenty of priorities. I will continue to work hard
for my electorate of Croydon in trying to get some of those delivered from the opposition benches.
We have had a great run of success in getting some funding and government support for various
projects, and I look forward to continuing that work as the member for Croydon over the next term.
Finally, I want to put on record my vote of thanks to Matthew Guy, the member for Bulleen. Matthew
was a terrific leader of our party, and I was very proud to serve under him as the deputy leader in the
58th Parliament. Matthew kept our parliamentary team focused and united. He gave us purpose,
leadership and direction, and most of all he gave us his friendship. Politics can be very brutal and
unforgiving and we were soundly defeated at last November’s state election, but I put on record my
personal thanks to Matthew for his friendship and his leadership. The way he conducted himself over
the previous term as leader was second to none, and it was an extraordinary honour serving under his
leadership.
Ms EDWARDS (Bendigo West) (15:51): Can I thank you, Speaker, for taking time out of your
busy day for my address-in-reply. It gives me great pleasure to be your 2IC and to have been elected
Deputy Speaker of this house for the 59th Parliament, and it was a great pleasure to be Deputy Speaker
for some time in the 58th Parliament as well. The address-in-reply is a very important part of why we
are here because it gives us an opportunity not just to express our thanks to those who have helped to
enable us to be here but also to talk about some of our wonderful electorates.
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As the member for Croydon rightly said, we could not be here without the many, many people who
support us and who back us in every single day. I want to thank my staff personally. Marty, my office
manager, who has been with me since day one—since 2010 when I was first elected—does an amazing
job, and he certainly knows what he is doing. Linda, Robert, Lela and Marg have been behind me all
the way and kept the office running during the campaign. They were amazing, and I could not have
done it without them. I still could not do it without them because every day they back me in. I want to
say thank you especially to them.
I also want to thank the many volunteers across the Bendigo West labour movement who supported
me throughout the election campaign. In Castlemaine in every booth—and I am not bragging, but it is
pretty amazing—we had a 70 per cent primary vote, so I want to thank the branch members of
Castlemaine and also the branch members of Bendigo and Bendigo South as well as the many friends
and family who helped out on election day and throughout the long two weeks of pre-poll.
I also want to pass on my thanks to the irrepressible former member for Bendigo West, Bob Cameron,
who was our campaign manager once again, and of course my thanks go to my colleague and good
friend the member for Bendigo East. It was a great pleasure to stand with her throughout the campaign
and over the last four years when we were in government throughout the 58th Parliament. We have
had some incredible achievements and made some incredible announcements across the Bendigo
electorate, and I thank her and her staff for their support as well.
Of course I want to thank the people of Bendigo West not just for their incredible endorsement of me
as their local member but for their belief, their trust and their confidence in Labor to continue to invest
in our communities and for their belief in our support of our regional communities in particular, both
large and small.
This is my third term as a member of the Victorian Parliament, and every day it never escapes me that
this is something to be extremely grateful for. It is a big job and it is an important job, and it is a job
that indeed does make a difference. I do not take it lightly, ever.
We have done a lot of things in Bendigo West. The Bendigo West district is a big geographical area,
and when I say Bendigo West, Bendigo West people sometimes think, ‘Well, that’s just Bendigo’, but
in fact it is made up of some very significant regional communities who do amazing things. They are
communities that celebrate who they are and are full of wonderful people—amazing volunteers who
put their hands up all the time to give back to their communities. They are just incredible. When I think
about some of the activities that have happened across my communities over the last four years and
indeed some of the commitments that we have made, many of them have happened because those
communities voiced what they needed and were able to engage with me as their local member and
with other organisations. I am really proud to stand here as a member of the Andrews Labor
government, which does make things happen.
In terms of some of the great initiatives that we have seen happen across the Bendigo West electorate,
none is more important and perhaps more noticeable than the new Bendigo Hospital. Planning was
funded by a former health minister, now our Premier, way back in 2007–08, and of course now we
have seen it completed. It is quite incredible. Two of my grandchildren were born in the new Bendigo
Hospital, and I could not have been happier to see the great service that was delivered to my daughters
when my grandbabies were delivered.
We have more to do in that space, and that is why during the election campaign we announced we would
commit to a rehabilitation centre on the old Bendigo Hospital site. This is a really important initiative. It
is a $60 million rehabilitation centre that will consolidate some really vital services on one site. It will
bring together health services such as physiotherapy, occupational therapy, social work, speech therapy,
prosthetics and orthotics, clinical psychology and neuropsychology, which are currently spread out
across the Bendigo campuses and indeed in other locations as well. It will create 180 construction jobs.
We will start work very soon, and we hope to have that project completed by 2023.
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As part of that I was really pleased to have the Andrews Labor government be part of an announcement
around a Bendigo early parenting centre. This is a really important initiative because there are many
new mums having babies in our region. Many of them are coming to the Bendigo Hospital to have
their babies. Now that I have three grandbabies and two more on the way, I understand—again, after
having my own four children—it is a challenging time for the mums and it is a challenging time for
the dads and indeed the broader family if you have a bub or an infant who is having some difficulties,
whether it be sleeping, settling or feeding. I think this is a really important initiative, and I look forward
to the establishment of the Bendigo early parenting centre.
Additionally, in terms of health, we also announced that we would have regional medical specialists
in Bendigo. This is a really important initiative because if you are sick and live in regional Victoria,
many times you will have to travel to Melbourne to visit a specialist. This is a great initiative. It will
mean that there will be 27 000 extra specialist appointments over the next four years made available
for patients in Bendigo. That could be patients who are struggling with heart conditions or struggling
with arthritis or those who are indeed fighting cancer.
In terms of education I have been really, really proud and privileged to work with some great education
providers across Bendigo West, and I could not be more proud about our investment in the Kalianna
School Bendigo. Kalianna special school was one of the worst schools I had ever walked into when I
was first elected. Since being elected we have actually provided the full funding to complete Kalianna.
Stage 1 is complete and stage 2 is now underway and will be completed by the end of this year.
The other school that I am really proud of is Castlemaine Secondary College, the final stage of which
is currently under construction. When I think about the number of schools across my electorate that
have received maintenance funding or upgrades over the last four years, it truly is a remarkable
outcome for those students across the electorate.
We have invested heavily in education—and not just in our public schools. I also have a fantastic
Catholic school—a brand-new Catholic school—called Marist College Bendigo, in Maiden Gully; we
provided $10 million of support for the second stage of that school as well. Then of course we just last
year opened the brand-new Bendigo Tech School on the Flora Hill campus of La Trobe University.
This is a great initiative. There were 10 tech schools promised and delivered across Victoria, and
Bendigo was very fortunate to be receiving one of those. It is about science, technology, engineering
and maths, and making sure that every student across the Bendigo electorate has access to that program.
I was really pleased to be chair of the committee that drove that outcome for the Bendigo Tech School.
Of course then there is our TAFE in Bendigo. We last year announced $60 million for an upgrade to
the McCrae Street campus of the Bendigo TAFE. We actually unveiled the architecture plans last
week with the minister, and it is going to be an amazing facility. That of course comes on top of our
investment already in the Health and Community Centre of Excellence and of course the Food and
Fibre Centre of Excellence, which are newly constructed buildings.
I am really, really proud of our commitment to three-year-old kinder. This is a great announcement. In
my electorate, in one of the big growth areas in Maiden Gully, I was really pleased last year to be able to
work with the former minister to announce a $1.6 million contribution towards a brand-new kindergarten
and community facility in Maiden Gully; this is going to be a great outcome for that community.
One of the great things about being a member for Bendigo West—
Members interjecting.
The SPEAKER: Order! If I could just ask the member for Bendigo West to stop. Can I have the
chamber please come to order. The member for Bendigo West is making a contribution to the addressin-reply. The level of conversation in the chamber is too excessive.
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Ms EDWARDS: Thank you, Speaker. I am very fortunate to have the Minister for Transport
Infrastructure, who was formerly the Minister for Public Transport, as my colleague in Bendigo.
During the campaign we announced a fantastic initiative, which is of course a $49.6 million feasibility
study into upgrading the line between Bendigo and Kyneton as well as opening a couple of smaller
stations on the northern side of Bendigo. One of the great outcomes of that, as part of that feasibility
study, is examining the need for the reopening of the Harcourt train station. This is something that I
know the community of Harcourt have been very excited about and have been looking forward to, so
we hope that that feasibility study will point to the fact that there is indeed a need for the reopening of
the Harcourt train station.
One of the big announcements that we made, which has been backed particularly by the legal fraternity
of Bendigo, is a new courthouse for Bendigo. This courthouse will be a $152.4 million project, and it
will completely rebuild the Bendigo law courts. This is a really important initiative because as
beautiful as the old law courts in Bendigo are, in the historical building that they are in, it is time for
some new courts that not only offer security but actually offer a better workplace for the legal
fraternity. As part of that project, the location of the Bendigo law courts, in conjunction with the
revitalisation of TAFE and our announcement of a GovHub as well, will completely revitalise the
CBD of Bendigo. I am really looking forward to that. I want to just briefly say a few things about my
other communities across Bendigo West. Newstead is a town that has been progressing a 100 per cent
renewable energy target for quite some years now. I was pleased that we were able to commit a further
$1 million towards that project. This is a project that is completely driven by that community and the
volunteers within that community, and we look forward to a full, 100 per cent renewable Newstead in
the not-too-distant future.
In Kangaroo Flat I was very pleased and fortunate to announce that the Kangaroo Flat Bowls Club
will receive $300 000 for a new bowling green. Members of Parliament who watch my social media
may know that I actually enjoy bowling; I do not mind a bowl. The Kangaroo Flat Bowls Club will
be able to build that new bowling green on the site of the old Kangaroo Flat swimming pool. They are
very excited about that.
Finally, in the few seconds remaining, I want to say a special thank you to my family: to Steve, who
has been a rock, and of course to my children. For the first time ever my grandchildren were out on
the polling booths.
Members interjecting.
Ms EDWARDS: I know, I know! I hope that I will not be a grandma that they only see on the TV
or in the newspaper and that I do take the time out to spend time with them. They have been absolutely
brilliant. As many members in this house know and realise, the longer that you are here, the more you
know how much you miss your family.
The SPEAKER: Order! Before moving to the next speaker, it would be inappropriate for members
to make comments towards the gallery, but if one were to make comments to the gallery, they would
remind them that photos are not allowed from the public gallery in this chamber. That is just a reminder
for the rest of the afternoon. There are two inaugural speeches to be made this afternoon, and I would
ask the house to extend the usual courtesies to the members making their inaugural speeches.
Ms CONNOLLY (Tarneit) (16:07): It is a great honour to stand here today, a proud representative
of Tarneit and its people in Melbourne’s rapidly growing outer west, and it is a privilege to speak
before this Parliament for the very first time. I firstly would like to acknowledge the traditional owners
of the land on which we meet and pay my respects to their elders past, present and emerging, and to
the ongoing relationship that they and their families share with this beautiful land. Congratulations,
Premier, on your re-election, to the Speaker for his continued role, and to my honourable friends and
colleagues. I know that together we will be working tirelessly over the next four years delivering to
the Victorian people we now represent. I acknowledge the former member for Tarneit, Telmo
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Languiller. I would also like to make special mention of a former representative of Tarneit, who sits
in this chamber now—my fellow westie—the honourable member for Werribee.
‘Tarneit’ is the Wathaurong word for the colour white. It is a language that was once spoken by
15 clans of the Wathaurong people, one of the five tribes encompassing the far-reaching Kulin nation
of central Victoria. I share this now out of respect for a language now largely considered extinct and
to acknowledge that there is much sorrow in the history of this land, a history that should never be
forgotten as we look to the future.
The Tarneit I represent today is a reflection of the very beginning and the very best that is 21st century
Melbourne and the shining success that is multiculturalism. Situated on the outer rim of our metropolis,
Tarneit is an electorate abounding with the culture, language and food of tribes that originate from
every corner of our world. We are a community with a massive bilingual population, where our people
can say loudly and say proudly that they are Australian, and they say it in Hindi, in Urdu, in Filipino,
in Arabic, in Dinka, in Gujarati, in Punjabi, in Mandarin and in English—and of course I could go on.
We do this as your nurses, bus drivers, truck drivers, small business owners, construction workers,
tradies, teachers, paramedics, aged-care workers, shop assistants, early childhood educators and more.
Our children aspire to be the next doctors, engineers and scientists, to kick the winning goal on the last
Saturday in September or to stand on stage before thousands of screaming fans. We are a community
that aspires to do great things. We are changing the face of Victoria as we continue to lay the
foundations of success for generations to come. More than half of the residents across Tarneit moved
to Victoria and into the electorate within the last 10 years. Now home to over 96 000 people, we are
young families and individuals striving for a brighter future, and families taking a chance, just like
mine. We made the choice to pack up everything we had and we travelled across this country, while
many others travelled from far-off lands. It is here that we came, settling down on the outskirts of
Melbourne. We put down roots and sent our kids to local schools, and this is now where we call home.
I grew up in Kingscliff in northern New South Wales. I am the eldest daughter of Ray and Jenny Keys,
who are sitting here in the gallery behind me today. My father is a milkman and Mum did what so many
women do and gave up her career as a nurse to stay at home and raise her three children. She has worked
in family day care and later as an early childhood educator. Mum most recently did a TAFE course in
aged care. She now works as a carer for our elderly in a nursing home. While I was growing up, Mum
focused on our education and schooling. Dad focused his attention toward providing his kids with an
education in politics and in music. Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen, the Rolling Stones, Gram Parsons
and Johnny Cash are just a few that provided a musical backdrop for debate and robust political
discussions, discussions that resonate with me today. All those mealtime family debates prepared me
well. I was not shy about putting forward my opinion and challenging others, particularly where politics
was involved. I grew to be an individual that can hold their ground and argue passionately for their
beliefs, while maintaining an openness to persuasion by sound reason and evidence. For me it felt only
natural to be in a courtroom on my feet mounting an argument. I always assumed I would end up
studying and practising law, not being here in this place making it.
Like many students I left home at 18, to move to Brisbane and study law at the University of
Queensland. My time at university taught me many things, but above all else it taught me to be a free
and critical thinker and the importance of challenging the status quo. Commercial, contract and
property law felt utterly soulless to me. I wanted to do more to stand up for people that needed a voice,
to mount arguments for those in need and for issues that really did matter. For me at the time this
meant the always complex issue of crime and criminal law.
Now, I am a true believer that one of the best attributes public school students derive from their
education is resilience. I had no networks and no friends with connections in the legal world, but I did
what public school students do: we knock on every door, we fail and we try again. Through
determination I gained work experience with police prosecutions, I worked as a paralegal at the
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Department of Public Prosecutions, as a legal secretary at a Brisbane law firm and then finally as an
associate with a district court judge, and all the while I continued to study.
As a judge’s associate I travelled the trial circuit across south-east Queensland and for the first time
was able to really understand how the lack of opportunity can affect people’s lives. I saw what happens
when someone misses out on an education for reasons out of their control, when they do not have
family to support them and when they fall through the net of community support services. I saw the
struggles faced by some of the most disadvantaged people in our community, individuals who our
society had, for one reason or another, failed. My sense of social justice runs deep. You will never
hear me use throwaway slogans talking about crime. I have listened to victim impact statements that
have rocked me to the core; I have watched many, many people sentenced to prison; and I have taken
statements from behind prison walls.
The year I graduated from university my ambition was set to take off with a future in law, but then life
intervened, as it does. By chance or by fate it was also the year I met a young up-and-coming union
official from the Transport Workers Union (TWU). Meeting Scott was the first and only time I have
ever been lost for words. It was love at first sight, and it set my passion for social justice on a very
different path. We quickly moved to Canberra together and set up a house, and our relationship
continued to thrive on love and our shared passion for justice, politics and the union movement. I
secured a graduate position with the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission and then
took up a role at the Australian Energy Regulator. My passion for our energy future and that of our
planet was inspired. Energy fascinated me. I have spent the last 13 years working across three states
on all aspects of the energy sector.
This sector’s ability to tear down governments and incite political debate that reaches kitchen tables
across our country does not surprise me. I have worked on policy and regulatory reform, on pricing
and on compliance. I have witnessed 10 years of instability and our country’s inability to move
forward. This failure inspired me to get more politically involved, and these experiences have played
a big part in leading me here today.
A national consensus and an action plan in our energy sector are necessary for our future. I have never
been one to sit on my hands when something needs doing, and I am proud of the Andrews Labor
government’s commitment to getting things done. With a renewable energy target of 50 per cent by
2030 and a commitment to net zero emissions by 2050, the future is now. Under this government’s
leadership Victoria is leading the way. In my experience, passion for renewable technology transcends
socio-economic circumstance, and it fills me with the deepest pride to say that Tarneit has the highest
uptake of this government’s Solar Homes package. My experience in an industry which revolves
around long-term infrastructure planning has taught me that it is important to get it right.
The west is an extraordinary place to live, and that is why so many people are moving there and calling
it home. In the outer west the Andrews Labor government rose to the challenge of building the muchneeded infrastructure that was already so far behind. From train stations and roads to new schools,
kinders and modern hospitals, so much was done in just four years, and we are not slowing down.
The City of Wyndham is now bigger than Greater Geelong, with about 95 babies born every single
week. We need to keep building more kinders and schools to give our kids the best start in life. Tarneit
needs more parking at its train stations and needs new stations to cope with its enormous and rapid
growth. We need more buses to get commuters to and from these stations. Our roads are heavily
congested because despite Tarneit train station being the second busiest outside Southern Cross, over
70 per cent of us drive to work.
The $1.8 billion western roads package that will upgrade and duplicate many roads across the Tarneit
electorate will be life-changing for residents. The West Gate Tunnel will be life-changing for residents.
The removal of the Old Geelong Road level crossing in Hoppers Crossing within the next four years
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will be life-changing for my electorate and for surrounding suburbs. For too long we have been trapped
behind boom gates and in congestion.
Now, in finishing up I would like to give special thanks to the people that helped guide me here today.
To secretary John Berger of the Transport Workers Union for the support he and his outstanding team
have given me, for believing in me and for always fighting for justice, thank you. I will not let you
down, comrades. To Mem Suleyman from the Transport Workers Union, your friendship, candour
and good humour will always be welcome. To the Honourable Adem Somyurek, in the other place,
your unwavering support and guidance has been indispensable. Thank you. To the member for
Kororoit in this place, for always supporting me and offering me your assistance to run a really strong
campaign in Tarneit, thank you. To the member for Sydenham and to your larger than life late husband,
Steve Hutchins, you have been with me on my journey here and into the TWU family since my
wedding day many years ago. As a member of this house you are and always will be an inspiration for
all women wanting to enter politics. Thank you.
To former Senator Trish Crossin, Mohammed Masood, Robert, Nathan, Brett, Sean, Maddie, Joseph,
Ann and the hundreds of other volunteers who dedicated their time to the Tarneit campaign—there
are just so many of you to name, but I have got a lot here in the gallery today, and you know who you
are. Campaigns are a team effort, and elections are not won without the support of true believers, both
in the candidate and in the party. Thank you.
To my mother and father, you raised me with the values that I embody today, and for that I say thank
you. You were not surprised when I told you I was going to run for Parliament. Every parent knows
their child like no other, and no doubt you always knew I would eventually find myself on this path,
in this place.
To my children here in the gallery, Emily and Leo, watching you embrace so many other communities
and new experiences and make so many new friends has been one of the greatest joys, and it is certainly
one of the greatest things about multiculturalism. It is not always easy, and I love you guys. To my
husband, Scott, there is so much I could say. You believed in me, my strength, determination and
passion from the moment we met. Since then we have shared the highest highs and the lowest lows
together. You never doubted that I would make it to this moment along the way. Your belief in me
and the good work that I will do for the people of Tarneit and the people of Victoria is something that
requires acknowledgement. I love you.
To my firstborn, Viviene, who is not sitting here in the gallery today but sits here inside of my heart,
at the end of this month you would be 10 years old. Motherhood changes a woman. Learning to be a
mother to you, a child I am unable to hold or kiss, has been the biggest challenge of my life. You have
taught me that a mother’s love transcends this world. You have taught me that no matter how difficult
things become, life keeps moving and I keep moving with it. But most of all, you have given me a
deep sense of compassion, empathy and understanding for the thousands of other couples struggling
to become parents. A former Prime Minister, the Honourable Paul Keating, once said:
There is a place for sadness and melancholy.
We don’t want to be sparkling and happy all the time. You need the inner life, the inner sadness. It is what
fills you out.

I understand that. I believe that.
Lastly, to the thousands of families across Tarneit, opportunities for our families will not be defined
by postcode. I have always said we need and deserve a fighter, a voice that is fair and reasonable, that
will represent all of us no matter the colour of our skin, our religious beliefs or the size of our bank
account. You asked for a representative that your children can look up to and aspire to be. You asked
for one that will unite our community in the outer west through the coming decades of tremendous
growth with a steady hand and a courageous heart.
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We are bred to be tough in the outer west. We are hardworking and we call it as it is. I asked to be
your representative in this place, and you put your strength behind me, sending me here with a very
clear mandate to get us moving. You have bestowed in me your own hopes and your dreams, sharing
a vision for our future. Tarneit, my new family, I will not let you down. Thank you.
Members applauded.
Ms CRUGNALE (Bass) (16:29): Budam ba marramb-ik wandhanada guleeny ba badjurr ba
Torres Strait Islander marrmbeena ganbu-ngi koolin-bulok. Ba yarraga marram nerrim nerrim ba
babadiyl wurdiyalyal dinu-mari-a biik ba baany. Boon wurrung ba Woiwurrung galen-barreeam
narram-dhana biik yannathan-ut. Ba marram-dhana birrarang-ga Yuma-djerri-ngat ba ngulu weelam.
I wish to also sincerely acknowledge the hurt, the dispossession and the scars that run deep from the
hands of white people. There are many wrongs that still need righting, a history that needs retelling
and a relationship that needs recasting so we can all walk forward as Australians together.
I cannot tell my story without including my family, both the one I have come from and the one I have
made. My family on both sides called the mountains of Abruzzo in central Italy home. Their lives and
their story intertwined with the land as farmers, woodchoppers, field workers and builders.
The ancient Italic people called the Samnites—warriors, short in stature, strategic in battle—joined
with neighbouring tribes and fought three wars against the Romans. They were the first gladiators of
that time, and they rest in the fields by the river in their thousands in my grandmother’s village of
Alfedena.
My grandmother used to say, ‘Never set the table without a bottle of wine’ and ‘Bread is your best friend’.
Like many around them, my family were displaced in the Second World War, their houses bombed,
burned and ransacked. They lived in refugee camps, lost newborns from malnutrition, had children
separated from them and hid in the mountains. Some were captured and held at gunpoint. My mother
still to this day says, ‘You have no idea what it is like to go hungry’. These stories and more were all part
of our growing up: adversity and hope, gratefulness and compassion, family and community.
My parents came here by boat and settled in regional Western Australia, wanting a better life for their
future children and grandchildren. For them education and hard work was the path to economic and
social improvement. Play fair, fight with the facts, give credit where it is due, be the first to admit you
are wrong and look out for your neighbour; this was the essence that held us as a family.
My father gifted me a Victa lawnmower—a real one—for my sixth birthday and set me to work, and I
spent the next eight years as his assistant in what you could call the ‘construction industry’ on his
building site, bricklaying, tiling, levelling concrete and making his coffee. Subsequent birthday presents
were classically Italian: oversized blocks of parmesan cheese and my best friend, loaves of bread.
As a builder my father would read the ground and know its strengths and vulnerabilities, and he would
spend time getting that first piece of string level and right. It was a metaphor for life, really: know your
base, invest in the foundation and set the formwork well. Like my dad’s, this is Labor’s story: building
a strong society from the ground up, getting the foundations right and doing the hard work.
My eclectic working history has taken me to the Kimberley, the Latrobe Valley, Bass, Melbourne,
Cambodia, Mexico and El Salvador. I have been extremely blessed to have worked for some amazing
people over my life. I worked in a bilingual school and on an oral history project for senior Kukatja,
Ngardi and Wangakunkja women, both in the Kimberley. As part of my work we collected over
40 tapes of language and assembled a collection of these stories, now in print. Their stories of cooks
riding camels on the Canning Stock Route in the 1930s are some of my most treasured.
Making musical instruments with street kids in Mexico from discarded objects; teaching English to
migrants and refugees; joining young mums to take over the town of Morwell with paste-up images
of them pregnant, with their children and with hundreds of little baby footprints—with council’s
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permission, of course; making wire drawing installations with kids from Bass Valley Primary School;
and being a support worker in a mental health drop-in centre here in the city—the thread that runs
through is community and people, many of whom sit outside the mainstream. At the heart of my
working life has always been the principle of social justice: Labor’s core values of fairness, inclusion
and opportunity.
When the Royal Commission into Mental Health was announced, it brought me to tears. My sister is
no longer here for a number of reasons but also because the system let her down. Six months after she
closed her eyes to the world I wrote letters because I did not want any other family to go through what
we went through. But this government will dissect this broken system and start again, making sure
everything—the services, the supports, the early interventions—is right. I hope everyone from
everywhere—across every culture, in every community and across all ages—puts in a submission,
because only you can help change the system for the better through your story and experience.
I had the honour to serve as a Bass Coast councillor for four years and as mayor for one. It was a
wonderful experience forging connections with people working in business, health, education,
farming, the arts and the environment. This work gave me insight into the issues, needs and aspirations
of the people and communities of Bass. It was this insight that led me to join the party. I ran for Bass
because I could no longer stand by and watch the growing inequality in our society. Despite Australia’s
prosperity, far too many are doing it tough.
The seat of Bass is unique. It takes in the growing outer metro suburbs of Pakenham and Clyde, the
rich market gardens of Cardinia, the nature-based tourism of Phillip Island and a beautiful coastline
made up of marine parks, reserves and significant wetlands. At one end of my electorate is Pakenham,
and only 20 years ago it was a country town. Now it is a thriving, multicultural urban community. At
the other end of the electorate is the Bass Coast, a community of coastal towns and villages where the
environment is the economy. Wonthaggi has a rich socialist union history, starting out as a state
coalmine. Koo Wee Rup, in the middle, is the nation’s asparagus-growing capital, and there are so
many other places and spaces with unique points of interest and difference. We have enjoyed strong
growth, and with that come new opportunities but also many challenges. It is really essential that we
have a strong local economy, accessible health and social support services, modern educational
facilities, efficient transport links, local jobs, housing and a healthy environment.
But as I said earlier, people are doing it tough. We have too many highs and lows—and for the worse—
when compared with our regional and metropolitan counterparts. We have high teenage pregnancy
rates, low average household incomes, high rates of family violence and low year 12 completion rates.
Bass is ranked amongst the highest in the state for the number of children with developmental
vulnerabilities. Our food insecurity is one of the highest. The number of children attending three and
five-year-old maternal and child health checks is the lowest in the state. The rate of cancer in females
is one of the highest. Youth unemployment, substantial underemployment and growing job insecurity
affect us all as a community. A classroom-and-a-half is born each week on one side of the electorate,
and we have a rapidly ageing population on the other. Mortgage stress, rental stress—our caravan
parks are our social, crisis and emergency housing. People are driving crazy distances for work. Our
elderly travel for hours on the bus to Dandenong Hospital with their X-rays under their arms. This is
not good. When we have people not travelling so well, we are not well as a collective.
The statistics are backed with stories—stories that are real and meaningful, distressing and
enlightening, including parents not able to afford specialist support for their children, women in violent
situations not knowing where to access help and families from war-torn countries here also to build a
better future for their children singled out and judged at every turn.
It was no surprise then that the voters of Bass responded so positively to this government’s plans for
three-year-old kinder, mental health professionals in high schools, dental vans in schools, community
hospitals, free TAFE, the Local Jobs First program and Solar Homes. Locally we also committed to
four level crossing removals and a new super-station, two community hospitals, eight schools, a
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coastal park, inland parks, the CFA, ambulance and police stations, and significant school upgrades—
Bass is loved. All these programs will make a significant difference for Bass. This is why I am here,
this is why I am Labor and this is why the people of Bass voted for an Andrews Labor government.
We will deliver stronger local economies creating local jobs, improving economic opportunity and
cutting into travel times. We need better public transport, an integrated system that is efficient and
regular for everyone. As a first step we need more bus services to link with V/Line and metro services
to the city, as well as buses in and around where we live. We need better health and social support
services tailored for each community and resourced according to need.
We want to continue to protect and enhance the environmental assets and natural resources we have
and for which we are justifiably famous. And, importantly, we need much better social housing,
because without the safety and security of housing everything becomes so much harder. In new
housing estates we need to mandate affordable social and emergency housing. We need allocated
space for future solar battery storage, rain gardens and space for trees to be trees and more than just
decorative adornments. The focus needs to be on livability and quality, and everything we build also
has to be done through a climate change lens.
The strength of my community can be found in examples like that of the friends of Samantha Fraser,
a mother of two young children who was killed in her own home in Cowes last year. In the midst of
their grief Samantha’s friends determined that some good at least should come out of her tragic death.
They have worked tirelessly ever since, in partnership with council, police and health services, for
more supports to tackle family violence in the Bass Coast region. The Change for Sam strategy was
funded by this government late last year.
People in Bass have extraordinary resilience and a strong sense of community, and this has been so
visible recently with the fires at Grantville and those still going in Bunyip, Yinnar South and
throughout Gippsland. The community have wrapped their arms around those affected, rallying to
help in every which way they can. Donations to relief centres abound. Stables and paddocks have been
offered for horses, dogs and livestock. Homes have been thrown open. This is community. Strike
teams have come from right across the region and the state. For those CFA volunteers who work, their
bosses have let them off while still receiving their wages to go and fight the fires in their community.
Businesses are offering free this and free that. Everyone is chipping in. As the first Labor representative
and the first woman representative for the seat of Bass, I will fight to make their voices heard, here in
this chamber and beyond.
No-one arrives here without help and support—and lots of it. I want to acknowledge the former member
for Bass, Brian Paynter, for his service to our community and wish him all the very best. Thank you to
the electorate of Bass for putting your collective trust in the Andrews Labor government and in me.
To the magnificent branch members, supporters, friends, family, the unions, the Community Action
Network, donors, volunteers and everyone on our campaign team—indeed everyone in the great Labor
family—we turned this seat around because of your hard work, commitment and spirit.
To the Premier and everyone making up the very large caucus, as well as your staff, thank you. I am
thrilled to be a part of this team and this government at this time.
I would like to especially mention Kay Setches, local branch member and a former minister in this
place—a positive disruptor who has been at my side throughout.
To Elaina Haig, who I still have in my phone as ‘wants a new high school in Pakenham’, we are going
to do it, and we are going to open it together in 2021.
Branch member Eric Kent from Lang Lang, who was first elected to the other place in 1970 and who
was the Minister for Agriculture in the Cain government, at age 99, with tea in his Gough Whitlam
mug, held my hand with strength and sent me on my way after preselection, saying, ‘Return as the
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member for Bass’. I overwhelmingly endorse Eric’s hope of receiving a letter for his 100th birthday
this June from a Labor Prime Minister.
To my Mark, always by my side, we have walked across many lands and through many tunnels
together, with your guitar in hand. Labor courses through your veins. Our boys cherish the stories of
your granddad Bill O’Neill working the trains with Chifley, being secretary of the New South Wales
railway union and lands secretary and, importantly, fighting for equal pay for women in the railways
back in the 1940s.
To our little Aquilini, Augustus and Luciano, adorable warriors, short in stature momentarily, please
keep asking questions and challenging the status quo, and write back to Lego in Denmark because
their response on plastic packaging simply was not good enough. Walk proud with your history, and
look out for each other and those around you. Know that those golden threads that pass through you
also weave around you, connect you to your yesterday and thread your tomorrow as a story of family
and community.
I am proud we ran a positive, forward-thinking grassroots campaign. We listened intently, we told our
story and we brought all our conversations with the people of Bass to the table. So to the people of
Bass—and in conclusion—we will make our stories heard. We will bring forth our ideas, our priorities
and our challenges constructively and with formidable intent. We will work together to meet the
challenges we face head-on with dignity and with determination, because Bass matters and we are
worth it.
Members applauded.
Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (16:51): I move:
That the debate be now adjourned.

Motion agreed to and debate adjourned.
Ordered that debate be adjourned until later this day.
Bills
PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEES AMENDMENT BILL 2019
Assembly’s and Council’s amendments
The SPEAKER: I have received a message from the Legislative Council that in relation to the
Parliamentary Committees Amendment Bill 2019 the Council has not insisted on the amendment
made by the Council and agreed to the amendments made by the Assembly.
VICTORIAN INDEPENDENT REMUNERATION TRIBUNAL AND IMPROVING
PARLIAMENTARY STANDARDS BILL 2019
Council’s amendments
The SPEAKER: I wish to advise the house that I have received a message from the Legislative
Council agreeing to the Victorian Independent Remuneration Tribunal and Improving Parliamentary
Standards Bill 2019 with amendments.
Ordered that amendments be taken into consideration immediately.
Council’s amendments considered:
1.

Clause 2, line 33, omit “23 November” and insert “29 October”.

2.

Clause 3, page 5, line 24, after this line insert—
“(la) Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier;”.
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3.

Clause 3, page 6, line 8, after this line insert—

4.

Clause 3, page 6, line 11, after “Secretary” insert “(other than the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Premier)”.

5.

Clause 30, page 28, lines 19 and 20, omit “Accountability and Oversight Committee” and insert
“Integrity and Oversight Committee”.

6.

Clause 35, line 4, after “site” insert “after transmitting it under section 7E(20A) or 9H(9A) of the
Parliamentary Salaries and Superannuation Act 1968”.

7.

Clause 36, line 14, omit “(if any).” and insert—

“(pa) Deputy Government Whip in the Assembly;”.

“(if any); or
(c) the use of the motor vehicle allowance or any terms or conditions relating to the use of the
motor vehicle allowance.”.
8.

Clause 50, page 44, line 5, after this line insert—
“(la) Parliamentary Secretary to the Premier;”.

9.

Clause 50, page 44, line 21, after this line insert—
“(pa) Deputy Government Whip in the Assembly;”.

10. Clause 50, page 44, line 24, after “Secretary” insert “(other than the Parliamentary Secretary to the
Premier)”.
11. Clause 54, page 47, line 20, omit “office.” and insert—
“office; and
(c) if the Member does not elect to be provided with a motor vehicle under section 6(6), the motor
vehicle allowance.”.
12. Clause 54, lines 29 and 30, omit all words and expressions on these lines.
13. Clause 54, line 31, omit “(d)” and insert “(c)”.
14. Clause 54, page 48, line 23, omit “(2)” and insert “(l)(c)”.
15. Clause 55, page 53, lines 14 to 24, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert—
“(17)

If the Compliance Officer determines to uphold the appeal, the Compliance Officer must
notify the former Member and the Clerk of the relevant House of the Parliament.”.

16. Clause 55, page 53, lines 30 to 32 and page 54, lines 1 to 8, omit all words and expressions on these
lines and insert—
“(19)

If the Compliance Officer determines to reject the appeal, the Compliance Officer must
notify the former Member and the Clerk of the relevant House of the Parliament.”.

17. Clause 55, page 54, after line 15 insert—
“(20A) If the Compliance Officer considers that a statement of findings and any required actions
should be published in a particular case, the Compliance Officer may at any time cause
the statement to be transmitted to each House of the Parliament.
(20B)

The Clerk of each House of the Parliament must cause a statement of findings and any
required actions transmitted under subsection (20A) to be laid before the House on the
day on which it is received or on the next sitting day of that House of the Parliament.

(20C)

If the Compliance Officer proposes to transmit a statement of findings and any required
actions under subsection (20A), the Compliance Officer must publish the statement on the
Tribunal’s Internet site as soon as practicable after giving it to the Clerks.”.

18. Clause 59, page 64, lines 29 to 33 and page 65, lines 1 to 5, omit all words and expressions on these
lines and insert—
“(7)

If the Compliance Officer determines to uphold the appeal, the Compliance Officer must
notify the Member and the relevant Officer.”.

19. Clause 59, page 65, lines 13 to 23, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert—
“(9)

If the Compliance Officer determines to reject the appeal, the Compliance Officer must
notify the Member and relevant Officer.”.
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20. Clause 59, page 65, after line 23 insert—
“(9A) If the Compliance Officer considers that a statement of findings and any required actions
should be published in a particular case, the Compliance Officer may at any time cause
the statement to be transmitted to each House of the Parliament.
(9B) The Clerk of each House of the Parliament must cause a statement of findings and any
required actions transmitted under subsection (9A) to be laid before the House on the day
on which it is received or on the next sitting day of that House of the Parliament.
(9C) If the Compliance Officer proposes to transmit a statement of findings and any required
actions under subsection (9A), the Compliance Officer must publish the statement on the
Tribunal’s Internet site as soon as practicable after giving it to the Clerks.”.
21. Clause 59, page 66, line 18, after “allowances” insert “and the motor vehicle allowance (if claimed)”.
22. Clause 59, page 66, line 32, after “allowances” insert “and the motor vehicle allowance (if claimed)”.
23. Clause 61, lines 20 to 25, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert—
‘(5)

For section 31(4) of the Principal Act substitute—
“(4)

Despite anything to the contrary in this section, the member may request in writing
that the State limit, to the amount specified in the request, employer contributions
to the person’s basic contributions fund to the extent that the basic contributions
fund cannot receive those contributions without causing the member to exceed the
concessional contributions cap published by the Australian Taxation Office in
relation to superannuation contributions.”.’.

24. Clause 74, page 85, line 20, omit all words and expressions on this line.
25. Clause 74, page 85, line 21, omit “(d)” and insert “(c)”.
26. Clause 77, page 88, line 31, after “(if any)” insert”, the motor vehicle allowance (if claimed)”.
27. Clause 77, page 91, line 14, after “duties” insert “for financial or commercial advantage or benefit to
themselves or another person”.
28. Clause 77, page 91, line 18, after this line insert—
“(3)

A former Member is not to be taken to have breached confidentiality obligations regarding
information obtained in the course of their public duties if the former Member was—
(a) required by law to disclose that information; or
(b) otherwise acting lawfully in disclosing that information.”.

29. Clause 78, page 93, line 13, omit “; and” and insert—
“––
but if it is not reasonably practicable for the Member to make the calculations for the purpose
of providing that indication, then the Member may instead provide the number of shares that
constitutes that interest; and”.
30. Clause 78, page 95, lines 22 to 31, omit all words and expressions on these lines and insert—
“(2)

If a Member holds a beneficial interest in a blind trust, the Member is not required to comply
with subsections (l)(g) and (l)(h) in respect of the blind trust, but in the primary return the
Member must provide—
(a) a description of the blind trust: and
(b) the name and address of the person who manages the blind trust.”.

Mr CARROLL (Niddrie—Minister for Crime Prevention, Minister for Corrections, Minister for
Youth Justice, Minister for Victim Support) (16:52): I move:
That the amendments be agreed to.

I hope the house supports them.
Mr WELLS (Rowville) (16:53): After careful consideration of the house amendments that were
put forward by the government, the opposition will be accepting these amendments and supporting
the bill through its passage.
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Motion agreed to.
The SPEAKER: A message will now be sent to the Legislative Council informing them of the
house’s decision.
Address to Parliament
GOVERNOR’S SPEECH
Address-in-reply
Debate resumed on motion of Mr BRAYNE:
That the following address, in reply to the speech of Her Excellency the Governor to both houses of
Parliament, be agreed to by this house:
Governor:
We, the Legislative Assembly of Victoria assembled in Parliament, wish to express our loyalty to our
Sovereign and to thank you for the speech which you have made to the Parliament.

And Mr HIBBINS’s amendment:
That the following words be added at the end of the motion: ‘but respectfully regret that the speech fails to
outline effective measures to protect Victoria’s natural environment and endangered plants and animals nor
address the urgent water, climate and extinction crises that affect all Victorians’.

Ms WARD (Eltham) (16:53): I have to say, it is a bit difficult to come on for your address-in-reply
after you have just had two fantastic inaugural speeches; both members took no prisoners. It has to be
said that all of our inaugural speeches by our new members here have been nothing short of fantastic.
They have really shown where the growth of the Labor Party is and the calibre of the candidates that
we have. What they really all showed was the strength of our commitment to Labor values; every
speech focused on kindness, on equality and on the things that we could do to help people to make
Victoria a better place.
I am thrilled to have them all here, I really am—people who I know are hard workers, who are strong
yet have soft hearts and who have the best social conscience. A few of them are old friends, like the
member for Box Hill and the member for Cranbourne. Some are new friends, such as the member for
Hawthorn. I have been in the trenches with many of you, including the member for Buninyong, and I
overwhelmingly welcome you to this place. I am very glad to have you here. I love my community. It
is a good place to live, it is a safe place to live and it is a very happy place to live. In fact the Shire of
Nillumbik is one of the happiest places in the state, amazingly. But when you look at our topography,
when you look at our quality of life—our longevity and our healthiness—it is no surprise. It also helps
of course that the colours of many of the teams in Eltham are red and black. Being an Essendon
supporter, this makes it a very happy place for me to live. I have lived in my community for a very
long time, and I live there because I love it. It has a beautiful natural environment. We are surrounded
by riverways, by the Yarra River, by Diamond Creek and Research Gully reserve. It is just a beautiful
place to be.
I am lucky, though. I stand here because the last four years have been one of hard work and getting
things done. We have had some landmark achievements in my electorate over the last four years. One
that I am most passionate about and one that really gives me the most joy is the reopening of
Greensborough TAFE. To think that this TAFE, which was the only one in the outer suburbs in the
north-east, could have been closed by the previous Liberal government! That government was so
short-sighted that it wanted to deny opportunities to so many people in the north-east, notwithstanding
the huge growth corridor to our north that includes the member for Yan Yean’s electorate. But then
we had a Premier and a then minister, Steve Herbert from the other place—who was also a former
member for Eltham—who stood up strong and worked incredibly hard to help re-open that TAFE. It
is a fantastic, thriving campus and it is testament to the values of this government and how hard we
will work and how much we will stand by what we said and deliver for the people of this state.
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I was also thrilled to be a part of the Hurstbridge line stage 1 project, along with my colleague the
member for Ivanhoe. I know his electorate is the primary beneficiary of this fantastic upgrade, but the
duplication of the train line and removal of the level crossing has had a ripple effect into my
community. For someone who has used that train line for 40-odd years, it is great to see it continuing
to be modernised. It is only ever Labor governments that modernise the Hurstbridge line. Every time
there has been a Labor government in power something good has happened to the Hurstbridge line to
improve it and to make it a more efficient and reliable service. The other side have never done anything
for the Hurstbridge line, other than to pull back two trains from Greensborough to actually start at
Eltham. That was our increase to services in the four years they were in government.
We have also opened our local tech school. I want to congratulate Skylie Massingham, who has
recently had a baby boy and who has been leading that charge like nobody else. She has been amazing.
Our tech school is fantastic. It sits on our TAFE site. It is a beautiful scene. As you drive up to the
Civic Drive roundabout, there it is looking at you and showing you the way to the future and showing
the ambitions of this government for our young people—how we want to help them to achieve. We
know it is the role of government to give them a place in the world and to help them to achieve their
dreams and ambitions and understand what their opportunities are.
We have rebuilt the Montmorency Secondary College, we have the Eltham North pavilions under way
and we have completed the St Helena sporting facilities. We are about to add to them and make them
even better. And of course we improved Bolton Street. All of this strengthens my community, and it
is a close community. Pretty much everybody has got about two degrees of separation, and the things
we have done as a government help make that community are even stronger.
I have to say, though, that I am disappointed in Nillumbik Shire Council pursuing the development of
the Eltham kinder, the senior citizens hall and the maternal and child health centre, which includes
Eltham Foodshare and the old shire office site. I can see the member for Eildon having a bit of a snigger
at that. I can tell the member for Eildon that losing those services and having the monstrosity of an
eight-storey hotel built in the middle of Eltham is not something my community wants to see. These
are important sites in our community, and this process is causing hurt, just as it did when council pursued
the sale of 17 parks and land parcels, the pursuit of which I am proud to say failed.
It is important to work with community, not work in spite of them and their interests. I am looking
forward to the next four years and the new projects which I will be working with our community to
develop and realise. This includes the north-east link, a game-changer for my communities and for so
many other communities around me and on the other side of the river. I cannot tell you how excited I
am about the Hurstbridge line stage 2 project. It is something that I have wanted to see done for decades.
We have money for St Helena Secondary College to improve its services and its sporting facilities.
We have got money for my old primary school, which has not seen much love in many, many years,
and still has classrooms that look the same as when I was there. I am glad we are doing something
about it. We have got money for Eltham North Primary School and, excitingly, there is going to be a
new community hospital for my community.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire): Unfortunately the time set down for consideration of
items on the government business program has arrived, and I am required to interrupt business.
Bills
TRANSPORT LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (BETTER ROADS VICTORIA AND
OTHER AMENDMENTS) BILL 2018
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr PALLAS:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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and Ms BRITNELL’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘that’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this bill be withdrawn and redrafted to
provide for an increase in the guaranteed level of funding for rural, regional, outer suburban and interface
communities from Better Roads Victoria funding and to ensure that such funding is not reduced over time by
a reduction in the total funding pool’.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr McGuire): The minister has moved that the bill be now read a
second time. The member for South-West Coast has moved a reasoned amendment to this motion.
She has proposed to omit all the words after ‘that’ with the view of inserting in their place the words
which appear on the notice paper. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the question.

Those who support the reasoned amendment moved by the member for South-West Coast should vote
no.
House divided on question:

Ayes, 55
Addison, Ms
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brayne, Mr
Bull, Mr J
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Cheeseman, Mr
Connolly, Ms
Couzens, Ms
Crugnale, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr

Fowles, Mr
Fregon, Mr
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hall, Ms
Hamer, Mr
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Horne, Ms
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kennedy, Mr
Kilkenny, Ms
Maas, Mr
McGhie, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Neville, Ms

Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Read, Dr
Richards, Ms
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Settle, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Tak, Mr
Taylor, Mr
Thomas, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 27
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T
Burgess, Mr
Cupper, Ms
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr

Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Newbury, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D
O’Brien, Mr M
Riordan, Mr

Question agreed to.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Rowswell, Mr
Smith, Mr R
Smith, Mr T
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Vallence, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr
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The SPEAKER: The bill will now be sent to the Legislative Council and their agreement
requested.
ENERGY LEGISLATION AMENDMENT (VICTORIAN DEFAULT OFFER) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Ms D’AMBROSIO:
That this bill be now read a second time.

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
The SPEAKER: The bill will now be sent to the Legislative Council and their agreement
requested.
WEST GATE TUNNEL (TRUCK BANS AND TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT) BILL 2019
Second reading
Debate resumed on motion of Mr PALLAS:
That this bill be now read a second time.

and Ms STALEY’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘that’ be omitted and replaced with the words ‘this house refuses to read this bill a
second time until members of this house are given access to an unredacted version of the West Gate Tunnel
project agreement’.

and Mr HIBBINS’s amendment to Ms STALEY’s amendment:
That after the word ‘agreement’ there be inserted the words ‘and the government develops and publishes the
Transport Plan as required by s 63 of the Transport Integration Act 2010’.

The SPEAKER: The question is:
That the words proposed to be inserted by the member for Prahran stand part of the question.

Those supporting the amendment by the member for Prahran should vote yes.
House divided on question:

Ayes, 27
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T
Burgess, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hibbins, Mr
Hodgett, Mr

Kealy, Ms
McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Newbury, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D
O’Brien, Mr M
Read, Dr
Riordan, Mr

Rowswell, Mr
Smith, Mr R
Smith, Mr T
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Vallence, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Noes, 55
Addison, Ms
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms

Foley, Mr
Fowles, Mr
Fregon, Mr
Green, Ms

Northe, Mr
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
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Brayne, Mr
Bull, Mr J
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Cheeseman, Mr
Connolly, Ms
Couzens, Ms
Crugnale, Ms
Cupper, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr

Halfpenny, Ms
Hall, Ms
Hamer, Mr
Hennessy, Ms
Horne, Ms
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kennedy, Mr
Kilkenny, Ms
Maas, Mr
McGhie, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Neville, Ms
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Richards, Ms
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Settle, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Tak, Mr
Taylor, Mr
Thomas, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Amendment defeated.
The SPEAKER: We will now deal with the member for Ripon’s amendment. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the question.

Those supporting the reasoned amendment by the member for Ripon should vote no.
House divided on question:

Ayes, 54
Addison, Ms
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brayne, Mr
Bull, Mr J
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Cheeseman, Mr
Connolly, Ms
Couzens, Ms
Crugnale, Ms
Cupper, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms

Eren, Mr
Foley, Mr
Fowles, Mr
Fregon, Mr
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hall, Ms
Hamer, Mr
Hennessy, Ms
Horne, Ms
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kennedy, Mr
Kilkenny, Ms
Maas, Mr
McGhie, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr

Neville, Ms
Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Richards, Ms
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Settle, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Tak, Mr
Taylor, Mr
Thomas, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 28
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T
Burgess, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hibbins, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Kealy, Ms

McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Newbury, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D
O’Brien, Mr M
Read, Dr
Riordan, Mr

Question agreed to.
The SPEAKER: The question is:
That this bill be now read a second time and a third time.

Rowswell, Mr
Smith, Mr R
Smith, Mr T
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Vallence, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr
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House divided on question:

Ayes, 56
Addison, Ms
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Blandthorn, Ms
Brayne, Mr
Bull, Mr J
Carbines, Mr
Carroll, Mr
Cheeseman, Mr
Connolly, Ms
Couzens, Ms
Crugnale, Ms
Cupper, Ms
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Dimopoulos, Mr
Donnellan, Mr
Edbrooke, Mr
Edwards, Ms
Eren, Mr

Foley, Mr
Fowles, Mr
Fregon, Mr
Green, Ms
Halfpenny, Ms
Hall, Ms
Hamer, Mr
Hennessy, Ms
Hibbins, Mr
Horne, Ms
Hutchins, Ms
Kairouz, Ms
Kennedy, Mr
Kilkenny, Ms
Maas, Mr
McGhie, Mr
McGuire, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Neville, Ms

Pakula, Mr
Pallas, Mr
Pearson, Mr
Read, Dr
Richards, Ms
Richardson, Mr
Scott, Mr
Settle, Ms
Sheed, Ms
Spence, Ms
Staikos, Mr
Suleyman, Ms
Tak, Mr
Taylor, Mr
Thomas, Ms
Ward, Ms
Williams, Ms
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Angus, Mr
Battin, Mr
Blackwood, Mr
Britnell, Ms
Bull, Mr T
Burgess, Mr
Guy, Mr
Hodgett, Mr
Kealy, Ms

McCurdy, Mr
McLeish, Ms
Morris, Mr
Newbury, Mr
Northe, Mr
O’Brien, Mr D
O’Brien, Mr M
Riordan, Mr
Rowswell, Mr

Smith, Mr R
Smith, Mr T
Southwick, Mr
Staley, Ms
Vallence, Ms
Wakeling, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read second time.
Third reading
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.
The SPEAKER: The bill will now be sent to the Legislative Council and their agreement
requested.
Business interrupted under sessional orders.
Adjournment
The SPEAKER: The question is:
That the house now adjourns.

VICTORIA STATE EMERGENCY SERVICE MANSFIELD UNIT
Ms McLEISH (Eildon) (17:20): (261) Acting Speaker Spence, it is lovely to have you in the chair
during an adjournment debate. My adjournment matter this evening is for the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, and the action I seek is for her to find a workable solution so that the Mansfield
SES receives funding and support to establish a new and modern facility, having consideration for the
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other emergency services requirements in the town. I acknowledge my discussion with the minister in
the last sitting week, and I appreciate the time she gave me.
It is well known that the Mansfield SES needs an upgrade; it really needs to be rebuilt. The unit itself,
Mansfield Shire Council and the SES hierarchy all agree that this is a very pressing need. But things
have not progressed over the last four years, and there is a lot of complexity around this. I want to take
a moment to explain the complexity. The current SES facility is located on council land in the middle
of the old saleyards site. The ongoing future of this land is a concern for many people in the town. The
council is very cash-strapped, and they want to subdivide it and sell it. Some people in the town feel
that should happen and others do not. Council, though, really needs a plan for the future site.
The SES is very clear that this is their preferred location—either there or very close to it—to meet
response time criteria. The SES in Mansfield provide enormous support. An analysis of the Mansfield
shire’s annual report shows that the SES do over 8000 hours a year, with half a million dollars worth
of services. Fifty-five per cent of the services are for state assets such as forests, roads and waterways,
and certainly for emergency support of the tourist industry. They also operate for free a 24-hour afterhours call service for the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning.
Another complexity here is that the other emergency services in the town are also substandard. The
ambulance station is outdated and in desperate need of replacement. It was built in the 1970s. It is not
fit to house the 10 paramedics and the five vehicles. The current street location is not ideal. The CFA
have nowhere to train. They are located on a small site in the middle of town. It has recently been
upgraded, but the future is one of concern.
Mansfield is a real growth pocket, and what is really needed is funding to support a plan for the
development of an emergency services precinct. I would like to think that the minister can provide the
funding and the support for that detailed emergency services plan. The cash-strapped council certainly
will not be unable to contribute towards that, but the community will, and they have committed to
raising $20 000 to support this initiative. The cooperation of the state authorities in the emergency
services area is central to this.
GLENROY BOWLS CLUB
Ms BLANDTHORN (Pascoe Vale) (17:23): (262) I appreciate the opportunity to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Tourism, Sport and Major Events, and the action I seek is that the
minister provide me with an update on the resurfacing project at the Glenroy Bowls Club, a project
which the Andrews Labor government last year contributed $100 000 towards. The installation of a
new synthetic bowling green at the Glenroy Bowls Club is an exciting project for the whole Glenroy
community. The Glenroy Bowls Club is a fantastic local club. Indeed it is one of the oldest and was
previously one of the biggest bowls clubs in the state. It is a club that provides excellent leisure and
social opportunities for the people of our community, and it is a club managed and led by a fantastic
group of people—namely, club president Christopher Davis, chairman of the board Brian Delaney,
executive officer Janet McCarron and of course their very capable leadership team.
It was so pleasing for me to announce at the bowls club in January 2018 that the club had been
successful in their application. It was a very hot day—I was very heavily pregnant at the time so it is
embedded in my memory—but it was great to be at the club that day. I certainly look forward to an
update on where this project is up to.
HEALESVILLE FREEWAY RESERVE
Mr ANGUS (Forest Hill) (17:24): (263) I raise a matter of importance for the attention of the
Minister for Energy, Environment and Climate Change. The action I seek is for the minister to provide
me with a written update regarding the plans for and future use of the Healesville freeway reserve
(HFR). I have spoken about this issue many times in this place, including in the last Parliament as an
adjournment matter on 5 September 2018. I note that, sadly for my constituents, I never received a
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response to that adjournment matter. The HFR is an approximately 3.3-kilometre stretch of land in the
Forest Hill electorate, running from Springvale Road to Boronia Road, and had originally been set
aside for a freeway to Healesville. The previous coalition government protected over 15 hectares of
the HFR by transferring it to Crown land.
During the 2014 election campaign the then Labor candidate and the current Premier campaigned in
my electorate of Forest Hill on the issue of the HFR, promising that a Labor government would not
sell any part of it. That campaign included a visit on 25 February 2014 to the HFR in the Forest Hill
electorate by the current Premier, when he stood on a stump in the HFR and categorically promised to
preserve the HFR. We now know that this promise was another Labor intentional untruth and that,
according to a VicRoads letter dated 7 October 2016, land within the HFR is being sold. I asked the
Premier about this issue in the Parliament on 24 May 2018, and he did not answer my questions then,
nor has he answered them since. Local residents remain very concerned about this issue and are keen
to learn how much of the Healesville freeway reserve the government is selling and when the
government will advise them of the extent of the government’s broken promise on this issue.
Local residents are also very keen to know what is happening with the previously promised shared
walking and cycling path in the HFR. This project was announced by the government most recently
on 13 April 2015, and nothing has been seen of or heard about this promise since. Many residents have
contacted me over the last almost five years asking me what is happening with the HFR and what the
government is doing. The answer so far, apart from selling off parts of the HFR contrary to the
government’s earlier promise, has been virtually nothing. I ask the minister to write to me as a matter
of urgency to advise me what is happening with the HFR, in particular about how much of the land is
being sold and when the shared walking-cycling path will be started so I can then notify residents of
the Forest Hill district and provide them with a detailed update regarding this land.
BOX HILL TRANSIT INTERCHANGE
Mr HAMER (Box Hill) (17:26): (264) I wish to raise a matter with the Minister for Public
Transport. The action I seek is that the minister visit my community in Box Hill to view and assess
the current state of the Box Hill transit interchange. The Andrews Labor government has a strong track
record of investment in public transport. From the removal of 75 dangerous and congested level
crossings to the Melbourne Metro rail tunnel and the planned Suburban Rail Loop, this government is
delivering the biggest investment in public transport infrastructure that Victoria has ever seen.
The Box Hill transit interchange is one of Melbourne’s busiest transport hubs, with tens of thousands
of bus and rail passengers there every day. The current interchange was built in the early 1980s, in
conjunction with the removal of the Station Street level crossing, a notoriously congested level
crossing in the eastern suburbs. It is interesting to note that as a result of the delays caused by this level
crossing, bus routes were designed to wind through local streets and terminate at Box Hill rather than
running north–south along Station Street or parallel roads, a legacy which remains on some routes to
this day. Box Hill’s transit interchange facilities were advanced for Melbourne at the time, but are now
35 years old and would not have been designed for a life cycle far beyond the present, or for current
expectations of amenity or access. The current facilities lack connectivity, causing safety and
accessibility issues for public transport users as well as pedestrians and cyclists.
Since 2014 there have been a number of minor upgrades to improve safety and the visual appearance
of the bus interchange area. These upgrades include the addition of pedestrian crossings, the repainting
of bays, the installation of better ramps and additional signage, repairs to the roof and downpipes and
the expansion of the presence of staff and security. Works were also completed to replace old lighting
with LED lamps. The establishment of the Box Hill Transit Interchange Steering Committee to
develop a strategic business case for the redevelopment of the interchange has also been an important
milestone in exploring the options available to improve the interchange. Over the last 35 years Box
Hill has experienced substantial residential and jobs growth. With this growth expected to continue, it
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is critical that this is serviced by a modern interchange at Box Hill that facilitates the mass movement
of people every day.
KINGSTON CITY COUNCIL
Mr ROWSWELL (Sandringham) (17:29): (265) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for
Local Government in the other place. The action I seek is for the minister to confirm that Kingston City
Council has complied with community consultation guidelines, specifically in relation to the council’s
plan to plant trees along Beach Road between Charman Road, Cheltenham, and Rennison Street,
Parkdale. Kingston council plans to plant trees on Beach Road nature strips between Charman Road,
Cheltenham, and Rennison Street, Parkdale. I am advised by the CEO of Kingston council that this work
will be completed by the end of April this year. The council, in my view, has a duty to properly consult
residents when undertaking projects of this nature, especially when such projects will significantly alter
the streetscape of an area, cause disruption to residents and potentially impact upon safety. I have been
overwhelmed by the number of residents who have reached out to me despite the lack of consultation
from Kingston council. I personally wrote to residents along Beach Road between Charman Road and
Warrigal Road specifically to ask them for their views. To quote local home owner Shane:
The complete lack of consultation and notification that this was even being considered defies the very basic
concepts of democracy.

Beach Road residents believe there has been a lack of consultation, a failure of reasonable governance
and there are allegations of breaches of proper governance. These breaches include actioning formal
council motions in contravention of state and local government policies, including but not limited to
the Local Government Act 1989, the Road Management Act 2004 and the Kingston City Council
councillor code of conduct; withholding community consultation results from both the community
and relevant government departments; the failure to use council resources, including ratepayer funds,
in the public interest; indicating via media release an intent to ignore a written directive from VicRoads
relating to road safety; the frequent failure to act in a transparent manner, thereby avoiding reasonable
public scrutiny; the intentional obfuscation of facts; and the failure to present all information to
opposing councillors. I therefore ask that the minister cooperate in this matter, and I seek his urgent
assurance that Kingston council’s handling of this matter has been dealt with appropriately,
considering the overwhelming response from local residents.
CORIO DRUG AND ALCOHOL RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATION CENTRE
Mr EREN (Lara) (17:31): (266) I wish to raise an urgent matter for the attention of the Minister for
Mental Health. The action I seek is for the minister to ensure that contracts and partnerships with
providers are delivered as a matter of urgency for the 30-bed drug and alcohol residential rehabilitation
centre in my electorate. Last year our government announced this desperately needed drug and alcohol
rehab centre in my electorate to help address concerns about the rates of substance abuse. That is why
as the local member I am proud that we are getting on with the job of building this new facility in
Corio. This will ensure that people can get the help they need in their own community near their
families and support networks without having to travel to Melbourne.
Since 2014 we have significantly increased the number of residential rehabilitation beds in the state,
from 208 to 368, helping hundreds of Victorians to get back on their feet and get on with their lives.
In 2018–19 the Labor government is investing a record $259.9 million in drug services while also
continuing to roll out the Ice Action Plan and the Drug Rehabilitation Plan.
On occasions you think that in a perfect world that we would not need services like this, but we do
unfortunately, and that is why the Andrews Labor government is doubling the beds that are needed in
this very important area. It is a cancer on society, and I think our government is doing the best it can
under the circumstances to alleviate some of the pain that communities are feeling, particularly in
certain areas of our state. So again the action I seek from the minister is to ensure that the contract and
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partnerships with providers are delivered as a matter of urgency to ensure we continue this great work
and keep this important project moving.
WASTE AND RECYCLING MANAGEMENT
Mr HIBBINS (Prahran) (17:33): (267) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Energy,
Environment and Climate Change, and the action I seek is for the minister to fix the recycling crisis
and do it using the $500 million that is sitting in the Sustainability Fund for this very purpose. In the
Prahran electorate residents are doing the right thing but their recycling is being sent to landfill. In the
City of Port Phillip residents have sent around 400 tonnes of recyclables to landfill. Stonnington has
also been affected; their recycling is going to landfill. It is absolutely unacceptable. The government
has seen this crisis coming with the ban on low-quality recyclables going to China and the build-up of
dangerous material across Melbourne. It is not good enough for the government to keep blaming
China, local governments and private companies without taking responsibility.
This is a crisis, but it is also an incredible opportunity to do what the government should have been
doing already—that is, create a recycling industry here in Victoria with jobs along the way, implement
the ban on plastic bags they promised to do two years ago I think, going further and banning
unnecessary plastic packaging, introduce a container deposit scheme which we know has widespread
support across the community and introduce—and this is one of my favourites—kerbside organic
recycling, which is really important particularly for people living in apartments.
The Greens motion for a parliamentary inquiry into the waste crisis succeeded in the other place, so
that inquiry will be up. I am sure there are a lot of councils, individuals and organisations that will be
very keen to submit to that inquiry to look at solutions. In fact just before this speech I saw that the
Municipal Association of Victoria has put out their ‘Rescue our recycling: proposed action plan’, with
actions for the Victorian government, local government and even the federal government. As part of
their actions for the Victorian government they have got ‘Invest in recycling infrastructure’, ‘Fund and
support market development’, ‘Introduce a container deposit scheme’, ‘Bolster community education’
and ‘Strengthen industry oversight board/regulation’. These are terrific ideas, and I would certainly
encourage the government to take up these actions now to fix this crisis. I encourage organisations,
people and councils who are interested in this, or passionate about this, to submit to the inquiry.
COUNTRY FIRE AUTHORITY MACEDON ELECTORATE BRIGADES
Ms THOMAS (Macedon) (17:36): (268) The matter I wish to raise is for the attention of the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and the action I seek is that the minister join me in my
electorate to visit some of Macedon’s local Country Fire Authority (CFA) brigades. The minister has
previously met a number of CFA volunteers from Macedon both at the Lancefield-Benloch fires and
on the weekend at the staging ground for the Bunyip fire. In inviting the minister I want to take the
opportunity to introduce her to more volunteers, showcase the impact the Andrews government’s
investments in the CFA have had in my community and enable the minister to learn more about
priority projects, including our $950 000 commitment to upgrade the Riddells Creek CFA station.
On the eve of International Women’s Day I would like to take this opportunity to give a special shoutout to women across my electorate in both paid and volunteer roles with the CFA, the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade, the SES, Victoria Police and Ambulance Victoria. Our emergency services are stronger
for your participation.
My community understands full well that the minister may not be able to visit until after the fire season
has concluded, but we look forward to welcoming her sometime before the end of autumn.
LOWAN ELECTORATE PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Ms KEALY (Lowan) (17:37): (269) My adjournment matter is for the Minister for Public
Transport, and the action I seek is for the minister to match the election commitment made by The
Nationals and commit to bringing back passenger rail to Horsham and Hamilton. Over the past five
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years I have been a fierce advocate for improving public transport services across western Victoria
and have stood side by side with many strong voices in the community who demand better public
transport in our region. Unfortunately all Labor have delivered over the past five years have been
timetable changes that have reduced connectivity with our region, with fewer services less often and
much longer travel times to get from Melbourne to places like Warracknabeal and Casterton. The most
recent timetable changes have blown out the time to travel from Warracknabeal to Horsham, with
locals telling me just last week that it now takes around 3 hours for this trip that takes 45 minutes by
car, largely because of the lengthy route the bus takes on the journey. This is simply unacceptable.
Over the election campaign The Nationals committed to many public transport improvements across
western Victoria, including more bus services, a service from Hamilton to Horsham via Cavendish
and Balmoral, better connections to the tourist mecca of Halls Gap in the Grampians, a firm
commitment to return passenger rail to Horsham and Hamilton and a business case to work out the
best way to deliver that so that travellers can achieve the best possible connections at the times they
want to use rail services to maximise use of the service. But the commitment was not just about public
transport to Horsham and Hamilton; we also made a commitment to return passenger rail to Mildura
and committed funding to take the vital first steps towards achieving this, committing $80 million to
upgrade level crossings and add passing loops along the Mildura line—all necessary to occur before
we can bring back passenger rail. Unfortunately we did not hear any such commitments from Labor.
The people of Lowan comprehensively voted in favour of improvements to public transport in western
Victoria. Given Labor made no election commitments to our part of the state, I sincerely ask the
minister to take The Nationals’ election funding commitments on board, to listen to the local people
and affirm this commitment to bring back passenger rail and improve bus connections in our part of
the state. I met with representatives from the western rail group today, prior to their meeting with the
Minister for Public Transport. I commend the group for their strong and tireless advocacy around the
importance of improving connections to our part of the state, whether it is helping to bring people to
the region to work, live, study or be tourists, or for locals to visit family, attend meetings, go to schools
or unis, or get to medical appointments. We need and deserve better public transport to support our
region, and this must include the return of passenger rail.
Their proposal of an interim option to develop a rail shuttle service along the standard gauge rail line
to provide a connection from Hamilton and Horsham to Ararat while a business case on the best way
to return rail in the long term is developed has merit. I urge the minister to provide a commitment to
do this as soon as possible and make it happen. Our people are just as deserving of good access to
reliable, timely and convenient public transport as our friends in larger regional cities like Ballarat,
Bendigo and Geelong. Labor must deliver to ensure that all public transport services are available to
all Victorians, especially those that live furthest from Melbourne, who are most isolated. I reiterate to
the minister that the action I seek is a commitment to match the election commitment made by the
National Party.
ROXBURGH PARK RAILWAY STATION CAR PARKING
Mr McGUIRE (Broadmeadows) (17:40): (270) My adjournment request is to the Minister for
Public Transport. The action I seek is to have bus shelters built over the bus stops at Roxburgh Park
railway station. The need is due to our having only 275 car park spaces at this station, and of course
we are going through a period of huge population growth. This would be a way to actually help people
get to work, get home faster and use public transport, so it would work to reduce traffic congestion,
increase productivity and address the needs of the booming suburbs of the north and my electorate.
RESPONSES
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East—Leader of the House, Minister for Transport Infrastructure) (17:41):
I will respond to the matter raised by the member for Lowan, even though she did address this matter
to the Minister for Public Transport. The responsibility for delivering transport infrastructure actually
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sits in my portfolio responsibilities of transport infrastructure, and therefore I will respond now to that
matter raised by the member for Lowan.
I can say at the outset that the Andrews Labor government will absolutely not be matching the hoax
of a policy that the Liberal-National parties took to the community 102 days ago that was their regional
rail program. I can make that clear to the member from the outset. When it comes to providing better
public transport services in and around the Horsham community, part of making sure you can deliver
those services to those communities in western Victoria is to make sure you keep the train lines open,
which is in stark contrast to the efforts of a previous Liberal-National Party government.
I am very familiar with the issues identified by the western rail group. I have met with them previously.
I was scheduled to meet with them today; however, the need to deal with matters in the house in my
role as Leader of the House precluded me from taking that meeting. My office was there, along with
the Minister for Public Transport, and we will continue to work with regional communities in an open
and honest way about how we can improve their public transport services, be they train or bus services,
and that is the commitment I will give to western Victoria and other regional communities.
Another nine members raised matters for various ministers, and they will be referred for their attention
and response.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Spence): The house is now adjourned.
House adjourned 5.43 p.m. until Tuesday, 19 March.

